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first stageof production fitment; meanwhilein many
countriesthe decisionto apply this restrainingdevice
has not yet beentaken.
Our initial approachwill be to determineas precisely as possible the protection potential of the
seatbeltand ol' the inflatable bag.
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Then we will discussthe resultsobtainedas a
function of the accidentaland technicalparameter!i,
Particular attention will be accorded to the
problem of the frequency of wearing of the
seatbelt.
Finally we will treat the economic aspects
and will evaluate the cost-effectivenessratio
of each device, either alone or in combination together.
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Summary
Based on a detailed examination of accidents, the
author compares the measured efficiency o[ the threepoint seatbelt with that for a case-Lry-case
evaluatisn
of the air cushion; the result obtained is discussed,
firstly as a function of the accidental or technical
parameters which govern it and of the perspectivcson
the wcaring of the seatbelt; therr taking econotnic
"costfactors into account. as a function of the
efficiency" ratio of these two devices.

Introduction
The aim of this presentation is to establish the
advantages and disadvantage$ of today's two most
effective devices for protecting car occupants in the
event of an accident over the coming decades;these
devicesare the air cushiotr and the three-point fixing
seatbelt, and we discuss the results which may be
expected.
This subject has been treated several times over the
last ten years. However, we believe it i:i not inopportune to look at the situation again at this poittt in
time where the air cushion technique has passed its
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Evaluationof the ProtectionPotential
of the Seatbeltand of the Air Cushion
Accident parameters
We will usethosefrom the enquiryof the "Physiology" Laboraroryof the PSA-RENAULTAssociation. This nrultidiscipline investigation is based on
more than six thousand accidents studied. with the
cooperation of the Police, the doctors of the Orthopedic Research Institute from the hospital of
GARCHES, and the engineers of the automobile
companies PEUCEOT, CITROEN and RENAULT.
The geographic zone concerned is the west Paris
region; it comprises different types of traffic, town,
main road and highway, in proportions which represent a typical averageEuropean situation.
The different types of impact are detailed in annex
l, page 2 and summarisedin the following table:

SIDE IMPACT

OTHEHS

TOTAL

Victims
FrontSeat

2951

Frequency

6?0/o

17.3o/o

20.70/o

1000/o

Seriousinjurles
occupants
non-belted

64o/o

21.7o/o

14.2o/o

1000/t

823

989

4763
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One can note the great preponderanceof frontal
impacts in France, while a mostly highway traffic
Deaths

FRONT IMPACT

SIDEIMPACT

50Vo

29o/o

Calculation of the efficiency of the seatbelt
The deviceconcernedis the three-pointfixing seat
belt with retractingreel. The efficiencyis determined
by comparingthe proportion of "deaths and serious

Seat-beltafficiency
Distribution
of Victims
Protectedby $eat-belt

OTHERS
210/o

TOTAL
lOOo/o

injuries" of the victims accordingto whether or not
the seatbelt was being worn. The calculationsare
detailedin annex l.
The following are the results;

FHONTALIMPACT

SIDE IMPACT

OTHERS

TOTAL

52.60/0

45.60/o
217

71.Soh
14?

I 000

641
337

Overall efficiency of the seatbelt for this impact
distribution is therefore53.890
The good performance(52.6V0)of the seatbeltin
frontal impact is not surprising; the seatbelt was
designed for that; its efficiency in severe frontal
impact is due to its excellentaccommodationto the
seatedhuman body with its tension assuredby the
retractor.
Moreover, the performanceof the seatbeltremains
good in side impact (45.590)and better still in rhe
other impacts which compriserear irnpacts,rollovers
and compleximpacts(71.990).
This high efficiency in non-fiontal impacts has
surprisedthe specialists;it i$ due in part to the fact
that the seatbelteliminateslarge movementwithin the
occupantspaceand thus preventsmany oI' the impact
injuries against the rigid zones, resulting sometirnes
from otherwiselight impacts. Additionally the seat
belt avoidsejectionwhich continuesto occur, in spite
of "anti-burst" doorlocks,and of which we know the
statisticallydisastrousconsequences.
Evaluation of the air cushion efficiency
This is the passiveretention$ystemcomprisingboth
the air cushion and a sheet-metalknee bar which
guaranteesthe correct location of the occupantts
lower body.
We have not found in the literature facts which
allow us to determine in a pertinent manner the
efficiency of the air cushion as a function of the

Efficiency of airbag

situation would have given a less highly contrasted
distribution(e.g.USA, sourceFARS):

g9

10e
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parameterscharacterising
the geometryof the impa,
and their severity.We have thereforeevaluatedit or,
the basisof thc APR enquiry by examiningcaseby
case,for the non-beltedoccupants,if the driver'sor
passenger's
bag appearedon the anticipatedtrajectory
of the occupant, taking into account the known
characteristics
of eachimpact.
If the occupant meets the airbag, we have arbitrarily decidedthat the prorectionafforded is 100V0in
frontal impact whatever its severity without taking
into account the limits linked to intrusions into the
occupantspaceor of the air cushion'sown protection
capacity;the only exceptionmade was for extremely
severeimpactswherethe speeddifferenceexceeded
44
M.P.H.
ln the case of side impact, the risks of ejection,
intrusion or sliding on the bag are much greaterthan
for frontal impact: we have therefore evaluatedthe
seatbeltefficiency for the occupantsin the car being
struck with respectto the various positions of the
striking vehicle; we have also attributecl this same
efticiencyto the bag each rime it is impactedby the
occupant.
We shouldnote that the efficiencyof the cushionas
defined in this case-by-case
evaluationis comparable
to the values establishedin the Literature (notably
BLIN and ROMEO, ref. No. 7) as well as with the
resultsof our own test$(annex3).
This cvaluationis detailedin annex 2. The results
are as follows:

F R O N T A LI M P A C T

LATEFIAL IMPACT

OTHERS

76o/o

17olo

14o/o

TOTAL

Distributionof victims

641

217

142

1000

Protectedby the airbag

487

37

20

544

sr2
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The overall efficiency of the inflatable bag is
therefore evaluatedat 54.5r/oin this optimistic hypothesis.

Comparison"seatbelt-nir cushion"
We have founcl an efficiency qrf 53.890 for the
seatbelt and 54.490 for the air cushion. ln other
words the efficiency potential of the two types of
restraint appearsequivalent in the accident conditions
of the APR enquiry and that they are each capable of
preventing at least half of the death or serious injury
victims provided that they are each deployed 10090.

Discussionof TheseResults
Comparisonwith previousother results
D. Huelke has made the sametype of analysisin
the USE in 198l; thoseresultswereof the sameorder;
they corresponded,for the sum of seriousinjuriesand
deaths,to an efficiencyof 55.28/o(in place of 53.8070
for the samethreepoint seatbelt,and 48.90/o
(in place
of 54.4t/o)for the air cushion.
Effect of accident distribution by type of
impact
We note that the airbagis superiorto the seatbeltin
frontal impact, due to its l6Vo potential instead of
52.6V0:our hypothesisof total efficiency in caseof
contact with the air bag impact expressesthe high
performancewhich we expect of the inflatable bag
due to its physicalcharacteristics;
i.e. considerable
contact surfaceand high energyabsorption.But vice
versa the seatbeltis considerablyahead for side and

Maximumefficiensy076
Populationconcerned
Protected

,

FRONT IMPACT
76
641
487

The fact of combining the two methods of restraint
allows the addition of their basic potential, close to
54u/0,a very significant supplement which lifts their
overall efficiency to 69o/o
Reservations
We cite:
r

'

concerning

other type of impact (45.590and 71.990against l79o
and l4%) because,in contrastto the airbagwithout
seatbelt,it guaranteesrestraintin all senses.
It i$ thereforenormal that in the context of traffic
in which the highway dominatesthe comparison
between the two restraint methods is modified in
favour of the seatbelt.
For the efficienciesevaluatedin this investigation,
and for an impact distribution of the USA type, the
overall efficiencypotentialsbecome,
-54.68/ofor the three-pointseatbelt
-45.890 for the air cushion,
which is closeto the HUELKE study.

Prospectsfor progress
As we have stated,the bag and the seatbelthave a
potential for protectionwhich at best sparesjust over
half of the seriousnon-restrained
victirns.
This result is not to be dismissed;it is, however,
not cnough. Is further progresspossible?We know
that the vehicle manufacturersare researchingthe
subject: protection in side impacts; greater structure
resistance
in the caseof more severeimpacts,allowing
a better exploitationof a high-perfonnancerestraint,
be it bag or seatbelt.These researchthemes are,
however,outsidethe scopeof this presentation.
Combining the air cushion with the sefltbelt
Remiriningwithin the dornainof restraintmethods
as such,we will obtain a maximumevaluationof their
possibleefficiencyby combiningtheir effects;
SIDE IMPACT
45.5
217
99

OTHERS
71.9
142
10?

TOTAL
1000
688

Risks linked to the loss of reliabilityof the
device after several years; to the nonconventionalpositionsof the occupants;to
multipleimpacts.

the air cushion

a risk of inefficiency linked to the severityof
the impact: if due to reasonsof intrusion the
upper limit of protection offcrcd by the air
bag would be situated at a speed differential
o f 4 l M . P . H . i n s r e a do f t h e 4 4 M . P . H . w e
concluded, the frontal impact efficiency of
the bag would be four points reduced; also
its global efficiency would drop to 5290 for
the case of the APR investigation, and to
43Vo in the caseof a highway-dorninanttype
circulation of the US type.

ReserrationscoRcernlngthe seatbelt
Injuries can be caused by the seatbelt; generally
light, they have been taken into account in the
efficiencies measured by the enquiry; the principal
risk, submarining is eliminated in the front seats of
recent cars by a correct installation in the vertical
sense,and better still by the mounting of the anchorage on the seat.

The Rate of Wearing of Seatbelts
This is fhe parameter which finally governs the
efficiency of the seatbelt.
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The rntes of wearing
They vary very much from one country to another,
from one typc of road to another, from one year to
the next, as a function of three principal parameters:
r

r

.
'

the legislation:voluntary or obligatory wearirrg. The decisionto make belt-wearingmandatory systematicallyincreasesthe rate of
belt wearing in a very significant manner,
but the resultsare only durable if the other
factors are taken into account.
checking, if the wearing is mandatoryni$
efficient insofar as the user perceivesit is
probable and not only exceptional;a high
level of financial penaltiesdocs not compensatefor too infrequentchecks.
High rates of wearingare obtainedin countries wherecheckingis efficient.
u$er information, on the usefulnessof seatbelt wearing. The high and durable rates of
belt wearing are also obtained in the countries where the stagesof implementationof
legislationhave been accompaniedby information directedat the users.
Northern European countries achievewearing rates superiorto 9090 becausethey have
actedsimultaneouslyon the three parameters
which governbelt wearingrate.
The fig. l, p. 14 taken from TORE VAAJE
(ref. 5) clearly illustrates this efficiency
achievementby taking the example of the
F.R.C. and Britain.

The importanceof user information
Convincing the users is the principal parameter.
Many usersbelievehoweverthat the seatbeltaggravatesinjuries when there is crushingof the occupant
space,by downing or by fire: the statisticsprove that
this is talse. The belief is that ejectionwill savethem
in caseof accident,where in reality it multiplies by
five the risk of death. They do not know the role and
the usefulnessof retention which, we have seen,
reducestoday by a factor of more than two the risks
of injuries or death.
ln order that the userswear, and continueto wear
the seatbelt,it is necessarythat far from fearing it,
they should know it is their best safeguard. Such
information can be understoodand acceptedeven by
thosewho don't much like being"tied in".
It is certain that an information campaignover a
few weeksis not sufficient to transmit such a message; the efficiency comes from an action which is
explanatory,clear, persistantand concertedwith the
regulatory actions which expres$the commitment of
the Public Authorities.
The proof of this is that the rate of belt wearing
today reaches9590in the countrieswherethe message
514

has been understood,and where the Public Authorities and their representatives
on the road have given
the exampleof wearingand making worn the seatbelt.
Passive seatbelt$
The passive$catbeltsappearas a variant almost as
efficient of the "three point", and allows the establishment of a higher wearing rate without obligation
or sanction(RABBIT/VAN DYKE 1982).
This device has the advantageof eliminating the
voluntary act of fixing the seatbelt;but it in no way
eliminatesthe constraintand the annoyancelinked to
the presenceand the movementof the belts; we do
not seehow the userswho complain of this aspectof
the three-pointseatbeltwould more readily acceptit
in the caseof the passiveseatbelt;it is howeverjust
thesepeoplewho must be convinced.
Improving the comfort of the use of the
three-point seatbelt
This appearsto use a more interestingapproach.
The retractor reel representeda considerablestep
forward in the comfort and the quality of seatbelt
wearing;it increasedin a decisivefashion the wearing
rate and the efficiencylevels(from 4590to 54q0in the
APR enquiry). The $eatbeltattachmentlinked to the
seat which is widespreadtoday is a new step forward
by facilitating the connection and increasing efficiency.
Other improvementsare being studiedor are available but not yet in general use; we would rnention
retractorswhich control the tension,the upper diagonal attachment variable in height which improves
comfort; the blockers or retractorswhich noticeably
increasethe performance,particularly in frontal impact.
The potential for improvement of three point seatbeltsis far from being exhaustedat present.

The EconomicFactors
Cost of seatbelts
The cost of front seatequipmentcomprisingthreepoint seatbeltswith retractors,the lap belt fixings on
the seatand an adjustableupper fixing is stabilisedin
Franceat about $60 customerprice.

Cost of the inflatable cushion

The "air cushion" in the steeringwheelis available
as an option in the USA; it is offered presentlyat
pricesvarying from $800(driver only) to $3600(driver
and passenger).
The manufacturershave announcedthat the price
of a steering-wheel
bag would be reducedto around
$300 if they were mounted in full-scale production.
A complete front seat passive equipment of air
cushion with a knee-retainingpanel is evaluatedby
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our analysts at $2200 approximately, taking into
accountthe adaptationoI ttre vehicle.
We estimatethat eventually I'or high-volumeproduction such equipment could at best stabilise at
around $8fi).
An air-cushiondevice therefore costs today from
twenty to thirty times more than a three-pointseatUnitcost
LightlyInjured
injured
Seriously
Deaths

belt; eventuallythis ratio will come down to ten to
fifteen times approximately.

Evaluation of the socifll cost of the victims
of traffic accidents
The statistics
lor Francein 1986are as follows:
No. of front
seat victims

9500F

1.0thousandmillionF
4.5 "
millionF

104 379

145000F

30 946

1 600 000 F

5 975

9.5

Total .

or again relating the total
$erious
injuries

Total

15

t

m i l l i o nF

n

miflion F

the number of seriousvictims (seriousinjuries and deaths):
$ 67877

36 921

$ 106

2500

The figures on the number of victims were supplied
by the French police. The sourcefor the costs is the
SETRA "Circular relative to the calculationson the
effectiveness
of road investments"of the Ministrv of
Equipment*March 1986.

and to the efficiencywhich we havejust calculated(tr
: 53.8V0).
Without a meansof retention (zero wear rate), the
number of victims and the calculatedprejudicewould
havebeenincreasedin the ratio 1 / (l - tra), or L42.

Reductionof overall accidentcosts
attributableto the $efltbcltor to the airbag

This resultsin the following table for the reduction
in financial costs obtained by meansof the seatbelt:

The preceding econornic statistics correspond to a
wearing rate observed in the APR enquiry (tr = 5590)
Rate of wear
No. of victims

0

55o/o

52436

36921

24226
28210

No. saved by ths seatbelt

0

15515

Reductionof financial
costs (millionsof dollars)

0

1048

In the conditions of the APR enquiry the seatbelt
has thereforesavedabout 15,500seriousinjuries or
deaths,but it would havesaved13,325othersif it had
been worn by all vehicleoacupants.The costsfor the
society has been reduced by $1050 millions; but a
l(X)90 wear rate would have given a further cost
reductionof $860 millions, making a total of $1910
millions.
Rcductionof overall accidentcostsattributableto the
inflatable airbag
Starting from the hypothesis of the zero $eatbelt
wearing rate, the number of serious victims would

100o/o

1908

have been 52,436 resulting in a cost of $3550 millions.
Equipping the total vehicle park with inflatable airbags would have reduced by 54.490 the number of
these victims (i.e. 28,525 victims saved) as well as the
correspotrdingcosts to society (i.e. $1930 millions).

of the restraining
Bconomicassessment
methods
Against these financial penalties and their possible
reductionsis set the following annual investmentfor
fitting new car$.
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No. of vehicles
(milllons)

Costof on6
($)
equipment
$eatbelt
Air cushion in 1987.
Air cushion:full scale production

Total

$60

1,91

$ 115millions

$2200
$800

1.91

$4200 millions

1.91

$1530 millions

The overall economic assessmentfor these methods of restraint is therefore the following;

Costof oneequipment

Reductionof coststo society

Seatbelt:
(550/owear rate)
(!000/owear rate)

$ 1 1 5m i l l i o n s
$ 115millions

$1048millions
$1908millions

Inflatableairbag;
(1987 cost)
(eventualcost)

$4200millions
$1530millions

$1930millions
$1930millions

The case of the seatbelt is extremely favourable.
The seatbelt at the 5590 wearing rate noted in France
in the APR enquiry saves seven times its own cost; it
is socially positive starting from So/owear rate, and we
mu$t not forget that the essential damage resulting
from accidents, that is, the pain and death, is not of
an economis nature and has not been taken into
account in these evaluations.
The situation is less favourable for the inflatable
bag; it does not repay its cost at today's prices'
Additionally, while the seatbelt is fittcd to the
world vehicle part and each increase in its wearing
rate is immediately and in direct proportion translated
into a number of victims saved, the same is not true
of the airbag; its action will be dift'erent in function
of its rate of application to the part; we will have to
wait at least four years to obtain only half of the
efficiency which is eventually expected of it.

Effectivenessof a RestrainingDevice
Consideredas Complementaryto the
Other
It is clear that the seatbelt is the desirable complement to the cushion: the notr-belted occupant of an
inflatable bag equipped car has no effective restraining means in the case of anything other than a frontal
impact.
Reciprocally, it is not without interest to fit a bag
to a vehicle where the occupant is belted. We have
seen in passing that the protection potential of a
single means of restraint is of the order of 549t, but
the combination of the two rises to 68.890.
We are therefore going to evaluate the economic
cost of adding the seatbelt to the cushion as equipment for the whole vehicle part; then that of the
inflatable bag added (for example, as an option) to a
park equipped with seatbelts with a given wear rate.
Economic flsses$ment of the seatbelt. used as a
complement of protection in a part supposed as
completely equipped by the inflatable bag.
This assessmenfis made as a function of the rate of
wear of the seatbelt.

Rate of wear
Personssaved by the bag in non-frontalimpact
Personssaved by the seatbeltif worn alone, in non-frontal
impact
Gain by th6 seatbelt (non"frontal)in o/o
Overall efficiencyo/o
Benefitdue to the seatbelt(millionsof dollars)

The seatbelt,usedas a complementto the inflatable
bag, increasesthe overall efificiencyfrom 54.4oloto
more than 6090for modcstwearingratesof the order
of 50Vo;in theseconditionsthe cost of the seatbelt
516 :
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0
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58.2

62,1

54.4
0

128

255

65.9
366

68.8
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equipment ($115 millions for 3 points, $60 millions
for lapbelt) is already more than twice recovered.
Economic assessflent of the inflatable bag used as a
complementary protection to the three-point seatbelt'
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We will suppo$ethe bag is fitted 10090to facilitate
the calculationbecausebenefit of the bag and its cost

are one and the other proportional to its equipment
level such that its cost/efficiencyratio risindependent
of it.

Rate of wear

0

25

50

75

100

Gain seatbelt/bagin non-frontaf

77

115

144

0

38

Bag efficiencyo/00

544

544

5M

544

544

Total bag + belt

544

582

621

65S

688

0

134

269

403

538

544

448

35e

256

150

1930

1590

1250

909

532

Total belt alone
Gain of bag o7o6
Benefit of bag (millionsof dollars)
We conclude that the contribution of the bag on the
level of protection compared to the seatbelt is by no
means negligible; for a belt wearing rate of 75t/a for
example, the seatbelt efficiency alone is 4090, while
the overall efficiency with the bag as complement
increa$esto 65070.
However, the cost-efficicncyratio is lessgood: at its
present price (4200 million dollars annual equipment
cost) the bag does not arnortise a quarter of its cost,
for a mediocre 7590 rate of belt wearing even for the
eventually optimisric price which we estimated ($1530
million) the assessmentwould only be favourable if
the seatbelt was not worn at all.
It remains to be said that the economic assessment
is not everything and that the inflatable airbag is
without doubt, after the seatbeltt one of the rnost
capable devices for saving human lives.

Conclusions
The three-pointseatbeltis today the best-performing restraint method; its simplicity and low cost
provide it with an exceptionalefliciency.
With a view to irnprovingautomobilesecurity,all
which is humanly possiblemust be done to increase
the wearing rate, Several H,uropeancountries have
understood this and have shown an example by
applyingeffectivemethods:
obligatory
Authority

r
r

commitment of Public

obviouscheck-in-use:appealsto civic dutyand t'earof the police.
persistentinformation on the effectivenessof
wearingit.

In these countries-Germany, Great Britain, Sweden-the wearing rate exceeds9090. Other countries
can do it. Civen a 590/oefficiencyin the APR enquiry
where deaths are concerned,and evaluating 100,000
the number of front-seat deaths in the world, while
supposinga 5090belt wear ratc, we note (fig. 2) that
the seatbelt,effectivelysaves42,000people each year
and would saveanother 42.000if it was worn 1000/0.

The inflatable bag is an effective device of which
the protection potential is high in frontal impact. It
has low performance in irnpacts other than fiontal, it
cannot in any fashion really replacethe seatbelt.
It conslitutes at pre$ent a complementary restraint
device which is being developed very naturally as an
option, particularly for the driver's position.
Used however as the sole means of restraint for the
two front occupants it will be less efficient than the
three-point seatbelt and five to ten times more expensive for the driver alone, ten to twenty times more
expensivel'or the two lront occupants.
Equipping the vehicles registered in France with
inflatable bags would represent today a supplementary
annual investment of four thousand two hundrcd
rnillion dollars, or to put it in another way, about the
cost of nine hundred kilometres of motorway; it
would still be onc thousand five hundred thirty
million dollars at the large-scale production rate,
equivalent to four hundred and fifty kilometres of
motorway.
Knowing that choices must be made between priorities, we will conclude by saying that the principal
urgency appearsto be to make known and understood
the usefulnessof the seatbeltin order to brine about a
high use rate everywhere.

Efficiency of a Restraining Device
(Seatbeltor Air Cushion)
V Number of victims observedannuallyin a
country
tr Efficiency of restrainingdevice
q Rate of wearing(seatbelt)or of equipment (air-ba8)
e Number of victims really saved an_nually by restrainingdevice:. = Ytf
l-atr
E Number of victims who really would
,
have beensavedannually for a wearing rate or equipmentrate of 10090
E=V\(l-a)

-6
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In the graph below, the efficiency of the restraining
deviceis that observedfor the seatbeltwith respectto
tr = 0.59
deathsin the APR investigation
The startingpoint is a singlegroup of AV = 1000
victims annuallysampledin a country.

Association" taken in the PARIS Recion with the
assistance
of:
r
.
.

of

E .

xuM
rrvcd

vtctrn!

HrIIy
*tch
by rratFalntnl

Ibt.

lrvtd

nrrllY

of wl4

qld

Details of more than 6700 accidentsare taken into
account.
Since the advent of the seatbeltwith retractor reel
has had a significantinfluenceon the efficiencyof the
seatbeltin frontal impact but not in lateral or other
impacts,we have restrictedour sampleto wearersof
retractor type seatbeltsonly in the case of frontal
impact.
We have to pre$ervesimplicity, distinguishedonly
betweenthree types of impact: frontal, lateral and
others; the details are presentedin tables 2 and 3.
We take into account thc totality of "serious
injuries + deaths"or "seriousvictims".
The efficiencyis calculatedas e = Rnb - Rb
Rnb
Where Rb and Rnb are the rates of "serious
victims" versusthose concerned.belted or non-belted
(tablesl, 2 and 3).

FraUY

hrva

b.u

dcvlcc

tr 6f q4Ht

100/100

the police,
the doctorsof the OrthopedicResearchInstitute of GARCHES Hospital.
the engineersof the autornobilecompanies
PEUCEOT, CITROEN and RENAULT.

ffiruil
l!

Calculationof the efficiencyof the seatbelt.
The subject is the three-pointseatbeltwith retractor. The statisticsare those of the "PSA-RNUR

Statisticsof the A.P.R. Enquiry
Front Seat Occupflnts.

Frontal impact

Belted

With retractors

Non-belted

1561

11 8 8

1390

80
32
112

140
919
?31
100
331

N o .c o n c e r n e d . . . . .
Non-injured
Light injuries
Serious injuries
Deaths
Seriousinjuries + deaths.

534
826
147
54
201

Sideimqact
b€lt

N o .c o n c g r n g d . . . . .
Non"injured
Lightinjuries
Serious injuries
Deaths
Seriousinjuries + deaths.
"Other"

imqacts

No. concerned
Non-injured
Light injuries
Seriousinjuries
Deaths
S e r i o u si n j u r i e s+ d e a t h s . . .

Left side
no-belt
210
23
25
38
24
62

214
56
128
25
5
30

.,:....

belt

268
111
149
7
1
I

339
119
203
14
3
17

s

195
37
108
29
21
50

204
77
94
17
16
33

Flollover
no-belt

Flearimpacts:
belt
no-belt
63
17
37
4
5

Hightside
no-belt
b6lt

220
41
134
29
16
45

Cornplex
no belt
belt
52
7
29
10
6
16

47
7
21
11
8
19

Total
belt

no-belt

418
133
??2
42
21
63

405
60
233
67
45
112

belt
65e
137
381
31
10
41

Total
no bell
330
65
152
44
29
73
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Sampleof Accident Investigation
by PeugeotSA/RenaultAssociation
(Assessment
basedon front seatoccupants
of vehiclesof model yearsafter 1972)
Table 1. Behedfront occupants,
TYPES OF IMFACT
LATERAL

ITRoNTAL (2)
Deaths
Seriaus lnJury
No. concerned

(l)
(?\

TOTAL

OTHERS

2I
42
4rB

54
r47
1 561

10

Evaluationof the Efficiencyof the Air
Cushion

+ FetfsctoF)
A11 b€ltod (statlc
eeBtbeltE
Retrector

Table 2. Non-beltedtront occupants.
IYPES OF IMFACT
FRONTAL
DeathE
S6rloua lnJury
Totel def,ths + S6F.tnJu
Non-belted
No. concerned

45
6J

100

64,I X)
1390

OTHERS

LATERAL

TOTAL

r74
34?

44

rte
\zr,J I

(r00 *)
2125

(r4,2 rl
330

405

In the absence of accident details which are sufficiently precise and extensive, we will evaluate the
efficiency of the inflatable bag by a case-by-case
examination, based on the information of the AI'R
enquiry.
In this evaluation, we will distinguish between
frontal, lateral and other type$ of impact.

Evaluationof the Efficiencyin Frontal
Impact
The case-by-case
study is made for the impactsfor
which the characteristics
are preciselyestablished,i.e.
thosewherethe speeddifferentialAV is known; the
study is limited to AV levelswhich are significantfor
thesetypesof impact (table l).
We examinein each caseif the predictedtrajectory
of the occupantmeetsthe bag. A geometricaccountis
taken of the intrusion:we do not take into account
the rising of the steering wheel which would be
eliminatedin the casewhere an air cushion is fitted.

Table3. All front occupants(l + ll).
FRONTAL I LATERAL

Elficiency in frontal imPact.

Note: the samemethod, used for deathsonly would
have givcn the iollowing efficiencies:frontal
impact 55.690-side impact 54.5r/o-other
82.I 9o*overall efticiency59.I 90.

J:nl;
,":fii1],_

Table 1. Front impact-non-belted occupantsseverity
(AV) of front impacts (tront seat occupants
severelyInluredor killed).

N o .c o n c e r n e d . . . . .

9S3

1390

S e r i o u si n j u r i e s+ d e a t h s . . . . .

112

331

Rates

23.810/o

11.28o/o

Etficiencye = (23.81 - 11.28y23.81= 52.60/o
Efficiency ln side imPact,
N o .c o n c e r n e d . . . . .

Belted
418

Non-belted
405

S e r i o u s i n j u r i e+s d e a t h s , . . . .

63

Rates.

15.07o/o

112

Efficiencye = (27,65 - 15.07)127.65= 45.50/o
Efficiency in other impacts
No. concerned
Seriousinjuries + deaths
Rates

Belted
659

330

41

73

6.22oh

aBkn/h

36 to

IC Km/n
60 kn/h

45 to

S? krr/h
IZ Kn/ n
69 km/h

v:
:
V ;

Table2. $eriousiniuries.

Non-belted

Efficiency6 = (22j2 - 6.22)122.12= 71.90/o

520

A
:averageof
K{lled
Standard devlatlon
Representative
claEB of A

27.650/o

:

Av

lf,jured
: avera8e of
Serldusly
Standard devlation
;
Representative clase of A V :

22J2o/o

i

TOCCUPANT
TRAJECTORlES

UNKNflil

2

orclock

16-{5

sj5
5

2
{2

v

( oi?)

?9

valuGr

{

}

i cse

whsrs

[6-55

56-6t

({i5)

r8 ?tl )

3 (2)

(0i1)

x o ( r i 3 ) 55 { 6iE)
occwants

do not

havr

66"t5
2

(0d1)

3l
j

TOTAL

(kil/h)

t3 (?i5)
thr

Protrctlon

li2)

7 ( lie)

TOTAL

lr
t72

(1)

22

0 Gas)

??E

of

thr

bry.
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Tabla 3. Deaths.
occuP*r

i

4v

(ktr/h)

The results of the case-by-caseanalysis are as
follows(seetables2 and 3):
.

.

r

for the seriouslyinjured (non-belted)
128 --12'5
Efficiency
9o9o for 228
l2E
injured, so 205 saved.
For deaths
7 = 848/o
Efficiency 45 for 98 deaths,so
45
82 saved.
The overall efficiency for seriousvictims is

therefore:

-+-gz
= BBgo
e = ?QI
228 + 98

It is necessaryto subtract from this value 390 of
personsejectedin frontal impacts through the doors
after impact; in addition we will supposethat rhe
efficiencyof the bag is l00o/owheneverit is impacted
while limiting the scopeof protection to impacts of
AV less than 44 M.P./H, which is very high; this
limitationlinked to AV causesa 5 point loss.
We finish with a final evaluationof e : 80go for
frontal impactswhereAV is known (i.e. car to car or
fixed obstacles).
We have not tried to evaluatethe lossesof efficiency due to reliability faults linked to ageing,to
displacementof the occupants,etc. ., which we
supposeare negligible.

po$ition of the occupants related to the impact and to
the intrusions, and of the principal direction of the
forces applied.
We have examined case-by-caseif the occupants
have or not impacted one or other of the two bags
and could because of that benefit from an effect of
protection. We admit that in this rype of impact the
bag deploys systematically, which in fact is a hypothesis.
In the case where the occupant contacts the cushion, we consider that the protection afforded equals
that of the bclt in the same accident configuration:
this is probably also an optimistic hypothesis as there
are risks of intrusion, of ejection or of sliding on the
bag.
The efficiency of the air bag in side impacts is l7go.

Efficiency of the Inflatahle Bag in
Impacts Other Than Frontal and
Lateral
This category included rear impacts, rollovers and
those which cannot be classified.
The inflatable bag does not have an intrinsic
efficiency in these configurations where ejection is
predominant and where the impacts are often multiple.
However, the presenceof the inflatable bag requires
the application of the technology of the glued-in
laminated windshield. This provides a ,,safety net"
effect preventing total or partial ejection in that
direction; the result is a gain in protection which is
attributed to the inflatable bag.
Distributing of the severity according to belt wearing and ejcction modes:
n o n

Case of other frontal impact
Those impactsof unknown AV are for the most
part impactsagainsttrucks; theseare varied types of
accidents,
often severewith considerable
intrusion;we
have assumedan efficiency equal to that of the
seatbeltfor the sametype of impact,which is 52.60/o;
this classrepresents
lTVoof seriousvictimsin frontal
impacts.
Overall, for all frontal impacts,the efficiencyof the
inflatablebag is e = (0.83 x 0.80) + (0.17 x 0.53)
= 7.6s/0.

Evaluation of the Inflatable Bag
Efficiency in Side lmpacts
Becauseof the diversityof situationsin side impacts,the analysishas distinguished
eight configurations which take accountof the placesoccupied,the

aJect6d

KILUD
SERIOUSLY
IilJURED
NO. CONCERMD

- b e l t c d

cJeF!f;E-by
eplituFea

b c l t c d
eJected by
wlndshleld

t1
24
245

46

totsl
)on-belted
30

7

43

l9

330

lo

888

For 19 occupantsejected by the windshield there
are l3 killed or seriouslyinjured;with the bag and the
glued-inwindshield,these l9 occupantswould have
avoidedejectionand would insteadhaverun the same
risks as the non-ejectedoccupants,i.e. 37 .
265
There would have therefore ggsn lgE-IZ,
265

or

about 3 victims only instead of 13; so 10 occupants
would have been savedand the efficiencyctf the bag
(with glued-inwindshield)offers finally in this casean
efficiencyof lQ, or 1490.
73
521
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Overall Efficiency of the Air Cushion

Dynamic: no head impact.

For the total of the three categoriesol' irnpact, we
find;
.76 x 641 + 0.17 x 217 + Q.l4 x 142 = 54.490
1000

ExperimentalConfirmationof the
ComparedEfficiencyof Occupant
Retentionby Three-PointSeatheltor
InflatableBag in the SteeringWheel
During SevereObliqueor Lateral
Impacts,
Test Definitions
l)

2\

Evaluation of the performance of the steering
wheel-mounted inflatable bag, measured on the
HYBRID II dummy, during severe collisions
comprising a deformation of the occupant space.
a) Intrusion simr.rlationof 150 mm. at dashboard and steering wheel level; test conducted on a bogey-mounted car body AV :
50 km/h.
b) Destructive test of a PEUCEOT 505 vehicle
against 30' oblique wall AV : 58 km/h.
Performance evaluation of the steering wheelmounted air bag and of the three-point seatbelt,
measuredin biomcchanicalterrns on the APROD
durnrny, in lateral impacts. These tests have been
conducted with a deformable mobile barrier of
100 ke impacting a PEUGEOT 505 vehicle at
45o. The axis of the barrier was centered on the
H-Point of thc dummy.

b)

Barrier impact speed:52 km/h.
-HlChead
*Thorax
-Pelvis

The inflatable bag offers an efficient protection in
severe frontal impacts at 0" and 30" (AV
60
km/h), including the case where there is limited cabin
deformation.
This protection is no longer guaranteedduring side
impact when the shock angle reaches 45". ln this
scenario the seatbelt plays a role only against the
eventual risk of ejection.
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Study on the RelationshipBetweenSeatBelt AnchorageLocation and Occupanl
Injury
Ryoji Nakahams,
Hiroshi Katoh,
MitsubishiMotors Corporation
Japan

Abstract
In order to accomplish effective protection of
vehicle occupants during collisions, much care has
been paid to vehicle safety parameters such as crashworthiness, the performance of occupant restraints,
the energy absorption characteristics of the interiors
and so on.
The seat belt is the most popular restraint system
and its effectiveness has been demonstrated through
accident investigations and many kinds of tests. However, it is now always easy to evaluate seat belt
anchorage location without conducting crash tests or
math-model sinrulations.
We have developed a new method to estimate this
effect, which can easily relate the seat belt anchorage
location to occupant injury level by adopting the
"Anchorage Coefficient". This coefficient can be
easily calculated by usirrg a simple formula basecl on
the geometric location of seat belt anchorages relative
to the occupant.
Validity ol'the method has been confirmed through
various series of sled tests, and some applications
have also been available with satisl'actory results.

Introduction
The seat belt is the most popular restraint system
and has proved its effect through many kinds of
accident investigationsand various impact tests.(lX2)
However, it should be carelully designed in the
developmentstage of new vehicles.
The seat belt anchorage location is one of the
important factors which affect the occupant injury
level, and much investigation has been conducted on
this point. However, such investigations were based
upon sled testing and,/or mathematical sirnulation,
and the results were relative ones or unique to the test
vehicle. Therefore, it is not always easy to apply such
result to newly developed vehicles.
On the other hand, the seat belt anchorage locations have to be fixed in the early stage of development because
(l)

(2)

seat belt anchorage locations will affect the
fit and the accessibility of the seat belt, and
change of the upper torso anchorage location
will often result in change to styling, since
the achorage is usually mounted on the
pillar.

Therefore,if the effect of seatbelt anchoragelocation
on occupantinjury level could be predicted,it would
becomea useful tool during early designstage.
From above viewpoint, we have developeda new
method to assessthe effect of seat belt anchorage
location from the geometricallayout. This method is
basedupon the ride-downeffect.
The validity of the method has been verified
throughvariouskinds of sledtests.

Method
Background
In order to reducethe occupantinjury level during
impact, it is essentialto increasethe ride-downeffect.
The ride-down effect is the phenomenonwhere the
occupant kinetic energy is converted into vehicle
deformation through the restraint systemduring impact.
The ride-down effect is usually specifiedquantita*
tively by the ride-down efficiency ('l) clefined by
formulas(1).
(l)

T =

here,M: occupantmass
V : impact speed
F : force applied on occupant by seat belt
x : vehicledisplacement
Figure 1(:) shows the relationship between the
occupant injurylevcl (chest-C) and ride-down efficiency. It can be clearly seen that higher ride-down
efficiencycreateslower injury level.
Judging from formula (l), we can conclude that
higherridc-downefficiencywill be achievedif the seat
belt is tensedin the early stageof an impact. This fact
requiresthat the seat belt anchoragemust be located

(.{

E;I

o

,rl

T_{
to

ro

50

60

RidedownEfficierrv (ChestDtqclcratinl

Flgure1. ChestG vs. rlde-down

lo(t;)
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so that it can produce the belt force as early as
possibleduringan impact.In an effort to assess
it, we
have introduceda new criteria, that is, ,,Anchorage
Coefficient", which is explained in the following
sections.

Definition of AnchorageCoefficient
Figure 2 specifies the geometric relationship of a
seat belt between an occupant and the vehicle compartnlent. Here,

If point P is assumedto be coincidentwith point 0,
as an extremeexample,C will be infinite becauseof
zero value of lb, and the highestefficiencywill be
achieved.In that case,the occupantis rigidly connectedto the vehicleand occupantdecelerationis the
sameas vehicledeceleration,the ride-downefficiency
becomes100percent.
Formula (3) can be representedas follows, because
x

=

lb COSfl,

C = cos?o/lu
belt force appliedpoint on occupant
seat belt anchoragepoint on vehicle
angle between belt and vehicle longitudinal
line (X-direction)
belt length (betweenP and O)
X-componentof length between P and O

P
0
o
lb

x

We supposenow that point P is travelling forward
(Ax) relativeto the compartment.
by smallincrements
AIso we assumethat there is no slip betweenthe belt
and the occupant, that is, the belt is fixed to the
occupantat the point P.
From simple geonretricconsiderations,the increment of the X-componentof seatbelt force is written
in formula (2), neglectingterms of Ax with secondor
higher order.
AFx = Ko 1xzllfl)ax
(zl
Ko: spring constant of seat belt per unit length
The term (xzltb3) of formulas (2) dependsonly
upon the seat belt layout, and we defined it as
"AnchorageCoefficient".
C :

(3)

xzllb3

The meaning of formula (3) is interprered as
follows. When C is larger, AFx will be increased,
giventhe sameAx in formula (2), and, consequently,
the seatbelt will restrainthe occupantearlierin the
impact. At the sametime the largcr ricle-downeffect
will be producedand it will resultin a lower occupant
injury level. Therefore,it can be seenthat a seatbelt
anchoragewith a larger C has an advantageto reduce
the injury level.

(4)

Upper AnchorageCoefficient
The Uppcr AnchorageCoefficient(C5 is calculated
by I'ormula(4), where rhe upper torso point near rhe
shouldershown in ligure 3 is regardedas the belt
attachedpoint (P).
Lower Anchorage Coefficient
The Lower AnchorageCoefficient(C.) is calculated
by formulas(4), wherethe outsidepoinr of rhe pelvis
shown in figure 4 is regardedas the belt attached
point (P).

SledTest
Sled tests have been conducted to evaluate the
validity of the newly-introduced method. Both ,'lap
and torso belt (3-point belt)" and ,,torso belt and
knee bolster (Z-point belt)" systemswere tested. The
impact condition of the tests correspond to the 35
mph frental barrier crash test. The PART 5'lz
HYBRID-II dummy was used, and the injury scores
specifiedin FMVSS 208 were measured.

3-Point Belt
(l)

Anchorage Location Range of Variation
Table I shows the anchorage location areas which were tested. In order to identify
influential parameters, either upper torso

fl

\ \ L

P

l\-

u - cos:r/tro

7

Figure 2. Scheme of seat belt

Figure 3. Definition ol upper anchorage coafficient
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o
F

U

Ct-cosr4 tb

Figure 4. Definition of lower anchorage coefllclent

,

anchorage location or lap anchorage location
was varied, with the pitch of 50mm to
l00mm. while the other was fixed. All other
conditions wcre identical in each test.
(2) Test Result
Figure 5 shows the relationship between
HIC and Upper Anchorage Coefficient (Cs)'
There seems to be good correlation between
thern, although there is some variation. The
higher C. seemsto produce lower HIC. For
example, when C" is increased from 1.0 to
2.0, HfC decreasesbY 35V0.
Figure 6 denotes the relationship between
head forward displacement and Cs' A higher
Cs will result in a smaller forward
displacement'
Judging from these two re$ults, it can be
concluded that the upper anchorage coefficient can predict the restraint perlormance of
a proposed upper anchoragelocation.
Figure 7 shows the rclationship between
HIC and Lower Anchorage Coefticient (C,,)
which is obtained in the series of tests with
various lower anchorage locations' The variation of HIC is different from the one in the
case of Cs. HIC has minimum value at C1
: 1.0 and increaseswith Ct. higher than l-0.
The reasorr is estimated that higher Cr than
1.0 will result in too stiff restraint at the
pelvis and will increase the head rotation
creating the more centrifugal force.

U p p e r l \ n c h o r a e eC o e f f i c i e n t ( C s )

Figure5. HICvs C=
This seriesof these tests was conducted
with Cs : 2.0. This fact and other considerations seemto suggestthat C",/Ct. : 2.0 is
one of the optimumbalance.However,much
more study will be conductedto identify the
optimum condition within practicalaccuracy.
Anyway, the restraint ability of the lower
anchorage could be induced from Lower
AnchorageCoefficient.
2-Point Belt
2-point belt and knee bolster systemshave been
introducetl in the U.S. market by many automobile
manufacturers.Figure 8(a)shows one examplewhich
was intruced by Volkswagenwerk.Hereundcr,we call
it "2-point belt" for simplification.
(l) AnchorageLocation Rangeof Variation
Tablc 2 shows the anchoragelocation areas which were tested. ln order to identify
influential parameters, either upper torso
anchoragelocation or lower anchoragelocation was varied, with the pitch of 50tnmto
l00mm. while the other was fixed'
All other conditions were identical in each
test.
(rn)

Table 1. Te$t condition-range of variatlon.
(3-point belt)
(a) Upper Anchoraee
Area of Upper Anchorage

(b) Lap Anchoraae
Area of Lover Anchorage
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Table2. Test condltlon-lange of varlailon.
(z-polntbelt)
(a) tlpper Anchorags
o
a

(b) Lover Anchorase

Area of UpperAnchorase
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Flgure7. HICvs C.
(2) Test Result
Figure 9 shows the relationship between
HIC and Upper AnchorageCoefficient(C.).
The higher C, decreases
HIC as in the case
of lap and torso belt. However,the decreasing rate of 2-pointbelt is lesserthan the one
of 3-point belt. For example,when Cs increasesto 2.0 from 1.0, HIC decreases
by
approximately 1090, while it decreasesby
35Voin caseof a 3-point belt as clescribed
above.
Figure l0 denotesthe relationshipbetween
head forward displacementand C.. A higher
C* will createa smallerhead displacement.
The restraint performance of the upper
anchorageof 2-point belts also seemsto be
predicted by Upper Anchorage Coefficient,
althoughthe decreasingrate is different from
3-pointbelts.
Figure I I specifiesthe relationshipbetween
HIC and Lower AnchorageCoefficient(Cr).
In this case,the higher C,_ increasesHIC,
different from the other three casesmentioned above. The reason is estimated as
follows.In the actualsledtest.the torso belt

o
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Figure 14. HIC vs seat back angle

was observedto slideup over the upper torso
of the dummy, which means that the belt
applied point on the dummy changesduring
crash.
The initial assumptionthat the belt applied
point is fixed to the dummy in the Anchorage Coefficientcould causedeviation.There'
fore, it will be improved to takc accountof
the slip of the belt.

Summaryof Confirmation Test
Judging from the above-meutioned results, it can be
said that the restraint performance can be approximately predicted by the Anchorage Coefficient, when
"2-point belt") and
the belt system ("3-point belt" or
anchoragelocations are known.
Obviously, the absolute value of injury level cannot
be estimated, becausethe injury lcvcl depends upon
the vehicle crash characteristics and many factors
other than seat belt characteristics. Howcver, the
Anchorage Coefficient will suggest important design
information especially in the early stages of design'

Application
DifferentSizeDummy

the dummy (Point P in thc Figure 2) is selectedto fit
the upper torso of the dummy. The impact velocity
was also 35 mph.
Figure l2 shows the relationship between HIC and
Upper Anchorage Coefficient (Cs). lt can be seen that
HIC decreasesmore than in the case of AM509oile, as
C= increases
Figure 13 shows the relationship between head
forward displacement and C=. The figure denotes
higher C, will produce a smaller head displacement.

SeatBack Angle(s)
It has been demonstrated that the seat back angle
affects the injury level. We have tried to confirm
whether the Anchorage Coefficient can explain the
phenomenon or not.
Figure 14 shows the relationship between HIC and
seat back angle in the 2-point belt system. HIC
increasesas $eat back angle increase$.
On the other hand, as seat back angle increases,the
Upper Anchorage Coefficient (C") decreases.ln figure
14, the value of C" corresponding to the seat back
angle is also presented. Whcn we use figure 9, we can
explain the effect of seat back angle by the variation
of Cr. Figure 15 shows the result.

The Anchorage Coefficient was applied to the
AF5goile dummy to confirm the applicability of the
method.In caseof AF59oile,the belt appliedpoint on
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Conclusion
l. The newly-devetopedAnchorage Coefficient
can predict the occupant restraint performance approximatelywithout any computer
simulation or crash test, and is a useful
method especiallyin the early stageof development.
2. The Anchorage Coefficient can be easily
calculatedby a simple formula based upon
the geomefricallayout of seat belt anchorages.
3. The method can be applied to the differentsizedummy suchas AF 5 percentiledummy.
4. The method can also explain the effect of
seatback angle.
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Relationship BetweenVehicle Front-End Stiffnessand Dummy Injury During
Collisions
K. Matsushita,
S. Morita,
Japan

Abstract
Vehicles must possess adequate front-end stiffness
to protect the occupants ol' the striking vehicle in
frontal collisions. At the same time. it is also necessary to reduce the striking vehicle's aggressivitytoward other vehicles in rear-end and side impacts. It is
important, therefore, to tind a suitable level of
front-end stiffness that will satisfy both requirement$.
As one approach to finding an appropriate frontend stiffness, analyses were made of the NCAP test
reports issued by NHTSA. Investigations were carried
out concerning the load generated by the barrier at
the time of impact, vehicle displacement rclativc to
time, and dummy injury levels.
Based on the target stiffness obtained from those
analyses,improvementswere made to the impacter of
the deformable moving barrier, and methods for
varying the stiffness were investigated. On the basis of
the results obtained, this paper proposes a suitable
stiffness for the DMB impacter u$ed in vehicle collision testing.

Introduction
ln many countries around the world fesearchis
under way into collisiontestingmethodologies
involving the use of a deformablemoving barrier (DMB).
Evaluationsof vchicle$afetymust take into account

;
i

t

t

crashworthinessas well as the striking vehicle's aggressivityagainstthe vehiclebeing struck.
Therefore,in developinga DMB to simulatevehicle
front-end stiffness, one very important factor is to
selectan appropriatetargetstiffness.Thereis a large
body of literature dealing with how vehicle crash
characteristics
shouldbe designedin order to mitigate
the crashimpactand protectthe occupants.This is an
extremelydifficult issue which definessimple solutions.
In this work, experimentswere first carried out to
examine what effect the material strength of the
impacterat the front of the moving barrier would
have on dummy injury levels.Theseexperimentswere
carried out under typical conditions for side impacts
and frontal collisions.
Using NCAP test reports on 1983-1986models,
analyseswere also carriedout to identify the actual
oI vehiclescurrentlyon the road.
crashcharacteristics

Relationship between Material
Strength of DMB lmpacter and
Dummy Injury Levels
In side impacts
Two accidentpatternswere selectedfor side impact$.For eachpattern, investigationsweremade into
the relationshipbetweenthe material strengthof the
DMB impacterusedto representthe striking vehicle
and the injury levclssustainedby the dummy in the
struckvehicle.
529
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One pattern involved a 90-degreeside impact, s$
illustrated in Figure l. The struck vehicle was a
four-doorcompactsedan,weighingI100 ke. This test
car was a slightly modified version of the baseline
vehicle. The material strength of the DMB impacter
was about 1.3 kgf/cm2 in one seriesof tests and
about 3.2 kgf,/cmzin another.
The second pattern was created using a crabbed
DMB having a 27-degreeangle,as shown in Figure 2.
The initial angle of impact betweenthe $triking and
struck vehicleswas set at 90 degrees.A four-door
compact sedan weighing 1480 kg was used as the
struck vehicle. The DMB impacter had a material
strengthof approximately1.7 kgf,/cm2in one set of
experimentsanclabout 3.2 kgf/cm2 in another.
From the resultsobtainedin thesetwo side impact
patterns,comparisonswere made of the effectsof the
DMB impacter material strength and dummy injury
levels(chestC). With the first pattern, it was found
that an increasein material strength of roughly ?'5
timesresultedin approximatelya 1.S-foldincreasein
injury levels. ln the case of the second pattern, a
1.8-foldincreasein materialstrcngthcausedthe injury
levelsto riseby a factor of about 1.2.
These results confirmed that the material strength
of the DMB impacterhas a large efl'ecton the injury
level sustainedby the dummy in the struck car in side
impacts.
In frontal collisions
The most commonly employedapproach to evaluating occupantsafety in frontal collisionsis to conduct
collision tests using a fixed barrier. ln this work,
however,the effccts of the material strength of the
DMB impacterwere examinedin frontal collisionsin
which it was assumed
that both vehiclesweremoving.
The test resultsare shown in Figure 3. ln test (a),
the baselinevehicle was a four-door comDactsedan
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Flgure2. Helatlonshipbetween lront-end stillness ot
striking vohlcle and chest injury in crabbed
movingbarrlerimpacts
weighing I100 kg. ln one experimentthe DMB
impacter was given the same stiffness ratio as the
struck vehicle,while in another experimentit was set
at about 1.8 rime$that of the impactedvehicle.The
vehicleand DMB were cauriedto collide at a relative
velocityof 70 mph.
Two DMBs, each weighing1100kg, were used in
test (b). A dummy restrainedby a three-pointseatbelt
system was placed in a fixed seat installed on one
DMB. The test was carriedout under the conditions
of a high-speed
collision.The relativecollisionvelocity was set at 38 mph so as to avoid destructionof the
impactermaterial.
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FlgureL Relationshipbetween lront-end stlffne$s ol
striking vehicle and chest Inlury in 90 de'
gree elde lmpacts

Flgure 3. Relationship belween front-end stilfness and
injury level in car-to-car lrontal collisions
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Basedon the injury levelssustainedby the dummy
in te$ts(a) and (b) when the DMB impacter had the
in headinjury
samestiffne$sratio, the rateof increase
criteria(HIC) was found to be approximately1.4 to
1.5 times. The rate of increasein chestG-3 ms was
found to be roughly1.3to 1.6times.
Thesetest results confirmed that, in side impacts
by the
and frontal collisions,the injury levelsir-rcurred
dummy in the struck vehicle are greatly affected by
the front-endstiffnessof the strikingvehicle.

RelationshipbetweenVehicleCrash
and Dummy Injury
Characteristics
Levels
Basic conceptof vehiclecollislon phenomena
in the foregoingsectionmade
The resultspresented
it clearthat the appropriatefront-endstiffnessshould
be a well-balancedcompromisebetweentwo factors.
of the $trikingvehicle
It shouldreducethe aggressivity
toward the impacted vehicle and also provide sufficient protection for the occupants of the former
vehicle.
During the vehicle developmentprocess,front-end
stiffness is generally determined on the basis of
frontal collisionswith a fixed barrier, as such crashes
are thought to representsome of the most severe
therecollisionconditions.The following discussions
fore will focus on vehicle crash characteristicsin
frontal collisions.
A model like that illustratedin Figure4 was devised
of frontal collisions
in order to graspthe phenotnena
macroscopically.With this model it is assumedthat
seatand restrained
the dummy placedin the passenger
by a seat belt does not suffer any secondaryhead
impact. Under this condition, the G value generated
on the dummy's chest, F(C), is determinedby the
combination of the vehicle's crash characteristics,
of the salt belt
F(B), and the restraintcharacteristics
sy$tcm,F(S). In addition,it is also assumedthat tlte

F 1 6 1 = { r 1 s {yF} .1 5 1 }
rlny={nlcl}'{rlut}

G value generatedon the dummy's head, F(H), is
determinedby the combinationof the G value gencrated on the dummy's chestand its neck cltaracteristics,F(N).
The relationshipbetweenthe chestinjury level (G-3
ms) and the head injury level (HIC) was investigated
in sled tests, in which the dummy suff'eredno
secondaryimpact. The resultsobtaincd are shown in
Figure5.
ln this figure, the restraint characteristicsof the
seatbelt system,F(S), and thc dummy'sneck characteristics,F(N), representcertaingiven values.Conseeuently,the head injury levelcan be estimatedif the
chestinjury level is known. ln other words, finding
the G value generatedon the dummy's chest will
provide a basicvalue that can be regardedas a typical
injury level fbr frontal collisionsinvolvingtwo vehicles.
Method of evaluating vehicle cra$h

characteristics
One common index of crash characteristicsis the
so-called*'ride down factor". This factor represents
the proportion of the passengers'total pre-crash
energywhich is absorbedby the vehicle. The larger
this value becomes,the more the body design is
oriented toward occupant protection. However, this
ride down factor has the disadvantageof not being
very practical to apply, because it can only be
quantified by carrying out sitnulationcalculations.
ln this work, att attemptwas madeto find an index
which could be usedin
of vehiclecrashcharacteristics
placeof the ride down factor. This attcmpt was made

ut

rl
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Chelt *c€lerotlon G -3mg

Figure5. Sled test results showlng reletlonship be'
Figure 4. Concept of impact model

tween dummy cheet G-3me and head HIG in
crashes without sacondary head impact
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Figure7. Sled test result$ showing relatlonehipbetween dummy Inlury level and resldualdeformation
Figure6, Deflnitionof residualdeformation
under the restrictive condition that analyseswere
limited to NCAP test report data.
In searchingfor an index to be used in evaluating
crash characteristics,attention was focused on the
vehicle displacement-timecurve (S-T curve), which
was derivedfrom generalcollisiontest data.
A sampleS-T curve for a frontal collision with a
moving barrier is shown in Figure 6. The distance
indicatedby L in the figure is defined as the residual
deformation. This concept of residual deformation
was presentedin a paper given by a Nissan research
engineerat the Sixth ESV Conference.A brief explanation of this conceptfollows.
Residual deformation is expressedin millimeters
and it indicates the extent to which the S-T curve
movesaway from point Q in direction P. Point Q
representsthe point of displacementunder the initial
velocity(Vo) for a vehiclehavingno stiffness.It is the
baselinepoint for measuringmaximum deformation.
Expresseddiffcrently, residual deformation refers to
the amount of deformation that occurs during the
second half of a collision. The larger the residual
deformation, the longer the reaction force of the
passengerrestraint systemdecelerates,
without showing any significant increase.This meansthat the crash
characteristics
of a vehiclebecomemore favorableas
the amount of residualdeformationincreases.
Following this line of thinking, sled tests were
carried out to examinethe relationshipbetweenthe
amount of residual deformation and the dummy
injury level. The resultsobtainedare shown in Figure

collision deceleration waveform of the sled. The
restraintsystemspecificationswere made the samein
all three testsconducted.
While the resultsin Figure 7 show some variation
even with the samerestraint system,good correlation
is seenbetweenresidualdeformationand the dummy
injury level. As indicated above, the dummy injury
level is reduced as residual deformation increases.

Analysis of NCAP test report datn
An analysiswas then made of NCAP test report
data to determineif cars on the road today would
show the same tendencies.The analysisincluded a
total of 44 test reportson 1983to 1986models.
The relationship found between the injury level
sustainedby the passenger
seatdummy (chestC-3 ms)
and residualdeformationis shown in Figure 8. In this

t.

The tests were conductedwith the dummy placed in
a fixed seat installed on the sled, and the collision
velocity was $et at about 34 mph. The amount of
residual deformation was varied by changing the
532
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Flgure8. Relationshlpbetween dummy chest injury
level and reeldual deformation (found from
NCAPtest date)
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Figure9. Relationshlp between vehlcle weight and
reeidualdeformation
case, residual deformation was calculatedusing a
deformation-tirne
curve that was convertedfrom the
wavcl'orm.
body sill deceleration
Lines A, B and C in the figure indicatevariation in
dummy injury levelsbetweenvehicleshaving the same
residualdeformation. It is assumedthat this variation
was causedby differencesin their dummy restraint
systems,i.e. the restraintcharacteristics
of the seat
belt system,F(S).
The vehicles making up zone (A) in the figure
showedthe samegradientin the resultsof the sled
tests, which were carried out under the condition of
uni[orm restraintcharacteristics.
This indicatcsthat
their restraintcharacteristics
were virtually identicalto
those of the vehiclesin boundaryzone (A). Among

the restraint $ystemsin use today, thesefall into the
categorythat shows good correlation with vehicle
crashcharacteristics.
Experimentswere then carried out to investigate
which vehiclespecifications
were
and characteristic$
relatedto residualdeformation.To begin with, the
relationshipbetweenvehicle weight and residual deformation was examined(Figure9). Then, the relationship between the length of the front end and
residual deformation was investigated(Figure l0).
From the resultsshown in Figures9 and 10, it
would appearthat for existingvehiclesresidualdeflorffiation is lirnited by vehicle size, including vehicle
weight and front-end layout.
At this point, we will examinethis conclusionin
more detail. It is assumedthat collisionphenomena
can be represented
as simple harmonic motions in
order to grasp them macroscopically.Basedon this
assumption,the relationshipbetweenresidualdeformation and vehiclespecificationscan be expressedas
illustratedin_figure Il. Since residualdeformation
equalsVoJT (l - sin 1), it is assumedro proport i o n a lt o V f r .
Load-displacementdiagrams (F-S diagrams) were
made using the load generatedby the barrier at the
time of impact, (F), and the displacernent-time
curve
(S-T curve) Ior the vehicle.The vehicle'sspring rate
(K) was thcn found according to the concept illustratedin Figure12.
In this figure, K is regardedas being a linear spring
rate having the samearea a$ the F-S curve up to a
displacenrent500 mm. (This displacenrenti.s thought
to irtcludethe length of time for the generationof the
maximumbarrierload.)
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Figure11. Relationship between residual deformatlon
and vehicle specifications
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Figure12. Deflnltlonof vehlclesprlng rate
In the above equation, the vehicleweight, M, w€l$
found by subtractingthe weight of the dummy from
the total weight at the time the test was conducted.
Using this value calculated for each vehicle, the
relationship between residual deformation and ./ {
was investigatedand the resultshave been shown in
the graphin Figure 13.
From the resultsin this figure, the following reason
can be conceivedfor the variation in residualdeforffimation when V { representscertain given characteriswere represented
tics. The vehiclecrashcharacteristics
as a simple linear spring rate (K) in order to treat
them macroscopically.In actuality,however,the loaddisplacementcurve (F-S characteristic)for existing
vehiclesis not a simple linear spring rate, as can be
seenin Figure 12.
were
Severaltypical examplesof F=Scharacteristics
then selectedand their influenceon residualdeformation was investigated.Four types of variation characteristics were assumedrelative to the baselinelinear
springcharacteristicand their effect on residualdeformation was examined.The resultsobtainedare shown
in Figure14.

Flgure14. Fundamentalrelatlonshlpbetween vehlcle
spring rete and residual deformation
The results calculatedfor four specificcasesrelative
to a baselineK up to a displacementof 500 nrm have
beenplottedin Figure 15. The caseswere:(1) Kr = i
K; (2) Kt * Kzi (3) K' : 1.5 K; and (4) Kr = . It is
seen from the results in the figure that residual
deformation is greatly affected by changesin the
initial characteristic(K,), even when K is constant.
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Figure 15. Change in reeldual deformation due to ve'
hicle sPring rate (K1)
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Figure 16. Relationship between vehicle weight and
lront-end eprlng rate when k = ton/500
mm

In actuality, since K, of existing vehiclesis even
more complex, it can be assumedthat variation will
occur in residual deformation even *5*n r/ -Y is
regardedas representingcertain set characteristici as
shownin Figure 13.
From the foregoingresults,it can be said that the
vehiclesforming the upper limit of the boundaryzone
in Figure 13 have good vehicle crash characteristics
among the vehiclesin use today. This indicatesthat it
should be possibleto utilize today's technologyto
control the front-end crash characteristics
of existing
vehiclesso that they will fall within the boundary
zoneof this upperlimit.
Next, an investigationwas made of the relationship
betweenvehicle weight and front-end stiffnessfor K
up to a displacementof 500 mm. The vehicles
examinedwere those forming a boundary zone in
Figure 13, namely,thosethought to havegood crash
characteristics.
The resultsare shown in Figure 16.
From this figure it can be seenthat vehicle frontend stiffness(K) falls within a certain range irrespective of vehicleweight.
The sameconclusionwas found when the relationship betweenK and vehicle weight was investigated
for a displacementof 300 mm (Figure l7).
The foregoing results suggestthat vehicle crash
characteristics
should be controlled, irrespectiveof
vehicleweight,within the rangeof stiffnessshownin

!1"
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Figure 18. Helationship between barrler load and vehi-

cle displacement(F-Sdiagrams)
Figures 16 and 17 in order to reduce injury to
occupantsof the striking vehiclein frontal collisions.
F-S diagramslike those shown in Figure l8 were
also made for the vehiclesforming the boundary zone
in Figure 13. These diagrams were prepared from
barrier load diagrams(F-T curve) I'or actual frontal
collisionswith a moving barrier and from vehicle
displacementdiagrams(S-T curve).
An average characteristiccurve was then found
from the F-S diagramsand a comparisonwas made
with the characteristicvalues tor existing DMBs.
Those results are shown in Figure 19. The F-S
characteristics
calculatedwith the authors'methodare
relativelycloseto thoseproposedby the EEVC.

Exampleof a StiffnessControl
Method for DMB Impacter
The previous section pre$entedthe results of investigations done on existing vehicles in an attempt to find
a suitable balance for front-end stiffness. This section
will describe the experiments carried out usir-rgthe
honeycomb impacter employed with the NHTSA
DMB. In these experiments, an attempt was made to
control sliffness by making holes and grooves in the
original impacter $o a$ to remove part of its volume.
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Flgure17. Relationshipbetween vehlclo weight and
front-€nd sprlng rate when K = ton/300
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Flgure19. Comparisonof load vs. dlsplacementas
found with existing DMB and lrom NCAP
teet results
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Figure20. Exampleof improvedDMB honeycombim'
pacter
The specificationsof three types of improved impacters are shown in Figure 20. The relationship
betweenthe percentageof volume removedfrom the
original impacter and the resulting stiffness (spring
rate) for each type is shown in Figure 2l ' The
load-displacementcharacteristics(F-S diagram) of
thcsethree types of impactersare shown in Figure 22
in comparisonwith those of existing DMBs' These
characteristicliwere obtained in collisions involving
the improvedimpactersand a moving barrier to which
a load cell had beenattached.
As the results in Figures 2l and 22 indicate, a
certain degreeof stiffnesscontrol has been achieved
relative to the existing honeycombimpacter. It has
been found that stiffnesscan be controlledwithin the
targetedzone by using a combinationof polyethylene
foam and hard urethane foam. Further details concerningthis materialcombinationcan be found in the
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(JAMA) paper presentedat this ESV conference.

Conclusion
This paper has presentedthe results of various
analysescarried out to examinethe relationshipbetween vehicle front-end stiff'nessand dummy injury
levels. These analyseswere based on NCAP test
report data for existingvehicles.
Assuring the safety of occupantsin the striking
vehiclein frontal collisionsis, of course,an essential
requirement.It is the authors' opinion that efforts
must also be made to reducethe aggressivityof the
striking vehicletoward other vehiclcsin rear-endand
sideimpacts.
This investigationwas carriedout from the perspeCtive of trying to achievea suitable stiffnessbalance
that would satisfy both requirements.The results
obtained in the presentwork are summarizedbelow.
(l) The injury level sustainedby the dummy in the
struck vehiclein side impactsand frontal collisionsis
greatly affectedby the material strengthof the DMB
impacter.
(2) Residual deformation is an effective index for
evaluatingvehicle crash characteristics.Residualdeformation can be found from a diagram showingthe
amount of vehicledisplacementthat occursrelativeto
time during a frontal collisionwith a barrier.
(3) There is a very strong correlation between
residual deformation and dummy injury level. The
latter tends to decreasea$ residual deformation increases,
(4) Residual deformation of existing vehicles is
Iimited by vehicle size, including such factors as
vehicleweight and front-end layout.
(5) Residualdelbrmation can be controlledto some
extent by varying the vehiclespring rate (vehiclecrash
characteristicK).
(6) Among vehiclesin use today, those thought to
pos$essoptimum crash characteristicshave a front-
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end stiffness that falls within a certain set range
irrespectiveof vehicleweight.

Postscript
If one considersfront-end stiffnessonly in terms of
aggressivity
toward other vehiclesin sideand rear-end
impacts,then the lower the vehiclespringrate is set,
the better. However, a certain level of stiffnessis
naturally requiredin order to protect the occupantsof
the strikingvehiclein frontal collisions,as well as to
satisfy practicalbody strengthrequirementsand meet
existingsafety standards.This meansthat front-end
stiffnessshouldbe designed
to providea good balance
betweencrashworthiness
The results
and aggressivity.
of this investigationof existingvehiclessuggcstthat
the vehiclespring rate shouldbe set within a certain
range regardlessof the vehicleweight. The range for
per ton is K : 22-38,while
300 mm of clisplacement
that for 500 mm of displacementper ton is K =
36-56.
Studies are now under way in many countries
regardingdifferent kinds of collisiontest methodsin
which a DMB is used to representthe impacting
vehicle. The stiffnessof the DMB impacter is a
particularlyimportant elementin suchtests.Thorough
consideration
shouldbe givento the trade-offstiffness
value which has been found using the approach
describedin this paper.
The present work has focused only on passenger
cars. Similar researchneeds to be carried out for
pickup trucksas well.
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Evaluation of the safety Performanceof passengervehicles
RobertZobel,
VolkswagenAG,
FederalRepublicof Germany

Abstract
The evaluationof the safetyperformanceof passenger vehiclesis in most test proceduresrestrictedto the
inherentsat'ety.But in real-world accidents,the vehicle influencesboth ifs own passengers
and the passengers of the colliding vehicle or the cyclists or the
peclestrians.
So test proceduresthat can only measure
the performanceof the vehicleand ncglcctthe influence of the colliding vehicle will not be able to
describethe safetyperformancecompletely.
Another problem is the separatc evaluation of
front-impact and side-impact.When side-impactprotectionis increasedon the one hand sideand the tiont
of the vehicle becomesmore stiff, due to increased
front-impactprotection, a high increaseof safetywill
be measured,although no progress to side-impact
protectionmay occur in real-worldaccidents.
By computer simulation, these effects can be described.A frontal impact with a movabledeformable
barrier only makessensewhen the accelerationof the
barrier is measuredas well, and by mathematical
simulation transformed to a dummy load of the
"passengerof the struck vehicle". A side impact of
the vehicle against a vehicle of the same type may
show the "self-compatibility" and detect too stiff
front-structures.

Objectives flnd Tools
The aim of this study is to assessthe influence of
various evaluation procedures on the development of
passenger vehicles. The influence of the frontstructure to the side impact is studied in this context.
The frontal impact with a movablc deformable barrier
in particular is examined and compared to fixed
barrier impact. The influence of impact velocity is
examined.
Two aspectsmust be considered:
l.
The protection of the passengerof a vehicle:
This is the protection which a vehicle offers
to its own pa$$engersin different collision
modes. In the context of the paper! this will
be called''passenger-protection".
2, The protection of the occupant$ of the colliding vehicle and the other road-users (the
partners on the road): This is the protection
a vehicle offers to all the other road-users
inside and outside of vehicles aside frorn its
own passengersand in the dilfcrent collision
modes. In the context of the paper, this will
be called "partner-protection".
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But the conceptof "partners" must be restrictedto
the other usersof passenger-vehicles,
the themeotherwisegoesbeyondthe scopeof a singlepaper.
Volkswagendealt with this notion as far as accident
statisticsare concernedin the papers(3)and(8).
This study was undertakenby mcanrlof simulation
of vehiclecrashe$and by structuraloptimization.The
mathematical model to simulate front- ancl sideimpact and the optimization strategyis describeclin
details in(1),(7), and (10). The mathematicalsideimpact model is shown in fig. l. The simulationof
single-vehicle
and of vehicle-to-vehicle
crashesis possible with frontal and side-impacts.Thus a wide range
of accidentsoccurring to passengervehiclescan be
reproduced. Fig. I shows the configuration of a
side-impact simulation. In the case of a frontal
impact, the left frontal lumped-massmodel of a
vehicleis duplicatedby its mirror-image.The simulation model determines the HIC and the head-,
thorax-, and pelvis-acceleration
of the dummies,and
e.g. the different intrusionsof the upper door and the
sill.
The validation model was validated within the
project, describedin(l). It was validatedin such a
way that the i(small" (740kg,I630 p), the "medium"
(950 ke, 2090p), and the "large" (1230kg, ZTIOp)
vehicledescribethe averagevehicleof eachmassclass.
This and the following figures thus deal with "average" vchicles,and describean "average" performance; they cannot be related to individual vehicles.
The validationprocessis describedin(l) and (5).

The Influenceof the Front-Structure
to Side-ImpflctPerformance
It is obvious that in a 9O-degreeside impact the
dummy load increaseswhen the velocity of the
striking vehicle incrcases.Fig. 2 shows rhis relationship for a side-impact
of two smallvehiclesof 740 kg
(1630p). At an impactvelocityol'9 m/s (20 mph) the
dummy load is 3l g for the thorax and 40 g for the
pelvis. At 15.5 mls t35 mph) the dummy load
increasesto about 70 g for the thorax and 100 g for
the pelvis. Fig. 3 shows the intrusion and the deformation of the vehicle. The intrusion of the side as
well as the deformationof the front. increases,in the
range of l0 m./s (22 mph) up to 17 m/s (38 mph)
nearly by the sameamount. The total deformationol
thc vehiclesis determinedby both the side- and the
front-structureof the colliding vehicles.This will be
underscoredby two following studies.The degreeof
inflncnce of both structureswill become apparent.
At first the degree of influcnce of the frontstructureis studied.The side-impactnow is simulated
at a fixed impact-speedof 50 km/h (31 mph). The
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front-stnrctureof the striking vehicleis changed.This
is done by multiplying the forces of the forcedeflection-curvesby a constant factor that runs between0.1 and 2.0. 0. 1 meansthat the force-levelof
the front-structureis only l09o of the level that is
observedtoday. 2.0 meansthat the presentforce-level
of the front-structureis doubled. 1.0 refers to the
presentvehicles.The side-structure
remainsas it is
today. Fig. 4 shows the dummy loads. At present
(1.0)thereis a dummy load of 57 g for the
force-level
thorax and 75 g for the pelvis. When force-levelsare
to 75 g for the
doubled,the dummy load increases
thorax and 100g for the pelvis.When the force-levels
to 25 g for the
are halved,the dummy load decreases
thorax and 35 g for the pelvis. That is even greater
than the changeof the dummy load that was previously determined,when the impact speed was increasedfrom 9 m/s (20 nrph) to 15.5m/s (35 mph).
Fig. 5 showsone of the reasonsfor this observation.
At a force-levelof 0.5, the intrusion of the struck
vehicleis 3l cm (12 in). At a levelof 1.0this increases
to 37.5cm (14.8in), and at a levelof 2.0 it decreases
to 45 cm (17.7in). On the other hand, the deformation of the front-structure decreasesmuch mote:
From 40 cm (15.7in) at force-level0.5 to 20 cm (7.9
in) at force-level1.0, and 5 cm (2.0 in) at force level
2.0. Thus the front-structureoffers much lessdeforand, additionmation, when the force-levelincreases,
ally, the force-levelat the momentof impactbetween

dummy and structure is higher. This shows that the
design of the front-structure is an important factor in
side-impacts. It will be shown below that this is a
conflict of aims with passenger-protectionin frontal
impacts. Measures implemented into the frontstructure to achievea good protection in side-impacts
are a good example of partner-protection.The passengers of the vehicle with a front-structure, designcdto
offer side-protection, never will derive advantages
from this measurc, and personally they will never
have an interest in such measures.On the other hand,
when at least two vehicles of that model are built,
they may indirectly take advantage from the other
model of the same type, when that vehicle strikes their
vehicle
The influence of the front-structure in the performance of vehicles in the case of side-impactsis not
only an academic problem. ln an effort to achieve
better performance in frontal inrpacts, in the U.S. the
velocity of the barrier impact has been increasedto 35
mph in the *'New Car Assessment Program
(NCAP)". Manufacturers are indircctly forced to
fulfill a highcr barrier impact velocity (35 mph instead
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of 30 mph). When, in sucha case,deformationlength
is not changed,this meansa changeof the force-level
of the front-structure that is proportional to
(35*35)/(30*30) 1.36, the ratio of the kinetic
energies.The results of such a measurein terms of
increaseddummy load in side-impactcan also be seen
in fig. 4; thorax accelerationincreasesfrom 5? g to 70
g and pelvisaccelerationfrom 75 g to g7 g.
Sidc-protectionwill normally be achievedby measuresin thc side-structureof a vehicle.This was also
simulated. Present force-levelsof the side-structure
now were changedby a predefined factor and the
front-structurewas kept at its presentlevel. The same
vehiclesand the sameimpact-velocitywas examined.
Fig. 6 showsthe result for the dummy load and fig. 7
shows the influence of the force-levelol' the sidestructureon intrusion and deformation.
From thesefigures one may derive that the change
of the front-structure may be compensatedby a
change of the side-structure.This is true up to a
certain point. But one should realize what happens.
Investmentsin the side-structureof a vehicle are
made, not to achieve better performance in side-

protection, but only in order to achieve the same
performancelevelsas before when the front-structures
of vehicleswerelessstiff. It is not easyto explainto a
customerwhy he ha$ to pay more for the samething.
Fig. 8 and fig. 9 show this relationshipbetween
front- and side-structuralstit'fhessfor thorax and
pelvis. These figures an.swerthe question, how to
achievea certaindummy load at an impact-velocityof
50 km/h (31 mph) when the front-strucrureof the
striking vehicleis modificd. It can be seenthat it is
nearly the same amount of stiffness changethat is
required in the side-structureto compensatc the
changein the front-structure.
The curvesof fig. 9 are not completelylinear. The
reason is oscillation in the system companment,
door,/front, compartment(cf. fig. l).
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rating of passenger
vehicles,this of coursethen has a
profound effect on further vehicle development.It
must bc established
which vehiclesare considered
best
under the conditiorrsof' the testsprescribedand how
the vehiclesbehavein accidentsas a whole. This is
possiblewith the aid of an optimizer coupledwith
program$ simulating the tests. Such an optimizer
possiblestructuraldesignsunder the asinvestigates
pcct of a targetsize,just as a structuraldesignof a
vehicleis subjectedto a test in the real developrnent
processand is then either pursuedfurther if consideredparticularygood, comingoff well in termsof the
rating, or constitutingan improvementover the conventional solutions.Solutionswhich representa deterioration with re.spectto the state of the art are not
pursuedfurther, just as they would be discardedby
an optimizationprocedure.
The optirnization processspecifically applied and
describedbelow also emulatesthis developmentprocessin that it alwaysretains a "store of experience"
of the 30 best solutions"in its memory" and combinescomponents
of one solutionwith components
of
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another solution of this store so as to find improvements.In addition,components
are also chosencompletelyafreshaccordingto random factorsso as also
to take the creativeprocessinto account.All in all,
this imitates proceduresin the real world of experienceand creativework running in parallel, contributing equallyto an improvementof existingsolutions.
This procedure was therefore used to examine the
effect of various design goals. Approximately 70,000
individualsimulationswerecarriedout and more than
20 CP hourscomputingtime on a Cyber990.
This optimizationprogram was originally developed
to computeoptimized vehiclestructuresfor the three
mass classesof "small", "medium", and "large"
vehicles that show an optimal performance in an
accidentmock-upof 57 crashes.The mas$classes
and
the collisionswere designedso that the presentaccident sceneis describedas well as possible.(For details
cf (l) or (2), (7), and (10)).
Fig. l0 depicts the deformation structure of the
presentvehiclefleet and fig. I I the structureof the
optimized vehicle fleet. Table I shows the performance of the presentvehicle fleet in some collision
types. Table 2 shows the performanceof the optimized vehicle fleet at its maximum design-speed
for
frontal and side-impact,compared to the present
vehiclefleet. The progressis obvious and impressive.
Thus even in the collisionof a "small" vehicle(740
kg, 1630p) with a "large" vehicle(1230kg, 2710p)
at a closingvelocityof 99.4 km/h (62 mph), the HIC
in the optimized"small" vchicleis lessthan 800.
The best performancein the optimizedfleet can be
seenin side-impact.This observationunderscores
the
togetherwith an adequate
fact that side-protection
designof the front-structureallows a high level of
passenger-protection
in the eventof side-impacts.
It should be noted that each vehicle is an average
vehicleof the respectiveweight class and that the
investigations
were carried out in 1980.Since these
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vehicles only fulfilled the function of creating initial
situationsfor subsequentoptimization, this fact is of
no significancefor further deliberations.

Design of PassengerVehiclesfor
0ptimum Behaviour in a Frontal

Fixed Barrier Impact
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The current situation in the design of frontal
structuresis determinedby the fixed-barrier-impact
testsat 50 km/h or 3l mph and 56 km/h or 35 mph.
A vehicle is asscssedaccording to its behaviour in
thesetestswithout considerationof how the design
regulation aff'ects other types of collisions. Consequently,in an initial optimizationrun, a structurewas
establishedfor the large vehiclewhich is an optimum
with regard to the 50 km/h (31 mph) fixcd barrier
impact. This structure is shown in Fig. 12. In a
secondoptimization run, the structurewa$ optimized
with regard to the 56 km/h (35 mph) fixed barrier
impact. This structure is depicted in Fie. 13. The
resultsof 6 frontal and 3 side collisionswith participation ol the modified large vehicle are compiled in
Table 3.
ln frontal impacts with a closing-velocityof 100
km/h (62.I mph) the performanceof both structures
does not difter significantly and is better than the
performanceof presentvehicles.At a closing-velocity
of ll2 km/h (70 mph) the sameis true. In the first
case, the vehiclc designed lbr 50 km/h (31 mph)
offers the better passenger-protection,
in thc second
casethe vehicle designedfor 56 km/h (35 mph). In
terms of partner-protection, both vehicles exhibit
nearly the same levels. Table 3 shows three sideimpact csllisisns,when the optimized **large" vehicle
is the striking vehicle and the side-structureof the
struck vehicle is not modified. The performanceof
theseoptimizedfront-structuresis far away from that,
which is possiblewhenthe vehiclesare optimizedwith
a realistic accident-environment
in mind (e.g. the 57

Effbrts are being made to supplementthe fixed_
barrier-impacttest by a frontal impact test with a
movablebarrier. This is quite obviouslyof aclvantage
for a large vehicleof 1230kg, for example,which in
an impact with a lmO kg barrier at 60 mph closing
velocity, for example,has only to withstanda calculated velocity changeof 26.9 mph. In the same lest
with a small vehicle of 740 kg, for example, a
calculatedvelocitychangeof 34.5 mph results.This is
well known and does not need to be constantly
confirmed by full scaletesting.The questionremains,
therefore, whether the test with a movable barrier
placesother demandson the structure of a vehicle,
hence providing additional information comparedto
the fixed-barrier-impact
test. The structureobtainedif
the large vehicleis optimizedfor behaviorin the event
of impact with a movablebarrier is shownin Figs. 14

Figure12

Flgure14
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crashes,table 2). It is even worse than the performanceof the presentvehiclefleet.

Optimizationof Vehicleswith the
MovableDeformableBarrier
(Passenger-Protection
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Figure15
and 15. The movable barrier was substitutedin this
case for a vehicle of 950 ke (2090 p), the medium
vehicle on the roads of the Federal Republic of
Germanyin 1980.The closingvelocityin the first case
(Fie. la) is 60 mph and in the secondcase(Fig. l5) 70
hasa similarform to
mph. The membercharacteristic
that of the fixed-barrier-impacttest: an early high
peak and then a collapse.The peak is shorterin the
caseof a 30 mph design(60 mph closing velocity)

than for a 35 mph design (70 mph closing velocity).
There are considerablediffercnces in the distribution
of the deformation energy to the regions in front of
and behind the engine. In the caseof the fixed barrier
impact, a configuration was shown to be the optimum
for both test velocities in which the defornration
energy is introduced exclusively irr the front/engine
region, resulting in considerable deceleration of the
engine before impact with the barrier (or the other
party to the accident). Central positioning of the
engine and equal distribution of the dclbrmation
energy in the region in front of and behind the engine
is recommendedfor the 30 mph design. In the caseof
the 35 mph design (70 mph closing velocity), the
distribution obtained is the same as for the fixed
barrier impact, but at a lower force-level. These
considerable differences show that the impact with a
movable barrier makes use of the very special shape
of the deformation response of the other fixedbarrier-impact test, and makes it imperative that there
be special managemcnt of the deformation in the
front/engine/cell chain. This is highly dependent,
however, on the velocity and on the structure of the
other party to the accident. All in all, it can be
established in these investigations that the movable
barrier rewards highly specializedmeasuresfor occu-
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Table 2. The dummy loads in some impacts of the large vehlcle. A comparison
between the current structure and an optimized structure.
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pant protection against the specific structure of the
barrier and is less inductive of generallyuseful measures.The dummy loads are shown in table 4.

Optimization of Vehicleswith the
Movable DeformableBarrier
(Partner-Protection)
When vehiclesare testedby allowing them to collide
frontally with a movablc, deformablebarrier, it is a
comparativelytrivial demandto measureand evaluate
not only the loading in the vehicle but also the
loading in the barrier representsthe-possibly innocent-other party to the accident, whosc freedom
from injury is somethingwhich is just as worthy of
protection as the safety of the occupants of the
vehicle being evaluated. In order to examine the
determiningaction mechanismsfor partner-protection,
an optimization run was calculated in which the
structureof the large vehiclewas designedexclusively
with the optimum protection of the occupantsof an
impacted medium vehicle in mind. In one ca$e, a

lta
ar?
a?E

closingvelocity of 60 mph was usedas the bases,and
in the other, 70 mph. The proposedstructureof the
largevehicleis shownin Figs. 16 and 17.
It is immediatelyobviou$ that the membercharacteristic is consistently of the same shape as for
occupantprotection: an early high peak (3200kN at
150 mm or 100 mm) and then rclief. The engine is
now systematically designed in this manner hardly
result in any improvementfor the occupant of the
medium vehicle at 30 mph (Table 5), but disadvantagesarisefor the occupantof the largevehicle.At 35
mph, the advantagesfor the occufiant of the large
vehicle in particular are more pronounced. With
respectto lateral protection, thc structuresdesigned
for partner-protectionprovc to be considerablylcss
the HIC in the laterally impactedvehicle,
aggressive;
which was over 1000 for the vehicle concentrating
entirely on occupant protection, falls to below 600
and thorax and pelvisretardationdrop by 5 g - l0 g.
A considerableadvance is achievedcompared with
current vehiclesas far as the specificaim of partnerprotectionin fiontal collisionsis concerned,but this is

Table 4.
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at most 5 g to l0 g higherthan that which is achieved
as a positive side-effectfor other road users if
occupantprotectionis implementedto the full.
This resultalso shows,however,that occupantand
partner-protectionneed not be oppositesas far as
frontal impactsare concerned.If certainfundamental
principles are observed,particularly with regard to
engine position and the possibilityof deformation
betweenthe engineand the front, it is quite possible
to harmonizethe two sincethe shapesof the long
membercharacteristics
differ only slightly.

the frequency of single-vehicleaccidents,the collision
between the large and medium vehicle with the
frequencyof vehicle-to-vehicle
accidentsand the side
collisionbetweentwo large vehicleswith the frequency
of side-collisions.The following frequencieswere
used(I ):

Partner-,
Integrationof Passenger-,
and Side-Protection

The factor of 0.444 for frontal impact betweenthe
mediumand the largevehiclewas appliedhalf to the
dummy load in the medium vehicle and half to the
largevehicle.The dummy load usedis a combination
of HIC and accelerationover 3 ms for thorax and
pelvis of the driver. The loads are combined in
with the proceduredescribedby Gillis(4)
accordance
accordingto the formula;

From the deliberationswhich have gonebefore, the
partner-,
idea suggestsitself to integratepassenger-,
in one approach.This was atand side-protection
temptedin a further optimization run; the front and
of the large vehicle were releasedfor
side-structures
optimization.The targetwas a weightedcombination
of the dummy loadswhich occurin the eventof three
collisions:The fixed barrierimpactwas weightedwith

0.345fixed barrier impact
0.444frontal impact medium/largevehicle
0.21I sidc-impactlarge/largevehicle
1.000

DBW = HIC + A THORAX + 12.525+ A PELVIS
+ 8.35

Table 5.
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Figure19

The designvelocity chosenwas 50 km/h for sideimpact, and for frontal impact in the first optimization run, 30 mph for the fixed barrier and 60 mph for
the vehicle-to-vehiclecollision, and in the second
optimizationrun, 35 mph for the fixed barrier and 70
collision. Figs. l8 and
mph for the vehicle-to-vehicle
19 show the structural design proposedby the optiin
mizerin thesecases.ln principal,the side-structure
both instancesis the same. The engine is shifted
uniformly to the rear and deformation displacedto
the engine/front region. The shape of the member
characteristicis different, dependenton the design.At
a design velocity of 30 mph it i$ flatter (maximum
force-levelat 220 mm and 170 kN). The subsequent
dropping away is also not so pronounced,and does
not occur until 580 mm. In the caseof the 35 mph
design,the front is stiffer. The peak is also reachedat
220 mm, but the force-level is 300 kN and the
membercharacteristicalreadydrops away at 450 mm.
This is reflectedin the results,which are shown in
Table 6.

Possibilitiesof an Abbreviated
IntegratedTestProcedure
The test procedureclevelopecl
in Section7 requires
three tests with at least three identical vehicles.The
extent to which the vehicle-to-vehicle
frontal-impact
test is necessaryto achievethe desiredresult will be
examinedbelow. To do thi$, the same optimization
processwa$ repeatedwith the following collisions:
Frontal fixed barrier impact
Lateral vehicle-to-vehicle
collision
The frontal vehicle-to-vehicle
impact was deleted.
Sincethe frontal tixed barrier impact now represents
all frontal crashesof the large vehicle,it was weighted
at 62V0,and the side-impactat 3890.
Figs. 20 and 2l show the characteristiccurves for
frontal designvelocitiesof 30 mph and 35 mph. In
the side-region,the characteristiccurvesobtainedare,
in principle, the same as those in the optimization
runs describedin Section 7. The engine position is
also identical.tn the designfor a 30 mph fixed barrier
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impact, the deformation energy in the engine-front
region is now increasedby approximately20Vo and
given a higher peak with
the membercharacteristic
peak
immediatedrop: a
of 250 kN at 250 mm,
alreadydropping away at 300 mm. The more regular
cnrveobservedin the caseof thc 30 mph optirnization
in Section7 is therefore abandonedin favour of a
more pointed curve. In the 35 mph design,the engine
characteristicsalso agreewith those obtained in Secis somewhatless
tion 7 and the nrcmhercharacteristic
pointed than before. It drop$ away somewhatlater.
The dumrnyloadsresultingfrom thesecharacteristic
'7.
They differ only
curves are shown in Table
insignificantlyfrom the figures given in Table 6 for
the more complex optimizatiort. The structure designedfor 30 mph in the collisionwith 70 mph closing
velocity constitutesan exception. ln this case, the
member characteristicis very closely matchedto the
energyexpectationsof a 30 mph fixed barrier impact,
as a result of which there is no further delbrmation
energy available at higher impact velocitiesand the

very high forces take effect via the high level of cell
stiffness. For this reason, in a revised calculation, the
member characteristic was altered such that it drops
away more moderately not until 590 mm (Fig. 22). In
'fhe
this way, more defortnation energy is available.
charrged structure proved to be less aggressiveonly at
a closing velocity ot 100 km/h compared with the
medium and small vehicles, but resulted in higher
loads in the large vehicle in the fixed barrier impact
(i.e. the impacf of the large vehicle with the large
vehicle) (Table 8). Passenger-protectionis reduced at
the closing velocity of 100 km/h. Pelvis load in the
large vehicle in collision with the small vehicle is then
39 g in the revised calculation compared with 27 g.
At a collision velocity of 7O mph, considerably
better results are obtained across the board, because
the modified structure now possesse$the necessary
deformation energy, In the side-impact the dummy
loads fully corresflond becausethe front structure was
changed in a region which has no further influence on
side-impact at the velocity under consideration.
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It can thus be establishedthat a design for fixed
barrier impact and side-impactalreadysimultaneously
provides an adequatedescription of the result that
would be obtainedif a vehicle-to-vehicle
collisionwere
also considered.if it is ensuredthat sufficient deformation energyis available.It cannot be reasonably
expectedfrom a cost-orientedoptimization procedure
that limited resourcesare applied where no improvement in the target function is achieved.

Conclusions
It has been shown that the design of the frontstructure of a vehicle has a high influence in sideprotection. Changing the force-level of the frontstructure in a 50 kmlh (31 mph) side-impact from
O.S-timesto 2.O-times the force-level of present vehicles is-in terms of dummy load-the same, as if the
impact velocity was changed from 20 mph to 35 mph.
Thus the partner-protection, the performance of the
structure of a striking vehicle from the point of view
of a passengerof a struck vehicle, should be part of
vehicle tcsting.
Different te$t procedures were studied at different
test speeds;
I.
2.
3.

4.

Fixed barrier impact
Frontal impact with a movable deformable
barrier.
Integration of a fixed barrier impact, an
impact with a movable deformable barrier
and a side-impact.
Integration of a fixed barrier impact and a
side-impact.

The side-impact always was a test of selfcompatibility, meaning that the vehicle was struck by
a vehicle of the same type. The influence of the
front-structure was thus measured by this test together
with the performance of the side-struc:ture.
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The optimum front-structurein terms of the fixed
barrier impact shows a good performance in all
frontal collisions.The performancein side-impactis
worsethan for presentvehicles.
The optimum front-structur€in terms of a test with
the movablc deformable barrier takes advantageof
the specific test velocity and so the overall performance is not as good. No additional information is
gained by this test procedure, compared to fixed
barrier impact. The structure of the long memberis
nearly the same as in the case of the fixed barrier
impact, but the behavior of the enginenow depends
on closing velocity. Thus the integration of a fixed
barrier impact, an impact with a movablecleformable
barrier and a side-impact does not provide more
information than the integration of a fixed barrier
impact and a side-impact.This test contiguration
(fixed barrier impact and side-impact)helps to ensure
partner-protectionas well as passenger-protection.
This meansthat with this test configurationmeasures
for the passengers
of a testedvehicleare evaluatedas
well as mrlasures
implementedto protect passengers
of
other, struckvehicles.
The tests with a movable deformable barrier are
redundant, compared to fixed barrier impact. But
when suchtestsare conducted.the accelerationof the
movable deformable barrier must be measuredand
evaluatedas well, as it constitutesa subsfitutefor the
struck vehicle.Without measuringthe accelerationof
the movabledeformablebarrier, this test is completely
misleading,sincethe performanceof a **bad" vehicle
could otherwisebc inrproved by merely screwing a
sheetof lead into the vehicle.
The accelerationof the movabledeformablebarrier
could be evaluated by simulation in the lbllowing
manner The accelerationis the input of a simulation
program describing one or more average vehicles.
From the resultingdummy loads, the performanceof
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the tested vehicle in terms of partner-protectionis
derived.As shown in section5 and 6, the rnovable
deforrnablebarrier does not provide much additional
information.
The test procedureswere examinedat 30 mph and
35 mph test velocityin the frontal impact. 35 mph
increasesthe conflict of aims between the safety
designof frontal impactsand side-impacts.
The be$r
procedurewould thus be to optimize the frontstructurefor 30 mph with enoughdeformationenergy
for 35 mph, That could be testedin a 35 mph barrier
impact without durrrnries,which only reflectswhether
there is a sufficientlylow intrusion ol the steeringwheeland the splash-walletc.
The higher the design-velocityfor frontal impact,
the higher are the force-levels
of the front-structure.
This leadsto a conflict of aims with the side-impact.
T'he integration of the fixed barrier impact and a
side-impactof a vehiclewith a vehicleof the same
type provides the opportunity to study and evaluate
the vehicles,how they solvethis conflict of ainrs.
The possibilities of computer-aided cornpliance(6,9,11)
shouldbe investigated
in order to be able
to attain the aimsol this eflort, without the proposed
testsactuallybeingcarriedout on completedvchicles.
If only full-scale testing with finished vehicles is
possible, progress can be achieved only when the
experiencewith the completely developedvehicle is
available,and thus progresscan only influencethe
development
of successor
modelsof the vehiclesnow
under development.Such progresswill be available
for customersnot for approximately ten years. lf
subsystem-or component-testing
is sufficientto attain
the aims of this work, it would be possibleto
influencethe structureof vehicles.now under development. Efforts are therefore necessaryto improve
the reliability of subsystem-and component-testing.
This shouldbe supportedby the governmental
organizations, since an increasein safcty at the earliest
possibletime is in the interestsof thc public.
This work should not be misunderstoodto advocate
an increaseof the number of tests, but to produce
more informationand more subtleknowledgeby the
teststhroughappropriatetest procedures.
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in Frontal Impacts - Analysisof Accident,
The SafetyProblem for Passengers
Laboratory, and Model Simulation Data
Daniel S. Cohen,
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration,
LawrenceSimeone,
TransportationSystemsCenter,
United States

Abstract
lnjuries to the right, front seat passengeraccount
for nearly one-quarterof the total harm to passenger
car occupants.Approximately half of this harm is
associatedwith frontal impacts.
The objective of the frontal crashworthinessre'
searchand developmenteffort at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is to assessthe
with occupantsof passenger
saf'etyproblem associated
impacts and to identify
frontal
cars involved in
problem.
The focus of this
potential remediesfor the
protection.
passenger
Severalother reports
paperis on
progranrhave fowithin the frontal crashworthine$s
protection
and vchiclestructures.
cusedon driver
Accidentdata, laboratorycomponentdata, sledand
crashtest data, and analyticalsimulationefforts form
protection
the basi$for the definition oI the passenger
problem
of
alternative
and the identificatoll
safety
This paperpre$entsthe progressand
countermea$ures.
results in each of the areas related to this program;
The NHTSA's accident data files are being
utilized to characterize the crash conditions
and resulting injuries associated with right,
front seat passenger$. The head/face body
region accounts for approximately one-third
of the harm to passenger$.The chest and
abdominal body regions also account for
approximatcly one-third of the harm. Lower
extremities account for l6u/o of the harm.
The MVMA 2-D Model is bcing implemented to simulate the crash environment
described by the accident data to better
nnderstand the injury mechanisms and to test
the elfectiveness of alternative countermeasures. A case study is presented and the
results indicate that the lower portion of the
instrument panel is an important component
in managing the forward kinetic energy of an
impacting occupant.
An extensive laboratory effort is underway
to characterize the material properties and
geometry of the primary itrterior components
associated with injury causation - instrument
panels, windshields, headers, and A-pillars.

This data is providing input data for the
MVMA 2-D model and in idcntifying countermeasurcs.Examples of typical forcedeflectioncharacteristics
are illustrated.

PassengerSafety Assessment
The objective of the frontal crashworthinessresearchand developmenteffort at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) is to
assessthe safety problems associatedwith occupants
of vehiclcsinvolvedin frontal impactsand to identify
potentialremediesfor the problem.
This paper focuseson the safety problem of right,
front seatfias$engers.
Severalother reportswithin the
frontal crashworthinessprogram have focused on
driver protectionattd vehiclestructures(1,2).
A three phase approach is being implementedincluding:
Problem Definition. Review accident
data and test results. ldentify critical
risk parametersand characterizecurrent fleet performance. Establish a
basis for postulating and analytically
evaluating possible mitigation con'
cepts.
Phase II. Concept Analysis. Characterizebaseline vehicles and conlponcnt perfor'
mance. Develop information on body
region loading as a function of impact
conditionsand establishinjury severity
relationships.Postulate reasonable
mitigation concepts and analytically
evaluatetheir effect on harm.
III.
ConceptDevelopmentand Evaluation.
Phase
Expand the experimentalcharacterization of baselineperformance.Confirm
the predicted performance of promising mitigation concept$through testing. Develop test proceduresand test
devices.

Phase I.

The material presentedin this paper relatesto the
work that has been completed within the fir$t two
phases- Problem Definition and Concept Analysis.
The initial focus of this effort has beendirectedat
defining the safety problems and identification and
evaluation of interior compartment countermeasures
for the unrestrainedpassenger.Flowever,the provision of improved interior compartmentprotection is
importantto the concel)tof "huilt-in" or "softened"
car surfaceswhich provideprotectionwith or without
the use of seat belts or air bags. This conceptis
discussedby Wilson(3) as related to work being
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performed at General Motors related to the steering
system and side impacts. Improved frontal interior
comparlrnent protection will be effective for occupants that use seat belts or air bags since l.) belt
restrained occupants in severe frontal crashescan
contact frontal interior surfaces,2.) belt or air bag
restrainedoccupantscan cor)tactfrontal interior surfacesin side irnpactsor rollovers,and 3.) occupants
in air bag equippedcarsinvolvedin crashesbelow the
deployment threshold can contact frontal interior
$urfaces.The safety problems associatedwith the
restrainedpassenger
will also be analyzedas part of
the continuing efforts of this project and careful
considerationwill be given to the effects of restraint
usageon overallinjury mechanisms.
The development
and evaluationof potentialcountermeasures
for passengerprotection will be basedon the needsof both
the restrained and unrestrained occupant and the
associatedsafety problems as they are projected to
exist in the future highwayenvironment.
As to the crashconfiguration,this effort focuseson
frontal crashes
that do not involverolloveror ejection
of the occupant.Figure I comparesthe magnitudeof
harm for crashesinvolving rollover or ejection.As
can be seen,thosecrasheswherethereis no rollover
or ejection account for approximately90go of the
harm in frontal impacts.

Phase I - Problem Determination
The fbllowing sections prL'sentanalysesconclucted
using accident data and crash test data to better
define the salety problem for right, fiont seat passengers. The purpose ol'these analysesis to establishthe
basis for postulating and analytically cvaluating possible mitigation concepts.
Injuries to the right, front seat passenger account
for approximately 25q0 of total harm to passengercar
occupants. Approximately half of this harm is associated with frontal impacts.
The concept of harm is defined by Malliaris, et al
(4,5) and is calculated frorn the schedule of economic
costs of highway casualties as presented in "The
Economic Cost to Socicty of Motor Vehicle
Accidents"(6). The harm weight factor associated
with each AIS level as used in this paper is as follows:

AIS

6
5
4
3

z
I

Harm
Weight
Factor
264.9

232.s
56.7
9.2
3.0
0.7

The accident data analyses presented in the following sectionsutilize the concept of harm applied to the
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Figure1. Dlstrlbutionol ahrm by rolloverand election

National Accident SamplingSystem(NASS) files for
the years1979to 1984.

Distribution of Harm hy Body Region
and Sourceof Injury
Table I presentsinformation on the distribution of
harm to unrestrained passengers by body region
injured. Table I data is obtained from rhe NASS fites.
As noted from the table, the head and lace body
regions account for approximately one-third of the
harn. A large percentage of this harm (especially for
the face) is obtairred as a result of minor or moderate
(AlS I and ?) injuries. The chest and abdomen body
regions also account for approximately one-third of
the total harm. In contrast to the head,/face region,
the harm associated with these body regions are
prinarily due to serious (AlS 3-6) injuries. Lower
extremities account for 169o and upper extremities
account for 8o/o of the total harm. Neck injuries
accounl for 3oloof the harm.
Figure 2 indicates the ranking by harm of body
regions for AIS I and 2 injuries. The head and face
body regions account for approximately 50Vo of the
harm, atrd the lower extremities account for almost
3090 of the harm.
Figure 3 indicates the distribution of harm by body
regions for serious injuries. The torso (chest and
abdomen) accounts for almost 500/o of the harm
associatedwith seriousinjurics. The head body region
accounts for approximately 3090. Figure 3 also illustrates the distribution by body region of the number
of seriousinjuries in addition to harm. The counts of
injuries shown are for AtS 3 ro 6 injuries and AIS 5
and 6 injuries. For AIS 3-6 injuries, the lower
extremity body region is ranked about equal with the
chest body region with each accounting for onequarter of the serious injuries. The head accounts for
169o. For AIS 5 and 6 injuries, the cltest and head
regions are the most frequent and each accounts fbr
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Table 1. Dlstributionof harm by body region.
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4090 of the injuries. The abdomenaccountsfor l59o
and the neckaccountsI'or 590 of the iniuries.

Torso Injuries
Chest and abdominal injuries account for approximately one-third of total harm. This harm is almost
completely derived from serious AIS 3-6 injuries.
When only consideringharm associatedwith serious
injuries, the chest and abdominal regions account for
approximatelyhalf the total harm. (Included in the
chestbody regionis the chest,back, and shoulders.)
The instrumentpancl is the primary contact source
for both seriousand minor/moderateinjuries to the
chestand abdomen.
For the chest, arteries severed,artery lacerations,
skeletalfractures,and all systemscrushedaccountfor
most of the system involvements.Liver lacerations
account for the highest percentageof the abdominal
systemharm.

Head/FaceInJuries
The head and face body regions comprise approximately one-third of total harm. Most of the harm to
the head is a result of serious injury (AlS 3-6) while
the majority of tbe facial injury is at the AIS I and 2

severity level. When considering AIS 3/6 injuries
alone, head and face injuries account for about 3090
of harm.
For minor/moderateinjuries, the windshieldis the
primary injury source and the instrument panel is
ranked second for head and face injuries. Figure 4
indicatesthe sourceof harm for seriousinjuriesto the
head.For the head,the windshieldis rankedfirst, the
A-pillar second, and the instrument panel third as
sourcesof injury.
Brain concussions
and skeletalfiacturesaccountfor
the majority of head seriousinjury harm, and skeletal
fracturesaccount for almost all of the facial serious
injury harm. At the AIS 1 and 2 injury levels,
to the skin mitke
abrasionsand lacerations
contusions,
up the majority of l'acialharm, and brain concussions
accountfor the majority of head harm.

Lower ExtremityInjuries
The lower extremities include the pelvis, thigh,
lower leg, knee, and ankle. Of the l6q0 of total harm
accounted for by the lower extremities, about 4090 of
this is classifiedas serious irrjury.
Figure 5 shows the breakdown of thc lower extremities region for the harm associated with serious
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Flgure 2. Dlstribution ol harm for AIS 1 and 2 iniuries
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Figure 3. Dlstrlbutlon of harm for AIS 3-Ginjuries
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Figure 4. Distributlon of harm by source of serious
head injury
injuries. The thigh and ankle/foot regions account for
most of the harm, The instrument panel is almost
always the source of serious injury for the various
lower extremities except for the ankle/foot. For the
ankle./foot region, the side interior and floor are the
major sourcesof injury.
Skeletal fractures and joint fractures and dislocations account for the majority of serious injury harm.
Contusions, abrasionsand lacerationsoI the skin, and
fractures account for most ol' the AIS I and 2 injury
harm.

Neck Injuries
The neck accountsfor approximately4q0 of total
harm. Of this, about 65o/ois classifiedas serious.
Severanceof the spinal cord comprises75o/ool' the
seriousiniurv harm.
The windshield and non-contact sourcesare the
primary causeof harrn associated
with AIS I a n d 2
injuries,while the windshieldis the primary causeof
harm for seriousiniuries.

Crash Severity
The distributiotr of overall harm by delta v is shown
in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the distribution o[ ]rarm

Figure 6. Oistribution ol harm by delta v
by delta v for individual body regions. Becauseof the
small sample size when the data is categorizedin this
manner, the body regions were aggregatedinto three
rcgions - head,/face, chest/abdornen, and lower extrernities.Fifty percent of the harm for the head/face
region and the lower extremity region occurs below 20
mph. The 50th percentile delta v for chest/abdomen
harm occurs at about 35 mph.

Crash Configuration
This sectionprcscrttsthe crashconfigurationsassociatedwith total harm. Crash configurationincludes
itenrssuch as ohject struck, directionof force, arrd
generalareaof damage.
Figure 8 presentsthe principle direction of force.
The twelve o'clock position accountsfor approximately 60% of the harm. Figure 9 presentsthe
distributionof harm by body regionand directionof
force.As can be seen.thereis little differencebetween
body regions,arrd the twelve o'clock direction accountsfor the najority of harm.
The specificarea o[ impact along the front of the
vehicleis indicatedin Figure 10. Distributeddamage
accountsf<>r42n/oo[ the harm, damageto the right
sideoi' the vehicleaccountsfor 35oloof the harm. and
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Figure 5. Oistrlbutlon of harm by specific body regions for serious lower extremity Inlury
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Figure L Distribution of harm by direction of force

Figure 10. Distribution of harm by impact area

damage to the left side accounts for 23V0. Figure l l
shows the specitic area of itnpact of body regions.
Head and face injuries occur mostly from offset
impacts. ln contrast, the chest receives most hartn
from distributed impacts. In the case of abdominal
injury, harm is equally divided between offset and
distributed.
Figure l2 indicates the object contacted. Vehicle to
vehicle crashes make up 60 to 70oio of the hann. The
balance is cqually distributcd bctwcen trecs and poles
and other objects. As seenin Figure 13, this distribution is fairly sirnilar across body regions injured.

for validatingoccupantand structuresanalyticalmodeling efforts.
The crash test series consisted of car-to-barrier
tests, car-to-cartests in both full frontal and offset
configurations,and car-to-poletests. Both Part 572
and Hyhrid III dummieswcre utilized in restrained
and unrestrainedconditions.Thc barrier equivalent
velocitiesfor thesete$tswere approximately30 mph.

Crashand SledTest ResultsOccupantMotion and Impact
Response
As part of the initial work in the frontal crashworthiness project, a series of crash and sled tests wcre
performed with unrestrained and restrained drivcrs
and front seat passengers.The purpose of these tests
were to provide baseline data for the vehicle structures, driver, and passengerprotection programs. This
baseline data has been utilized to better understand
the injury mechanismsinvolved and to provide data
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F l g u r e1 1 . Di$tributlon of harm by impact area and
body reglon
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Figure9. Distributionof harm by direction of lorce
and body region
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Figure13. Distributionof harm by obiect contacted
and body region
Table 2 indicates the passenger dummy response in
terms of the FMVSS 208 injury criteria for head,
chest, and femur. The only tests shown in the table
are those which included an unrestrained passenger
dummy. The high-speed filrns of these te$ts were
reviewedto observethe passengerdummy kinetnatics.
In general, the dummy moved forward in the seat
until the knees made contact with the lower instrument panel. As the knees peuetratedthc lower instrument pancl the forehead contacted the upper part of
the windshield. The head rotated backward towards
the spine. The head begins to penetrate through the
inter plastic layer of the windshield and then plows
down the windshield toward the upper inlrument
panel. As the knees continued to push into the lower

instrument panel and head plowed down the windshield, the chest and shoulders of the dummy would
contact the mid-instrument panel.
The manner in which the knees contacted and
pushcd into the instrument panel had an important
effect on the dummy kinelrratics. In the Acc-ord
car-to-car tests. the knees slid under the midinstrurnent panel directly into the lower instrument
panel. The dummy remained fairly vertical until head
contact. The head contacted the windshield, fractured
the glass, tore a hole conrpletely through thc windshield (glassand plastic inter layer), and plowed down
the windshield. The head did not appear to hit the
upper instrument panel. In contrast, in the Accord
car-to-pole test the knee contacted the instrument
panel at the juncture of the rniddle and lower instrument pancl. While the crash configuration in this case
was different, it is I'elt that the initial knee conracr
was significant in afl'ecting subsequentcontacts. As
the knees pushed into thc panel, the entire panel was
distorted and puslred upwarcl. Thc' occupant started
rotating forward after contact. The head in this case
fractured the windsield after contact but did not
penctratethe plastic layer. As the head slid down the
windshield it hit the top of the instrumcnt pancl.
Another example of how the knee contact can affect
the occupant kinematics was observed in the Fuego
tests. In the Fuego, the knees contacted the panel at
the intersection of the middle and lower portions of
the panel. The knees then slid vertically up the plane
of' the mid-instrument panel while pushing into the

Table2. Unrestralnedpassenger dummy responsesummary.
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Table 3. Comparieonof peseenEersled test data.
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Chevrolet Citation sled buck. The tests were conducted using different sizc dummiesin unrestrained
conditions.Bascd on the rcsults of this test series,
they concluded that the major risks for the 50th
percentileunrestrainedoccupantat 20 mph are:
l.
2.

3.
4.
5.

panel. The chest impacted both the legs and the
mid-instrumenl. panel. The hcad rotated severely backward after contacting the windshicld and slid down
the windshield until it contacted the upper instrument
panel. The occupant slid off the seat and pocketed
under the instrument panel.
It should be pointecl out that in most cases the
dummy's head did not penetrate through the windshield as in the Accord car-to-car tests. In most ca$es,
the windshield was fractured and the head plowed
down the glazing. Also, as to hcad injury criteria, the
highest HIC values appear to have resulted when
contact consistedof a combination of both windshield
and upper instrument panel impacts.
In addition to the crash tests, a series of Hyge sled
tests were conducted to simulatc a frontal impact of a
1980 Ford Mustang and a 1983 Chevrolet Celebrity
(7,8). Hybrid III dummies were utilized in unrestrained conditions. The simulation was for a barrier
equivalent velocity of 30 mph. Table 3 presents the
results of these tests for the passengcrdummy. HIC
values ranged from approximately 400 to 800, and
chest accelerations ranged from 60 to 100. For some
of these tests, foam was added under thc instrument
panel to simulate various parts. The occupant kinematics in both vehiclcs are fairly similar. The knees
made initial contact with the lower instrument panel.
The head contacted the windshield and rotated backward. The head slid down the windshield and contacted the upper part of' the instrument panel. During
this time. the chest contacted the mid-instrument
panel. In the Celebrity test, the knees l'irst impacted at
the juncture of the middle and lower irrstrument
panels. This resulted in the entire instrument panel
being displaced upward as the knces pushed into the
panel.
MCR Technology, Inc. conducted several sled tests
at 20 mph barrier equivalent impact velocity as
comparcd to the 30 mph tests discussed in the
previous paragraphs(9). The tests utilized a 1980
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High angular accelerationsof the head, resulting from windshieldimpact.
Possibleinjury to the larynx area, resulting
from impact with the upper corner of the
instrumentpanel.
Possibleneck injuries resulting from windshieldimpact.
Possibleinjuries to facial bones from windshield.
Head and facial lacerations from windshields.

Possibly because of the lower impact speeds of
these te$ts, the chest intcraction with the middle
instrument panel did not appear to be as critical as in
the previous tests that were conducted at higher
speeds. This agrees with the findings of the accident
data discussed in an earlier section in which the
vehicle delta v's associated with chest injuries are
higher than for head and lower extremity injuries.
The test series also included several tests with
different size occupants. For the 5th percentile occupant, they indicated that all of the above were a
problem with the addition of high head accelerations
and/or possible injuries to facial bones resulting from
impact with the ufrper corner of the instrument pttnel.
For the 95th percentile occupant, they indicated aclditional problems caused from contact with the windshield header.
As part of this study, MCR Technology, Inc.
analyzed compartment modifications in an attempt to
mitigate the problems noted. The analysis was performed using both the MVMA 2-D analytical model
and hardware modifications on a sled buck. Promising results were obtained in testing modifications
including making the windshield softer (tested analytically only), extending the instrurnent panel, and adding padding to the header area. The modification of
the instrument panel was designed to induce earlier
chest deceleration so as to reduce the impact speed of
the head/windshicld contact. The modification was
also aimed at reducing the amount ol whole body
bending to reduce the risk oI spinal injurics.
An analytical study of occupant kinematics conducted previously by NHTSA investigated the motions
of restrained and unrcstrained occupants in frontal
collisions(10). For the unrestrained right, front seat
pa$sengeranalyses, different size occupants, different
impact speeds, and several types ol typical crash
pulseswere analyzed.Charts and graphs are presented
that indicate body segment impact speed by segment

Ill
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displacementfor different vehicle impact speeds.[t
was reportedin this analysisthat at the 15 mph crash
speedno thorax contactwith the instrumentparrelwas
produced.lt is statedthat the interactiorlbeginsto
occursomewhatabove 15 mph but certainlybelow25
mph. This resultwas for the 50th percentileoccupant.

Pnssenger
CompartmentIntrusion
As noted in the previous sections, the timing of
contact$ with the interior components can have an
important effect on occupant response. Intrusion of
the instrument panel or the toeboard during a crash
can have a critical effect on this timing and it was
therefore investigated.The NHTSA's National Crash
Severity Study accident data collection effort collected
data on specific cornponent intrusion. The extertt of
intrusion for instrument panels and toeboards are
shown in Figures 14 and 15. As can be noted, the
probability o[ toeboard intrusion is much higher than
for the in$trument panel. It should be noted that these
intrusion measureftrents are the static or residual
intrusion. The dynamic intrusion during the crash
event could be greater especially for instrument panels. Figure 16 indicates the probability of receiving a
$erious injury by delta v for different levels of
intrusion. The cases with intrusion havc a higher
probability than those vehicles without intrusion. To
increase the sample size, the cases in this analysis
included both drivers and passenger$and all frontal
components including the steering assembly, instrurnent panel, toeboard, etc.
As part of the crash test series referenced above,
frontal static intrusion was determined for several of
the vehicles(ll). Each of the vehicles selectedfor the
static intrusion analysis had a series of pre and
post-testnleasurementstaken. Intrusion measurernents
were obtained for the underlying instrument panel
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Figure 15. Extent of intrusion for toe pan in frontal
impacts
$tructure rather than from the panel itself. Measurements were taken alter removing the instrument panel
at five elevations across the entire front of the
occupant compartment. Table 4 summarizesthe peak
static intrusion measurementsfor the right, pa$$enger
side of the vehicle. Intrusion measurementsare given
l'or the five elevations.From the table, it can be seen
that the maximurn intrusion levels occurred below the
cowl on the firewall and toeboard. The off-set crashes
resulted in fairly high levels of intrusion considering
the fact th*t these ol'l-setswere run on the lcft side of
the vehicle. The crash test matrix did not include any
right side off-sets which presumably would have
resultedin greater amounts of intrusion to the passenger side. (The primary purpose of this test serieswas
to observe steering assembly intrusion effects and
carnera coverage lbcused on the driver side of the
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Figure 14. Extent ol Intrusion for instrument panel in
frontal impacts

I

Figure 16. Probability of receiving a serious injury for
different levels of intrusion (any frontal
component intrusion)
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Table 4. Statlc frontal intruslon measurements.
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compartment. Also, to allow for more detailed investigation, dummies were only placed on thc driver side.
Thus, it is not possible to relate dummy readingswith
the magnitude and location of intrusion.)
lnstrurnent panel intrusion has also been analyzed
analytically using the MVMA 2-D computer model
(12). The study examined the effect of interior surface
intrusion on occupant response in frontal collision.
Both restrained and unrestrained occupants were simulated. The study concluded that for the crash conditions simulated. intrusion increased the restrained
occupant's head and chest accelerationswhile no clear
trend emerged for the unrestrained occupant.
ln addition to the displacementof the instrument
panel becau$c of exterior crushing, the instrument
panel can be displaced becauseof the knees pushing
into the panel. This type of displacement was observed in reviewing the film$ for both the crash and
sled tests as discussedin the previous section. This
internal displacement can also effect occupant responses and it should be considered in evaluating
mitigation concepts.

InstrumentPanelFracture
In several of the crash and sled tests the instrument
panel fascia fractured and broke apart. A number of
hard copy reports of invcstigated accidents corrtained
in the NASS files were reviewed to determine if this
condition existed in the field. A large percentage of
the cases reviewed showed that the panel had fractured and broken apart. Figures 17 through 20 illustrate a sample of the fractured instrument panels.
This type of failure could increase the risk of injury
558

for thr right ridr of thr

becauseof the lacerationpotential, exposureof rigid
componentsunder thc instrumcntpanel,and the loss
of integrity. The loss of integrity could decreasethe
ability of the panel to absorb impact energy.While
the casesthat were examinedwere not selectedin a
$trictly random fashion and are not necessarilyrepresentativeof all accidents,it does indicate another
characteristicthat should be consideredin postulating
countermeasures.

InstrumentPanel MaterialsTesting
Work on testing instrument panel material characteristics for energy absorption, loading, failure, and
sensitivity to ternperature and impact speed has been
reported along with other desirable characteristics
( 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 . )R e f e r e n c cl 3 i n d i c a t c s t h a t i m p a c t r c s i s tance is a key property beciruse of the role of the
instrument panel in occupant safety during collisions
and, also, because the instrument panel is easily
damaged during the assemblyprocess. It is indicated
in this reference that the ductile failure mode as
opposed to a brittle mode failure is desirable for
energy management and avoiding lacerations to occupants during a crash. Reference l4 presents two
concepts for desirablc performance characteristics reIated to the loading and lailure point of instrument
panel retainer material. One is to maximize the f'ailure
energy of the material, and the second is to maximize
the rectangularity of the force versus deflection curve.
Another goal indicated in this reference is to identity
materials that are insensitive to impact conditions
including impact speed and temperature.

l
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The following sectionsof this report presentlaboratory rcsults which were conductcda$ part of this
project relatedto characterizing
the performanceof
instrumentpanels.

PhaseII - Analytical Characterization
of the Accident Envirorrment and
Mitigation Concept Development flnd
Analysis
As indicated previously, Phase II of the project
involves: l.) the characterizationof baseline vehicles
and component performance and 2.) the postulation
and analytical evaluation of mitigation concepts.This

phaseof the project has includedboth the laboratory
collectionof mechanicalpropertiesfor interior components and the analytical characterization
of the
is being
accidentenvironment.This characterieation
as
used to better understandthe injury mechanisms
in the previoussections,to identify alternadiscussed
tive mitigationconcepts,and to evaluatethe effectivenessof theseconceptsin reducingharm. It is stressed
that the evaluation of nitigation concepts in this
phaseof the work in through analyticalmethodsto
allow for the investigationof a broad array of
alternatives.it is not until PhaseIII that the more
extensivehardware testing and evaluationwill be
performedon the most promisingconcepts.
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Interior ComponentPerformance
Data Collection
Interior componentdata was necessaryto obtain a
better understandingof component impact performance.Basedon the problem definition work, interior component performancedata was collectedfor
the followine body region loadings:
l, Kneeto Lower InstruntentPanel.
2, Chest,zAbdomento Middle Instrument
Panel.
3. Head to Upper InstrumentPanel.
4. Head to Windshield.
MGA ResearchCorporation, under contract with
the TransportationSystemsCenter, has devclopedtest

c ' 4 5 EN O .

equipmentand test proceduresfor acquiringthis type
of information. Componeut impact tests are conductedby securinga body part form - head,chest,or
knee-to a ram and then propelling the ram into the
instrumentpanel or windshieldat a sfrccifiedvelocity
and angle. Dynamic and static fbrce-deflectiondata
for instrument panels and windshields have been
collectedfor a wide range of vehicles.Friction and
damping characteristicsassociatedwith instrunrent
panelsand windshieldsare also being developed.
Figure 2l illustrates the areas of the instrument
panel being loadcd to obtain force-deflectiondata.
The sequenceof the tests is based on the passenger
simulationsdiscussedin the problem definition section. The sequence
of the testsstart with loadingthe
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Figure 18. Example of fractured instrument panel
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lower instrument panel with a knee form, the midinstrument panel is thcn loaded with a chest form
while the knce form is kept in place, and then the
upper instrument panel is loaded with a head form. ln
most case$it. was not possible to obtain data for the
head striking the upper instrument panel since the
panel was badly damaged firom the previous tests' The
windshield tests were conducted using both Part 572
and Hybrid III head forms. Figures 22 to 24 illustrate
several of the test devices utilized.
The impact vclocity of the tests were also based on
the initial simulation efforts, and the vclocitiesutilized
were l5 mph for the knee to instrument panel loading
and 20 mph for the other loadings - chest and head to
instrument panel and head to windshield. Parametric
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Flgure20. Exampleol tracturedinstrumentPenel

Figure19. Exampleof fracturedinstrumentpanel

Figure 21. lnstrument panel loading points
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testsfor a limited number of vehicleswere conducted
to determinevelocity sensitivitycharacteristics.
The developmentof the test equipmentand procedures,discussionof the testsand results,and forcedeflection data ate presented in several refer16,l7).
ences(

,:

Instrument Panel and Windshield
Force-DeflectionCharacteristics
propcrtiesderived
Typical dynamicforce-deflection
from the instrumentand windshieldcomponentte$ts
are shownin Figures25 to 27.
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Figure28. Exampleof four chest to instrumentpanel
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Data on instrument panel fbrce-deflectioncharacteristics were collectedon a wide variety of make./
modelvehiclescoveringthe period 1965to 1984.Wide
differenceson how theseinstrument panelsntanaged
the impact energywere observed.It is thesediffcrencesthat may provide a better understandingof the
injury mechanismsdiscussedpreviouslyand to help
identifypossiblecountermeasures.
Figure 28 indicates thc differencesin how four
instrumenl,pancls managed the energy deliveredto
them in the 20 mph impact test. Thesetests are for
the chest to mid-instrument panel loading. Similar
differencesare seenlor the knee to lower-instrument
patrel loading. Differencesin characteristicsinclude
the initial stiffnessof the material,the peak force, the
deflectionat the peak force, and thc total cleflection.
Tablc 5 indicates the range of these and other
characteristicsobscrvedin the passengercars tested.

Again, thesetestswere conductedat impact speecls
of
20 mph for the chest and 15 mph for rhe knee
contacts. Figures 29 to 34 indicate how severalof
thesecharactcristics
havevaried over time. ln general,
instrumentpanelshavebecomesofter over time within
the first four inchesof deflection.(SeeFigures29 and
30). Despitethis the peak forces have generallyrisen
for more recent model year vehicles(SeeFigures 3l
and 32). This differenceis explainedby examiningthe
deflectionat the poinr oF peak force. Figures33 and
34 indicate the deflectionof the instrumentpanel at
the point of peak force. The older vehicleswith high
initial stiffness, rcached the maximum peak force
within a coupleof inchesof dcflcction.For the newer
vehicleswith the softer initial stiffness,the peak force
was reachedcloseto the point of maximum deflection
fron bottoming out on the firewall or other hard
spots.
It shouldbe stressed
againthat thesecharacteristics
were obtained from specific impact velocities.The
velocity sensitivityof instrumentpanelswas examined
in this project, and Figure 35 presentsthe resultsof
one in$trurnentpanel tested at four diff'erentimpact
speeds.As can be seen,the stiffnessand the penctrating forces through the panel vary by impact speed.
Becauseof this velocity sensitivity,countermeasures
must be "optimized" at the speedrangesaccounting
for the majority of harm.
The velocity sensitivity of windshiclds was also
examined. Figure 36 presents the force-deflection
characteristicsat two different impact speeds.The
initial spike appearsvery sensitivero impact velocity
and the penetratingforces are generallyhigher with
increasingvelocity.

Table 5. lmpact performance for middfe and lower
Instrumentpanels. performancecharacteristlcs lor 3l t$ted vehicles.
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Figure 35. Chest/instrument panel veloclty sensitivity
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Figure 36. Head/windshield velocity sensitivity (15
and 21 mph)

Analytical Characterizationof
BaselineVehicles-AnalyticalModel

MCR Technology Inc. and a humanoid representation
obtained from the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute. Both sets of data were differentiated into three basic anthropomorphic sizes: the
95th ancl 50th percentile male and the 5th percentile
female.
The Hybrid III representation was used to verify
the model performance against the crash tests in
which an unrestrained Hybrid III passenger dummy
was used and the humanoid rcpresentation was used
in the simulations to predict injuries for comparison
with NASS accident data and for the computation of
potential harm.

The MVMA 2D Crash Victim Simulator is being
utilized in this effort to help characterize the baseline
condition Of an unrestrained frOnt seat pAssenger
impacting the vehicle interior surl'aces. The MVMA
2D model is a two-dirnensional crash victim simulator
used to predict occupant kinematics and responsein a
crash environment. The computer model is a large
and complex program. It features a nine-mass,ninesegmentrepresentationof an occupant with l4-degrees
of freedom; an extensible multi-joint neck and flexible
shoulder joint; modeling of contacts between the
victim and the vehiclc by means of contact sensing
ellipses attached to the body and a real-line representation of the vehicle interior; specil'icationol'naterials
properties of the vehicle and occupant in terms of
general force-deflection relationships; and tabular
three-degree of freedom vehiclc accelerations. The
model's many options and features provide the automotive safety engineer considerable flexibility in defining a crash event. This flexibility, however, imposes
considerable demands on the specification of the input
data.

Input data
The initial task of the modeling effort was ro
assemblethe required input data. Input data was
varied and was acquired from a variety of sources:
OccupantData
Two basicsetsof occupantinput data was acquired
for this effort. An MVMA representationof the
Hybrid III anthropomorphicdummy obtained from
il
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Vehicle Interior Data
Vehicle interior data was divided into two scts. One
set consisted of a real-line representation of the
passengercompartment (geometric data) and the othcr
set consistcd of the force-deflection characteristics of
the vehicle surlaces.
Geometric data was obtained from passenger car
specification forms published by MVMA, from SAE
Jll00 measurementsobtained from the manufacturers, and from an in-house vehicle interior mgasurement effort at DOT/TSC. These $ources were combined to provide a real-line repre$entation of the
interiors of the subject vehicles. The passengercompartrrent was represented in the model by I I line
segments: windshield and windshield-header, top,
middle, and lower instrument panels, seat back and
seat cushion, roof, firewall, toeboard, and floor.
The force-deflection data was obtained from the
laboratory vehicle component characterization effort
carried out by the MGA Research Corporation. As
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discussedabove, this effort consistedof obtaining
force-deflection
of the windshieldand
characteristics
in$trumentpanelsI'or a wide varietyof passenger
cars.
data were
Both static and dynamic force-deflection
data set
obtained.A typical vehicleforce-deflection
consistsof windshield dynamic data, passenger-side
lower and middleinstrumentpanelstaticand dynamic
data, and driver's side static lower instrumentpanel
data. Thesedata are installedon the NHTSA VAX
1l/780 computerin WashingtonD.C. (VERN).
Force-deflectioncharacteristicsof the remaining
vehiclesurfaces(seat, roof, t'loor, etc) were obtained
from data publishedby MCR Technology.The forcedeflcctioncharacteristics
of thesesurfaceswere consideredgeneric,and appliedacro$sall vehiclemodels.
Vehicle Crnsh Pulse Data
The vehicle decelerationtime-historyduring the
crash was obtained from data provided by NHTSA
sponsoredcrash tests.Thesedata, which are installcd
on the NHTSA VAX lll780 in WashingtonD.C.,
werescreenedfor data quality and for its applicability
to characterizingpassengercompartment decelation.
The chosenaccelerometer
data was then convcrtedto
MVMA format. The formatted crash pulse was
matched with the correspondingvehicle interior file
whenconstructing
the MVMA 2D irtput deck.

ModelingApproach
Selection of the initial baseline cases was based on
the availalrility of NHTSA crash tests of unrestrained
passengers.The approach of the rnodeling effort was
to reconstruct tests in which unre$trained passenger
data was available. This approach has the dual
purpose of establishing the veracity of the model
input data as well as creating verifiable baselinecases
for the study of pas$engercornpartment injury mitiga-

tion scenarios.Test data from the NHTSA crash test
data baseincludeshead accelerations,chest accelerations,chestdeflection,femur forces,and dummy neck
response.The MVMA 2D crash victim model can
generate
the sameoutput data, so clOsecomparisonof
the model output with the actual cra$hevent can be
made. In addition, high speed lilms of the crash
eventswere viewedand analyzed.The occupantkinematics observedin the test films is comparedto the
stick figure output of the MVMA model to further
insure correspondence
betweenthe actual crash everlt
and the model'ssimulation,
There is currently available on the NHTSA
passenger
VAXI lnBA, unrestrained
data on six vehicles:
1983ChevroletCelebrity
1983Ford Mustang
1983RenaultFuego
1984Honda Accord
1983DodgeOmni
1984PontiacFiero
Ot these,two, the Celebrityanclthe Mustang,are
Hyge sled test crash simulations and the rest are
vehicletests. As discussedpreviously,the vehicletest
matrix contains full frontal tests (car to car), half
offset tests,and narrow object crashtests.
Work is continuing on constructing baseline
MVMA 2D casesfor these vehicles.Appendix A
containsa typicalbaselinecase(1983Celebrity)which
is verifiedagainsta Hyge sledtest sirnulationof a 30
mph full frontal crast.

Model CaseStudy
The objectiveof this casestudy was to establish
proceduresfor applying injury mitigation techniques
using the MVMA 2D model and to test the effectivenessof the model in showingdifferencesin injury
response.
This study was to investigate
the eflectsof
changesin instrumentpanel force-deflection
characteristicson the body kinematicsand injury respon$e
of an unrestrainedautomobilepassengerin a frontal
collision.
ln this pilot study, the effects of changes in
instrument panel stiffness was considered.The approach of this exercisewas to examinethe eft'ectof
the rate of energyabsorptionof the instrumentpanel
surfaceson fhe resultant kinematicsand injury responseof the passenger/occupant.
It was noted that
the experimentalforce-deflectioncurvesof the middle
and lower surfacesof the Celebrity instrumentpanel
(passengerside) differed in thc rate at which energy
(forcex deflection)was absorbedby the panelduring
the MCA impact tests (Figures37 and 38). In the
lower portion of the instrumentpanel, resistance
to
penetrationwas relativelylow early in the event, and
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graduallybuilt-up to a peak as penetrationcontinued.
The middle part of the instrumentpanel, on the other
hand, showeda more rapid build-up of resistanceto
penetrationand a leveling off of penetration resistance until material build-up at deeper penetrations
causedan increasingresistance.
A panel which absorbsimpact energysimilar to the
lower panel can be characterized
as "soft", i.e. a
gradual build-up of resistanceas the body form
penetrates.The middle portion of the Celebrityinstrument panelcan be characterized
as a "medium" stiff
panel, i.e., a panel with a relativelyconstantrate of
energyabsorption.Similarly, a third type of pancl can
be conceived
that can be characterized
as '*stiff"; i.e.,
a panel which exhibits a high rate of energyabsorption early in the event with a tailing off of resistance
as penetrationcontinues.Thus three types of instrument panelscan be envisioned;a "soft," panel which
gradually builds up penetration resistance, a
"medium" panel which has essentiallya constantrate
of energyabsorbtion,and a "stil[" panel which can
be characterizedby a high rate of energyabsorbtion
early in the impact event.
This approachto the study of unrestrainedpas$enger impacts is essentiallyan exercisein energymanagement.That is, a study of the rates at which the
kinetic energyof the impacting occupantis absorbed
by the surfacesof the vehicleinterior. In this study,
windshieldpropertieswereheld constantand only the
stiffnesspropertiesof the middle and lower portions
of the passengerside instrument panel were varied.
Impact interactionswere consideredfor the knee into
the lower instrument panel and the chest into the
middleportion of the instrumentpanel.
"Soft", "medium", and "stiff" instrumentpanel
surfaceswere modeled from the experimentaldata
provided by MGA for both the lower and middle
portions of the Celebrity instrument panel. Force-

deflection properties of the modeled surfaceswere
assigned so that the total energy and maximum
deflection of the panel surfacesremainedwithin the
constraintsof the experimentaldata. Figures39 and
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40 illustrate the force-deflectioncurves of each panel.
The MCA experimentaldata is superimposedon the
graphs. It can be seerr from the figures that the
original Celebrity vehicle had essentiallya "$oft"
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lower panel and a "medium" middle panel. Table 6
illustratesthe simulation test matrix.
Simulation results are summarized in T'ables7 thru
9. In general, test results were more significant across
the range of lower panel stiffness€sthan across that
of the middle panel stiffnesses.The knee strike into
the lower panel occurred first, consequently the kneelower panel interaction played an important role in
the subsequenthead and chest impacts.
lower
In general, the cascs involving a "stiff"
instrument panel gave poorer results than any of the
other cases.The stiff lower panel slowed penetration
of the kneesand the abscnceof significant penetration
into the lower panel (approx. 5-inches)prevented the
upper body from translating forward and impacting
the middle of the instrument panel. Clonsequently,the
forward rnomentum of the head and upper body
causedthe occupant to "jackknife". The head hit the
windshield with a consistentlyhigher impact velocity,
plowed down the windshield, and hit the top of the
instrument panel with considerable impact (17-18
mph). Chest interaction with the middle of the instrument panel was only incidental, so that the kinetic
energy of the impacting occupant was almost totally
absorbed by the head and knee impacts.
Head injury criteria (HIC) anrt peak femur forces
with the "stiff" lower panel were the worst of all the
casesrun regardlessof middle instrument panel stiffness(note: Becauseof this, the caseof the "rnedium"
middle panel was not run; the "soft" and "stiff"
middle panel cases were virtually identical since the
middle panel played almost no role in stopping the
forward momentum of the impacting occupant).
The use of a "soft" lower panel more equally
distributed the dummy's forward kinetic energy be-

H

Table 7. Injury criteria resulte, MVMA 2D simulation.
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Table 8. Occupantpenetretlon,MVMA2D simulatlon.
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tween the head, chest, and knees. HIC was reduced
approximately l09o and peak femur forces are moderately improved (290). The "soft" lower panel however, allowed the knees to penetrate the lower portion
of the instrument panel over l0 inches. This caused
the chest to strike the middle of the instrument panel
at a considerably higher contact velocity with a
resulting increase in chest g's. Chest g's are significantly higher (approximately 60r/o) and exceeded the
chest injury criteria level regardless of the stiffness of
the middle panel.
The "medium"
stiff lower pancl combinations
showed the best apparent improvement in injury
critcria. HIC is decreasedon the average about 3090
from the "stiff" lower panel, and about ?090 from
thc "soft" lower panel test runs. Chest g's are about
20g's lower than the "soft" lower panel cases and
only slightly higher than the "stiff" lower panel cases
(where chest to middle instrument interaction was
minimal). Pcak femur forces are also improved,
approximately 400/o less than the other lower panel
configurations. Peak femur force however is applied
over a longer duration with the "mcdium" panel than
for the "soft" and "$tiff" lower pancl configurations
(i.e., the "medium" panel femur force traces were
more of a "square-wave" type than the "soft" and
"stiff" panels where
the femur force peaked then fell
ofl). Thus the "medium" stiffness lower panel absorbed more of the occupant's kinetic energy by
maintaining a consistent,yet moderate resistiveforce
over a longer period of time.
This prelimirrary study of unrestrained occupant
response during a frontal crash shows the lower
portion of the instrument panel to be an important
component in managing the fbrward kinetic energy of
an impacting occupant. This is as expected,since the
knee is the closest body part to thc impacting surlace
and thus hits first consequently affecting the response
of subsequentbody impacts.
The initial comparisons made here show that a
lower panel which absorbs knee impact at constant,
yet moderate rate allows management of the occupant's forward kinetic energy such that subsequent
head and chest impacts are mitigal.ed.
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Table 9. Occupant contaci velocity, MVMA 2D slmulation.
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Discussionand Summary
The objectiveof this program is to assess
the safety
problem associated
with right, front seatpassengers
in
frontal irnpacts. Injuries to the front seat passenger
account l'or nearly one-quarterof the total harm to
passengercar occupants,and approximatelyhalf of
this harm is associatedwith frontal impacts. The
primary focus of this initial ellbrt is directed at
defining the safety problems and the idcrrtification
and evaluation of countermeasuresfor the unrestrained passenger.The safety problems associated
with the restrainedpasscngerwill also be analyzedas
part of the continuing ef'l'ortsof this project. The
developmentand evaluationof potential countermea*
sureswill be basedon the needsof both the restrained
and unrestrainedoccupant and the associatedsafety
problemsas they are projectedto exist in the tuture
highwayenvironment.
The present phase of this work is directed at
defining the countermeasures
to be analyticallyevaluated irt reducingthe harm associatedwith individual
body regions.
l. The harm associatedwith chest and abdominal
injuries to passengersare primarily composed of
serious(AIS 3-6) injuries. The instrumentpanel is the
primary sourceof injury. Basedon the accident,sled
test, anclanalyticaldata, it appcarsthat theseinjuries
occur at higher impact specdscompared to head,
lower extremity, and injuries to other body regions.
Mitigation concepts being explored in the present
analyticalphaseof work include performance(forcedeflectioncharacteristics)
modificationsto the instrument panel to better rnanagechest contact loads at
these higher speeds,and also conceptsthat would
spreadthe loads to other body regions that may be
lessvulnerable.The failure mode of in$trumentpanels
with the resultingloss of integrity will also be further
explored. lntrusion characteristics at the midinstrumentpanel level are being investigatedas to its
al'l'cct on the force-deflectioncharacteristicsof the
panel.
2. The harm to the head and face body regions
consistof a Iarge number of both non-minor (AIS I
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and 2) and serious injuries, and mitigation concepts
need to be explored for both levels of injury. Antilacerative glass concepts are being explored in several
NHTSA programs to address facial laceration harm
(18). As to the serious injuries, the accident data
indicates that the windshield is the primary source for
the head. Based on the component testing and the
sled,/crash test work, mitigation concepts must be
explored that addressthe ideal impact loading characteristics of the windshield itself. Also, the instrument
panel performance and geometry characteristics that
influence the manner in which the head first contacts
the windshield needs to be evaluatcd. The precise
manner of this initial contact appears to have a large
effect on the extent of head rotation and neck
bending, the level of acceleration,the degreeto which
the head penetrates into the wind.shield, and the
degree to which the head plows down the windshield
and makes cor)tact with the instrument panel.
An area to be explored further includes the fact
that the accident data indicate that the windshield is
the major cause of serious head injuries, while the
crash and sled test data indicate that the HIC levels
rise to the levels that are associatedwith the most
serious injuries(19) when the head impacts not only
the windshield but also the header or upl)cr instrumcnt panel. This contradiction may be becausewhen
there are multiple head contacts in an accident, the
windshield is the more obvious contact and, thus, may
be implicated more often than the other componcnts.
Alternatively, other indicators of injury in addition to
HIC such as angular acceleration may need to be
considered in understanding the injuries caused by
windshield contact$. Several reports based on lahoratory and analytical efforts have reported significant
Ievels of head rotational acceleration for head to
windshield contact$(20,21). ln exploring mitigation
concepts,the performance characteristicsof the top of
the instrumcnt panel, the cowl area, and the juncture
of the windshield and instrument panel will bc considered for possible head contacts. Also, additional
indicators of injury such as head rotational acceleration and neck bending will be analyzed.
AIso, as indicated by the sled test work and the
analytical modeling, the rnid-instrument panel characteristics must also be considcred for possible head
contacts by smaller occupants, and the header characteristicsmust be addressedlor head contacts by larger
occupants.Head to A-pillar contacts which is a major
cause of serious iniury is being addressedby another
program at NHTSA and a paper being presented at
this conference is presenting the status of that program.
3, Lower extremity injuries account for a large
percentage of both non-minor and serious injuries.
The failure characteristicsof the lower instrurnent

panel must be examined as to its possible role in
increasingthe laceration potential to lower extremities
and in exposinghald spots under the panel. Thc lower
instrument panel needs to be examined for both its
ability to better manage the direct impact loads of the
lower extremities, and, also, its ability to ini'luence the
kinematics of the occupant to irnprove the loacling
charactelisticsof the head/windshield and the chest/
middle instrument panel contacts. Based on the crash
and sled tests and the analytical modeling, the geometry and the force-deflection characteristics are critical
in irrfluencingthe kinematics. Intrusion related to the
Iower instruurentpanel and the toeboard also needsto
be further investigated as to how it affects the
force-deflection characteristics of the panel and occupant kinernatics.Entrapment of the lower leg in cases
ol' toeboard intrusion and its a,ssociationwith increased risk of lower extremity injuries needs to be
explored. The potential displacement upward of the
instrument panel whcn the knccs push into the panel
needs to be consideredin the development of mitigatiort concepts.
4. As to whole body motions, the preliminary
analytical work perforned has indicated that the
relative geometry and force-deflection characteristics
need to bc consiclercdin the development of mitigation concepts.The decelerationof each body segment
must be phased so as to optimize the proper loading
and relirtive rotation of each [rody segment. Modifications suggestedin the literature related to this concept
have stressed maintaining the torso in irn upright
posture during the crash event(g,22).
The Phase ll*Concept Analysis work is continuing
to explorc these safety problems and alternative mitigation conceptsusing the MVMA 2-D model. Future
studies will expand on the approach of the case model
study. Cases will evaluate the consequencesof the
positioning of the vehicle interior impact surfaces and
occupant, an optimization ol' the force-deflection
properties of the impacted surfaces for each of the
baselinevehicles,and a considerationof the effect of
structural intrusion on injury mitigation schernes.
Future work will focus on both the windshield and the
instrument panel surfaces. The baseline case models
will be expanded to include different sized occupanrs
as well as a spectrum of crash speeds and crash
modes. In addition, the safety problerns and potential
countermeasuresassociatedwith restrainedpassengers
will be analyzedto insure that any mitigation concepts
are compatible for both the restrained and unrestrained occupant.
Based on the results of the Phase Il analysis, phase
III will be initiated to explore a linrited number of
mitigation conceptsin a laboratory setting by incorporating the modifications into baseline vehicles and
conducting either sled or crash test of thesc vehicles.
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The discussion and conclusions in this paper represent
the opinions of the authors and not necessarilythose
of the NHTSA. The United States Government does
not endorse products or manufacturers. Trade or
manufacturer's names appear herein solely because
they arc essential to the object paper. This document
is tlisscminated under the sponsorship of the Department of Transportation in the interest of information
exchange. The United States Covernment assumesno
liability for the contents of use thereol.
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ProgressTowards Improving Car OccupantProtection in Frontal Impacts
C.A. Hohhs, R.W. Lowne,
S. Penoyreand
S.P.F.Petty,
Transport and Road ResearchLaboratory
United Kingdom

Abstract
Further improvements in the protection of car
occupantsinvolved in frontal impact accidentscan be
achievedonly by a careful balance betweenwhat is
neededfor increasedsafety, what is technicallypossible and what can be afforded. Some steps in this
direction, which have not yet been optimised, are
presentedin this paper and have been incorporated
into the DemonstrationSafety Car, ESV 87' A large
reduction in intrusion has been achievedby developing an energy absorbing front structure and by
reinforcing the passengercompartment to achieve
compatible dynamic stiffnesses.It has been shown
that even with small cars it is possiblc to absorb
virtually all the impact energyin the frontal structure,
with only slight deformation o[ the passengercompartment. Further improvements would require a
reduction in forward movement of the occupants.
Simulation studies have shown that this can be
achievedby properly matchedseatbelt pre-tensioners.
Fitted to the car is a sal'ersteeringwheel designcdto
reducethe likelihoodof drivcr head injuries.A user
acceptabilitystudy is reportedwhich showsthat most
usersliked many aspectsof this designof steering
wheel. Future work on head impact area testing is
also outlined.

Introduction
Seat belt wearing rates, amongst front seat car
occupantsin the UK, are in excessof ninety percentConsequentlyin frotttal impacts, the majority of
serious and fatal casualtieswhich now occur have
beeninvolvedin fairly high speedcollisionsof severity
similar to or greater than a thirty dcgree angled
barrier test at 60 km/h. In almost all cases,the
severityof injury is exacerbatedby the occurrenceof
intrusion into the passengercompartment' Improved
protectionmay be providedbY:
l.

2.
3.
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Reducing intrusion by providing for adequate energyabsorptionin the car's frontal
structureand by strcngtheningthe passenger
compartmentto en$urethe preferentialcollapseof the energyabsorbingstructure.
Improving seat belt systemsto reduce forward movementand seatbelt loads.
Paddingor weakeningof interior structures'
in particular steeringwheelsand other head

impact areas, susceptibleto occupant contact.
A modified small car, with improvementsfor pedestrian protection, was presentedto the lOth ESV
conference(l).This car has been further developedto
incorporateimproved protection for its occupantsin
frontal and side impacts (Fig l). Theseimprovements
are discussedin this paper and the companionpaper
presentedto the side impact session(2)'Computer
simulationsand impact testshave been used to guide
these modifications. This demonstration car, now
named ESV 87, illustratesthc principlesinvolved- In
new car designs,suchimprovemeutscould be achieved
in a number of different ways.

AccidentInvestigation
Accident Investigation has shown that, even for
those wearing seat belts, car occupants face the
greatest risk of serious injury from frontal collisions(3). ln the majority of these collisions,the
impact is concentratedon part of the width of the car
with only one sideof the car's main structurehaving
to absorb thc impact energy.Despitethe presenceof
seat belt loading, belted casualtiesmost frequently
receivetheir serious injuries from contact with the
car's interior. The occurrcnceof intrusion into the
I)a$$engercompartment makes such contacts more
likely and often resultsin the contactedarea having a
more aggressiveshapc or stiffness. The problem of
intrusion in frontal impactsis greaterwith small cars
wherethe shorterengiuecompartmenttendsto be less
able to absorbthe impact energy.
Becauseseat belts are efficient in reducing the
probability of injury in frontal impacts,further significant advancesrequire testing at higher speedsthan
was appropriate when unbelted occupantswere the
prime concern. A previous accident study related
probability of injury to crash severity for belted front
seat occupantsof cars in frontal impacts(4).The best

DemonstrationsalEty car-ESV 87
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estimateof the probability of sufferingan MAIS 3 or
greaterinjury was givenas 36 percentwith a velocity
changeof 48 km/h (30 mph) and 67 percenrwith a
velocity changerlf 64 km/h (40 mph). To derermine
overall injury risk, these probabilitieshave ro be
weighted by the frequency of occurrence of the
different impact severities.

The PrinciplesBehind Intrusion
Control and EnergyAbsorption
The rnain structural strength ol' a conventional
front engined car is provided by longitudinal box
sectionspositionedat eachsideof the enginecompartment. With somecars suchas this one, an additional
load path exists through the engine subframe.Although in a perpendicular
block test the structureon
both sidesof the car absorbsenergy,in most frontal
impact accidents,the loading is taken on only one
side of the car. Consequentlythe structureof cars
designedto pass a perpendicularblock test are easily
overloaded in a partial engagementimpact. As a
result, insufficientenergyis absorbedahead of the
passengercompartmentand so it has to collapse,tO
absorbthe excessimpact energy.
Often an additional problem arises.As a result of
the low tran$versebeam strengthat the front of the
car, loads are inadequatelytransferredto thc main
structure.This is illustratedby the way the bodywork
collapsespast the end of the main box sectionleaving
it protrudine (Fie 2). When this happensrhe energy
absorptioncapacityof the car's front is reducedand
again the passenger
compartmenthas to absorb the
excessenergy.
A further problem ariseswhen the loading of the
main box sectionsis not axial. High bendingmoments
are generated
in the box sectionand it bends,usually
at its junction with the firewall.This bendingabsorbs
much lessenergythan would be absorbedif the box
section were to collapse axially as in a perpendicular

Flgure 2. Accldentdamaged car chowlng protrudlng
main box section

block test. Pre-failing the front part of the box
sectionis unableto preventthis bending.
It should be possibleto absorball the energyin an
impact without any passengercompartmentcollapse.
For this to be achieved,sufficient depth for energy
absorbingstructuremu$t be provided ahead of the
pa$senger
compartment.To ensurethat this .structure
collapses,
in preference
to the passenger
compartment,
it must have a lower dynamic stiffness.ln practice,
the collapsedepth of the frontal srrucrureis limired
by the spacetaken by incompressible
underbonnet
equipmentsuch as the engine.ln all cars which have
small engine compartments,the depth available for
energyabsorptionis small and so the dynamicstiffnessof the absorbing$tructuremust be high. Consequently the passengercorupartment must be even
stiffer to ensurethat it doesnot collapse.

Modificationsto ESV 87
The standardproductioncar meetscurrent European safety legislation,with its impact performance
being typical of current small cars. However, as with
all current production cars, its crashperformancecarl
bc improved to give increasedprotection in morc
severeaccidents.

PassengerCompartmentReinforcement
In the standardcar, the main load paths into the
passenger
compartmentare throughthe subframeinto
the floor, through curved box section$ into the
A-posts at waist level, through the engineinto the
firewall and through the front wheelsinto the sills.
Each of theseload pathswas reinforced.Loads from
the subframemountsweretakenthroughbox sections
extendingthe full lcngth of the floor and outwardsto
the sills (Fig 3). The A-postswere supportedby the
doors which were strengthened
with tall beams.Loads
from the doors were taken through the B-poststo the

Flgure3. Structuralmodlflcatlonsto the undersideof
ESV87
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rear wheelarches.From the firewall, loads weretaken
floor. The
through a raisedtunnel to the strengthened
sills were strengthenedby adding a fillet betweenthe
sill and the floor (Fie a).
"suhmaTo reducethe possibilityof the occupant
rining" the front of the seat base was strengthened,
and to preventthe seat breakingfree from the floor,
strongerseatrunnersand supportswere used.

Provisionof an EnergYAbsorhing
Front Structure
The standard subframe is very strong, being designedto take engineand suspensionloads' Because
of its strength,the floor, againstwhich it is mounted,
collapsesbefore it does. The subframe collapsesby
forming one or two plastic hinges each of which
absorbssomestrain energy.Similarly, the curvedbox
sectionsabsorb cnergy in forming plastic hingesbut
again the amount is limitecl by the number of hinges
produced.In a partial engagementimpact, or in one
with an angledbarrier, little energyis absorbedby the
side of the car retnote from the impact' Also the
structure immediately behind the bumper, at the
cornersof the car, is quite weak. Becauseof this,
little energyis absorbedin the early part of a partial
overlapor angledbarrier impact.
The following changeswere made to increasethe
energyabsorptioncapacityof the front structure(Fig
5):
l.

z.

The enginesubframewas redesignedincorporating energy absorbingtubes and a strong
front beam, the beam being positionedimmediatelybehind the pro-pedestrianbumper'
The curved box sectionswere triangulatedat
their junction with the firewall to reducethe
Iikelihood of bending at this point and so

3.

increasethe number of plastichingesformed
in the irnpact.
An energyabsorberwas positionedbetween
the engineand the firewall to load progres'
sively the firewall prior to its contact with
the engine'

Designof the EnergYAbsorbing
Subframe
Four rectangularsection steel tubes were incorporated in the subframeto absorbenergyby crumpling.
To reduce the size of the peak load, necessaryto
initiate failure, the front section of each tube was
pre-failed.If the peakswere not removed,they could
initiate early failure of other parts of the car's
structure. To help accommodatenon-axial loads the
outer pair of tubeswere angledoutwards.
To maximisethe availablecrush distanceand commence energy absorption as early as possible, the
front beam was positioned immediately behind the
front bumper. The beam extended across the full
width oI the car with the intentionthat the loads from
impacts at any point across its width would be
transferred into the tubes on each side of the car'
Becausethe subframeis mountedlow in the car and
the front beam is positioned behind a bumpcr designed fbr pedestrianleg impact protection, this design should not posecompatibilityproblemsin pedestrian impacts. For the samereasonit is not thought
that compatibilityin side impactswould be reduced.
Further work is required to rcsolve the different
demandsposedby dil'ferentimpact situations-

Resultsof an Angled Barrier Test
The car was impacted into a 30 degree angled
barrier at 60 km/h. The barrier angle was such that
the driver's side of the car struck first' Two instrumented OPAT dummies(S) were seated in the front of
the car and were restrained with conventional inertia
reel seat belts. The results of this te$t were compared
with those of a standard car which had been tested in
a similar way.

Intrusion Prevention

Flgurr 4. Structural modlflcations to the Interior of
ESV87

The modifications resulted in substantiallylower
levelsof intrusion, despitethe fact that the test wa$
more severethan that specifiedin ECE Regulation33,
which calls for a perpendicularimpact at only 50
km/h. The modified car easily passedall aspectsof
the requirement(Table l) but with the standardcar,
rearwardintrusion of the driver's footwell was greater
than that stipulated and intrusion at the instrument
panel was only just within the requirement.
The reducedintrusion levels are evidencethat most
of the impact energy was absorbed in the front
structure. The overall decelerationwas necessarily
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Flgure5. Englne *ubfreme wlth front beam and energy absorblngtube$, box section trlangulatlonand firewall
energyabeorber
greaterthan that of the standardcar, as the modified
car had to be stoppedin a shorter distance.However
the decelerationpeaks were smaller and the loads
remained more con$tant, particularly on the offside
(Table2). With the standardcar the loads were seen
to rise and fall rapidly, as additional parts of the
structurestartedto fail. The more constantloading
with the modified car was an indication that the
subframehad performedas intended.
The transversebeam succeeded
in transferringsome
of the load to the side of the car remote from the
impact. This is illrrstratedby the fact that footwell
intrusionon the passenger's
side of the modified car
was slightlyrlore than on the standardcar, despiteits
greater stiffness. Becausethe beam extendedacross
the whole width of the car, corner loads were transferred to the subframe early in the impact. This
resultedin the car's decelerationbuilding up earlierin
the impact.
The triangulation of the curved box secticlnpreventedbendingat its root and may haveincreasedthe
amount of energy absorbed by the box section.
Unfortunatelyfrom thi$ type of test,it is not possible
to determinehow much energywas absorbedby the
differentpartsof the car's structure.
The energyabsorberfitted betweenthe engineand
the bulkheadbent at its root being unable to cope
with the non-axialload imposedby the engine.On the

demonstration car a pyramid shaped absorber is
fitted, though it has not at this stage been tested,
The static deformation of the car after modification
was less than half that of the standard car, pirrtly
because of the reduced collapse of the passenger
compartment. The rearward displacementof the Apost was reduced from 250 mm at its base and 140
mm at the waistline to 60 mnl at both base and
waistline.

Effects of the Modifications on Dummy
Parameters
The resultsof the test werecomparedwith those
from an earlier test on a standardcar. In somecases
the data was not availablein exactlythe sameformat.
Where possible, directly comparabledata has been
givenin this paper.
The philosophybehind the designof the car allowed for the eventual incorporation sf seat belt
pre-tensionerswith characteristicsappropriateto the
decelerationcharacteristicsof the car. Such pretensiouersshould reduceseat belt loads and forward
movementbut were not availableat the time of the
test.
As expected,the more rapid decelerationof the
modified car resulted in higher seat belt load.t and
(Table3). The
consequently
higherthoritxacceleration

Table 2. Car acceleratlonand structurel cruh.
Table 1. Occupant survival space (mm).
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well below the target level. Improvements in the
designof the fasciacould reducetheseloads further.

Computer Simulation of Seat Belt
Systems
Computersimulationbtudieshave been made using
a modified versionof the Calspan3-D model(6;.The
effect of changing various seat belt parameterswa$
evaluatedin terms of their effect on forward movement of the head and its velocity when it crossedthe
plane of a typical stcering wheel in its displaced
porit-crashposition. The simulationsclearly indicated
that, in order to get a sizeablereduction in head
velocity and forward movemerrt without incurring
high seat belt forces, pre-tensioningof the shoulder
(Table4).
belt was necessary

Progresson Safer SteeringWheels
seat belt loads were high on both dummies, the peak
shoulder belt loads being 9.4 kN for the driver and
8.7 kN for the passenger. Lap belt loads were also
high but provided the seat belt locates on the pelvis
and not on the abdomen, such loads should not be a
problem.
Later in the impact the passengerisseat belt broke.
This was causecl by the belt bunching at thc B-post
loop a phcnomenon which has been seen before in
tests, though not in accidents, and which is thought to
be due to the presenceof the seat bclt load measuring
transducer. The consequenceof this failurc was that a
number of connections to the dummy were broken
and some data were lost. In this test. the data from
the passenger dummy are less important than that
from the driver dummy, which is seated on the impact
side. Despite the belt failure the passenger'sHIC was
below 600. In the standard car, the passenger'shead
hit the fascia top and recorded a HIC ot about 16fi).
Because of instrumentation problems, the HIC
value and vertical acceleration of the driver's head
could not be obtained. The driver's head hit the
steering wheel, which was of the "safer design"
discussed elsewhere in this paper. The peak fore and
aft acceleration, which was recordedn was 65 g.
When incorporated in the car, a seat belt pretensioner should reduce forward movement and the
likelihood of driver's head contact with the steering
wheel. lf contact did occur. it should be at a lower
head velocity. It should also reduce the levels of seat
belt loads and the risk of damage to the shoulder or
rib cage.
In the test on the standard car, contact between the
driver's knee and thc intruding structure gave rise to a
very high right femur load. A force of 14.3 kN was
measured after which the dummy was damaged. In
the modified car, the reduction in intrusion improved
the situation considerably. All the femur loads were
586

At the lOth ESV Conference a method for determining the aggressivenessof a steering wheel to a
driver's face and cranium was described(7). An indepth accident study(8) has shown that, from a total
of 761 belted drivers involved in frontal impact$, 339
(4590) received injuries > = AIS I to the head. The
steering wheel was identified as being responsible for
causing injurics to the l'acein 139 (4190) of casesand
to the cranium in 5l (l5olo) of citses.The distribution
of injuries by location of impact on the steering wheel
is given in Table 5.
Matched hospital inpatient and road accident
data(9), for the period during which compulsory seat
belt wearing was introduced, has been analysed. The
analysis indicates that some 2000 drivers per year, in
Great Britain alone, require hospital inpatient treatment, flor head injuries. Many of these casualtiescould
benefit liom a safer design of steering wheel. A safer
steering wheel, made by Sheller-Clifford to production
standards, was exhibited at the lOth ESV Conference.
The wheel was fitted to a small car and subjected to a
free flight upper torso (Blak Tufy) test(lO,ll) and the
proposed European facial impact test. The safety
wheel passedboth tests.
The dcsign of the Safer Steering Wheel, with its
energy absorbing hub and modified rim and spokes,
Table 4. Potential lmprovemente due to seat beh modilications lrom computer simulatlon.
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Table 5. llead Inlurlee to befted drlvers related to
lmpact locatlonon the steeringwheel.
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was sufficiently different from current designsfor its
user acceptabilityto be questioned.It was therefore
decidedto carry out a user acceptabilitysurvey. For
the survey, the size of the hub was reduced to
improve visibility of the instruments.The wheelswere
fitted to Army, Police and other cars usedin Government Service.Questionnaires
were provided for completionat the end of eachjourney.
A total of 248 questionnaireswere returned, from
189 men and 18 women.Ages rangedfrom l8 to 60
and mileagetravelledranged from one to 9000 miles.
Ninety-six percentof userssaid they liked the wheel
for driving and manoeuvring.Only ten said they
altered the way they held the wheel. When asked
questionsabout visibility of the instrumentsand the
operatiouof the controlson the steeringcolumn, 93
percentsaid they liked the design.The most common
adverse comment related to difficulty in seeing a
warninglight. Some89 percentthoughtthe wheelwas
comfortable in use and this could be related to the
po$itioningof the rim reinforcement,which had been
moved away from the driver to reduce facial loads.
Of the four designfeaturesthought to be potentially
lessacceptable,only nine percentthought the rim was
too thick, four percentttrought it was too soft, fbur
percentthought it was too slipperyand ten percent
thought the spokes were too wide. Each of these
features could be changed in future designs. When
asked for their overall impressioncomparedwith the
standarddesign,69 percentpref'erredthe safetywheel
and I I percentpreferredthe standardwheel. Of the
20 percentwho expressedno preference,the majority
had madepositiveresponse$
to earlierquestions.

Head Impact Zone Padding
Even for those wearing seat belts, serious or fatal
injury to the head is the most common problem in
frontal impact.t. These injuries are virtually all caused
by head contact most frequently with the intcrior of
the car- [n some cases, the part contacted is outside
the area covered by head impact test(12). This is
particularly the case for occupants larger than fiftieth
percentile.
Furthermore, because the test uses a rigid head
form, no account is takcn of any localiscd loading.
An investigation is being carried out to test the

feasibility of using a flesh covering over the headform
or using a deformablc headform to overcomethis
deficiency. The headform stiffness could then be
matchedto the nominal strengthof the skull.

Conclusions
Even with the almost universalwearingof seatbelts
in Creat Britain, frontal impact accidentsare still
responsiblcfor causingmost seriousand fatal injuries
to car occupants.
This paperreportswork intendedto
point the way forward. Intrusion into the passenger
compartmentis a frequentcontributorto injuries. The
DemonstratiorrCar. ESV 87. illu$trate$how a car can
be modified to reduce intrusion levels, although at
some weight penalty. ln a 60 km/h, thirty degree
angled barrier impact test, dangerousintrusion was
virtually eliminated.Even if intrusion were to be
totally eliminated, forward movementwould still be
too large to prevent the possibility of occupant
contact with the interior. Seat belt pre-tensioners
should reducethis likelihoodand the fitting of safer
steeringwhcclsshould protectagainstfacial injuriesin
the most frequent type of head contact, which is
unlikelyto be completelyeliminated.New procedures
for headformtestingwhich checkfor localisedloading
of the head are still beingevaluated.
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SteeringColumn Intrusion-Restrainedand UnrestrainedOccupantEffects
RogerA. Saul,
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration,
United States

Ahstract
Research and compliance testing of steering a$semblies has shown that new columns perform at or near
their full energy absorbing potential. Accident data
analysis, however, indicates that the EA units seldom
exhibit compression which utilizes their full capability.
The cause ol' the discrepancy between the test results
and the accident data is unknown, although a number
of explanations have been offered. Each accident is
unique, however, and the column behavior in the
varied accident modes is difficult to assess.
A frontal crash test matrix conducted by the
National Highway Traflic Safety Administration provided an opportunity to examine the steering colurnn
performance under a variety of tiontal crash configurations. The analysis presented in this paper was
initiated with the objective of documenting the extent
and nature of steering column intrusion for selected
matrix tests. Static and photographic measurement
methods were employed in documenting the steering
column intrusion.
The results show significant differences between
dynamic motions and residual displacements. They
also show column performance being dependent upon
both the vehicle and the crash configuration. The
588

effect of theseresultson restrainedand unr€strained
occupantresponseis includedin this paper.

Introduction
As early as the 1950's,the steeringassemblywas
identified as the leading cause of injury in motor
vehicleaccidents.It continuesto be, and is a reflection of the high percentageof accidentswith frontal
principal force directions, and the location of the
steeringassemblyrelativeto the driver. In an effort to
reduce the number of serious and f atal injuries
produced by the steeringassembly,considerableresearchhas been conductedby private industry, and
the U.S, and foreign governrnents.This researchled
to the developmentof energyabsorbing(EA) steering
assemblies,and Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (MVSS) 203 and 204. FMVSS 203 and 204
establishedperformancerequirementsfor the steering
column energyabsorptionand rearward displacement
into the occupantcompartment,respectively.
MVSS 203 and 204 have been cost effective in
reducing fatal and $eriousinjuries. It has been estimated that 1300tatalitiesand 23,000seriousinjuries
are preventedannually, afld that the rearward displacementof the column into the occupantcompartment has been reducedby 8l9o(l). This has been
accomplished
for between$10-$12(1978dollar costs)
life-time cost of the vehicle. Despite the improved
column performance,the steeringassemblycontinues
to be the leading cause of serious injuries to the
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sus stnrctural intrusion effects. A crash matrix conducted by the NHTSA Vehicle Researchand Test
Center(ll,l2) providedan opportunityto examinethe
steeringcolumn performanceunder a variety of frontal crash contigurations. This paper describesthe
extent and nature of steering column intrusion for
selectedmatrix tests. and the effects on both restrainedand unrestrainedoccupants.

motor vehicle occupant. Accident data indicate that
the highestranking "body to vehicle" contactsin
frontal crashesare the chest and abdomen into the
steeringcolumn(2,3).The harm associatedwith steering column contactaccountsfor over 25r/oof the total
societal costs due to motor vehicle accidents.The
injuries which are observedin the accidentenvironment suggestthat the forces which are required to
compressthe EA units frequentlyare seriouslyinjurious to the unrestraineddriver. Until recently, the
situation for the re$traineddriver could not be documenteddue to the Iow incidenceof belt use.With the
advent of state safety belt u$e laws, however, there
appear to be indicationsthat safety belts reducethe
harm for restrainedoccupants,and the injury pattern
is shifted from chestand abdomento head and facial
injuriescausedby steeringwheelimpacts(4-6).
Researchand compliancetesting of steeringassemblies produced since implementationof FMVSS 203
and 204 has shown that new columns perform at or
neartheir full EA potential.Accidentdata analysis(7),
however,indicatesthat the EA units seldonrexhibit
compressionof over four inches-only half or lessof
their designedcapacity for energy absorption. These
findingsare not inconsistentwith the findingsof other
who have found that for steering
researchers(8-10),
assemblieswhich comply with FMVSS 203 and 204,
there is no correlation between injury severity and
steering assembly performance in both laboratory
testingand accidentanalysis.Although EA units do
not appear to be more effectivc in any particular
crashcondition,there are indicationsthat they function better in distributedloading frontal crashesthan
in frontal crasheswith concentrated
loadings(7).
The cause for the discrepancybetweenthe test
resultsand the accidentdata is unknown.It has been
postulatedthat crash induced damageto the steering
column and,/or occupantnon-axialloading may be
possiblecauses.Each accidentis unique, however,
and the column behaviorin the varied accidentmodes
is difficult to assess.Sincemost of the accidentdata
regardingsteeringcolumn performanceis from unrethe
strainedoccupants,it i$ not easyto difl'erentiate
verinduced
interaction
occupant
damage
by
column

Procedures
The corlplete crash matrix consistedof thirty tests
involving cflr-fe-g91,car-to-barrier, and car-to-pole
impacts in both offset and fully engagedconditions.
A total of rhirteen tests from the matrix (Table l)
wereselectedlor static analysisof the steeringcolumn
behavior.Testswith restraineddrivers were selected
for the analysisto avoid any steeringcolumn motion
being induced by an unrestrained driver. Of the
thirteen tests, nine crash tests in the matrix had
passenger
data which was not critical to the objectives
of the testing. For those tests, photographicanalysis
was conducted,in addition to the static analysis,by
side of the vehicle
addinga camerato the passenger
(Figure l), and removing the passengerto avoid
obstructionof the steeringcolumncameraview.
The onboard steeringcolumn camera was run at
1000framesper second.Within its field of view wasa
referencepoint attachedto the cameramount to allow
documentationof the steering column vertical and
relativeto the vehiclecompartrearwarddisplacernent
ment (Figure 2). Following each test with the steering
column camera coverage,the column targets were
digitized for graphical presentationof the column
displacement.
It shouldbe notedthat the film analysis
was complicatedin a couple of the tests due to
point. Therewas alsohead
movementof the reference
and sornetimeschestcontact with the steeringcolumn
from the restraineddrivers, which may have had a
slighteffect on the column movementin someof the
tests.
Each of the vehiclesincludedin the analysishad a
seriesof prc-testmeasurernents
taken. Prior to the
test, the instrumentpanel was removed,and a matrix
of referencedimensionsmade. The relerencedimen-

Table 1. Teete used for steering column intruslon analysls.
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Flgure1. $teering column motion camera plaeement

sionsweremade from eitherthe rear tail light opening
or the rear bumper. The points were located at four
inch incrementsfrom the centerlineof the vehicleat
five elevations(Figure 3). The top two elevations(A
and B) were located on the cowling (where the
instrumentpanel and steeringcolumn were attached).
The next two levels (C and D) were on the firewall,
and the fifth level (E) was near the firewall/toeboard
juncture. Following the crash test, thesepoints were
againlocatedfrom the rear referenceto determinethe
amount of rearwarddisplacement.

Flgure3. Statlc Intrusionmeasurementlocatlons
200 msec. The peak dynamic and residual (taken at
250 msec)displacement$
are summarizedin Table 2,
along with the peak static intrusion measurement
(regardlessof lateral position) from the fivc measurement levels.
Several observations are apparent from the data
summarizedin Figure 4 and Table 2:
r

The importance of measuring steeringcolumn motion dynamicallywas clearlydemon-

Resultsand Discussion
The steeringcolumn motion and intrusion measurements are summarieedin Figure 4 arrd Table 2. The
horizontal, vertical, and angular dynamic motions of
the steering columns are shown in Figure 4 as
determinedfrom the photographicfilm analysis.Although there are considerabledifferencesin the column motions, they all tend to be characterizedby a
peak horizontal and vertical displacementwhich occurs betweenapproximately70 and 120msec(roughly
the time at which contact with an occupant would
occur), and levels out to a residual displacementby
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Flgure 2. Steering column film analysis camera view
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Flgure 4. $teering column movement
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Table 2. $teerlng column End intruslon analysls aummary

Vehicte

Test No.

IeBt
Contiguration

cetebrity

850E14

ftni/cetebfity 0F

offii

E5081/.

omi/Cetebrity oF

SCDisolsc#nt
Ratio
(Resi dua l,/Dynanic )
PeEk Dynbmic

3,6
ft.g

R e s id u a l
x

r.?

2.5

2,3

3.75

2.50

3,75

7,13

6,75

0.69

0,72

-4.2

8.2

.2.6

7.00

E.E0

15,e5

1 1- 6 2

8.78

0.69

0.6?

omi

850524

ffni/Offii

OF

l3-4

5.7

10.6

0.0

7.25

9.11

'14
.98

1/.. 07

12.93

0.79

0.00

ffiii

851011

fihi/pote

oF

7-g

z.E

5.6

?,,6

4.63

6.55

10.0e

12.06

12.86

0.81

0,93

Horida

E50807

Hond6,/FuegoOF

ilA

l{A

13.63

15.88

18,06

17.25

16.50

Hohda

8411 14

Horda/Horda FF

IA

NA

l{A

1. 8 8

2.91

4.65

6,50

Hor'da

8507?4

Horda/Hondd 0F

10,4

-4,5

-0,7

7,63

7.88

1r.00

,|1,50

0.67

0,16

Hordr

E504Zj

H o n d a / P o L eC T R

IIA

TA

xA

2.50

Z.T5

7,56

A-4

10.00

Hofd6

850912

Hond8/Pote 0F

7.?5

Fuego

850918

Fuego/Bbrrier FF

Fuego

l{A

flA
ltA
7.0
ltA

8.25
1e.25

L4

-?.5

1.6

-1.9

7,06

9-13

9,54

10.25

0.5r

0,82

-e,1

e.l

-1.1

1,6

/..81

3.57

4.19

5,9t,

1.69

0.52

0,76

2.9

2.,

1.5

3.56

5.70

5.50

5 , 1e

6.e5

0.64

0,52

2.19

3.26

4,6C

8.75

T.E'I

3.11

3.81

4-69

6,44

6.32

0.52

0,54

E50El

Fuegd,/Fuego0F

L9

fuego

850621

Fmgo,/Pote CIR

}JA

tuego

E50910

Fuego/Pote0F

e,5

NA
I.5

l,|A

llA

r.5

strated. Note, for example, that the Omnilomni OF' test had the largestamount of
dynarnicupward motion, but zero residual.
For the horizontalsteeringcolumn motion,
the residualposition appearsto be 50 - 8090
of the peakdynamicmotion. For the vertical
motion, there does not appear to be a
correlation Lretweenthe peak dynamic and
the residualmotion.
The horizontal movement of the steering
column was rearward in all case$exceptthe
Fuego/FRBtest. The forward movetnentin
the Fixed Rigid Barriertest was the resultof
column rotation.
The vertical steering column motion was
predominatelyupward; four columns,however, moved downwardsignificantly(two of
those four also experiencedupward movement). The maximum upward movementwas
lessthan 6 inches.
The steeringcolumn rotation was predomiangularmotion
nately upward. Thc r-rpward
wasgenerallylessthan 10", althoughin three
tests the rotation was 15 - 20' during the
time interval that occupantcontact would be
expectedto occur.
The cowl intrusion (levelsA and B) correlated well with the horizontal residualsteering column movemerlt(illustrated in Figure
5). This is not surprisingsincethe column
mounts to the cowl for the vehiclesincluded
in this analysis. The Honda/Pole OF test
and the Fuego/Barrier test (in which the

1.9

,
i

column rotated as discussedabove) were
to the corrclation.
exceptions

The static and dynamic results of Figure 4 and
Table 2 indicatethat the steeringcolumn can have
different responses,
dependingupon the
considerably
vehicleand the crashconfiguration.The vehicleinfluenceon the steeringcolumn responseis illustratedin
Figures6 and 7. In both the small car/car offset tests
and the small carlpole offset tests,the Omni steering
column horizontal movementwas greaterthan either
the Accord or Fuego.For the horizontalmotion, the
Omni and Fuego representperformanceextremesin
the offset crash configuration for those vehiclesin-
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Figure6. Car/car offset test steerlng coluiln motion

cluded in the analysis.Although vehicle stiffness and
crashconfigurationwere consideredin the test matrix
development,it is possiblethat even greater performancedifferencescould occur in the accidentenvironment.
The crash configuration influence on the steering
column responseis illustrated for each of the small
vehiclesin Figures8 - 10. Note, for example,that the
car-to-caroffset test$generallyhad a greateramount
of steering column motion than the corresponding
car-to-pole offset tests. The Omni vertical column
movementwas apparentlyquite dependentupon the
struck object. In the Omni/Celebrity OF test, the
column movementwas the static downward extreme
and nearly the dynamic downward extreme(Table 2);
whereas,the upward extremesoccurred for the Omnilomni OF dynamically and the Omni/Pole OF
statically.
A detailed analysis of the column mountings and
design featureswas not included in this study. ln a
susbequent30' oblique fixed rigid barrier crash test
program with a VW Colf, however, the steering
column was observedto have very little movement.
Although the lack of column movementcould have
been due to the different crash configuration,it may
also have been by design. The Omni and Fuego
steeringcolumns mount to the cowl with four bolts
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Figure 8. Fuego steerlng column motlon
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(Figure ll a, b). The Golf and Accord are mounted
with only two bolts at the cowl (Figure1l c, d). The
lower end of the Colf column, and possibly the
Accord column, appears to have been designedto
allow rearwardintrusion of the firewall relativeto the
cowl mounting, without movement of the steering
wheel. In the Golf oblique barrier test, the relative
movementwas absorbedthrough deformation of the
column tube webbing(Figure ll d). In the Accord, it
appearsas though a nylon bushingwould permit such
movement.Further investigationand evaluationof
thesedesignswould be necessaryto better understand
their function, This cur$ory analysis, however, appearsto indicatethat limitation of the column motion
is feasiblein productionsteeringcolumndesigns.
The ranges of dynamic steering column motion
observedin these tests, and the vehicle and crash
configuration influence on steeringcolumn response
may help to explain the apparentlack of correlation
betweensteeringcolumn performancein laboratory
and compliancetest results,and accidentdata. lt also
appearsfeasibleto limit the steeringcolumn motion.
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Figure 11c. Accord steerlng column designs

Figure 12. Steering column intruslon Yeloclties lor
Omnl (850524) and Fuego (850731)

Contact Velocity Calculations

were developedfor both the Omni and Fuego (Figures
13 and l4).
The left compartmentaccelerationand the steering
column velocities of Figure 12 were combined to
produce thesehorizontal velocity-timediagrams.The
initial dimensions from the dummy chest to the
steeringwheelhub was 14-15inchesfor the Omni and
Fuego. Using a 15 inch dimension,the coutactvelocity due to the horizontal column intrusion was estimated assumingthat the occupant trajectory would
have been directly forward. From Figures13 and 14,
the Omni and Fuego crash pulse dil'l'crencesalone
would have had little effect on the unrestrained
occupantchest contact velocity. The contact velocity
(AVr) for the unrestrainedoccupantwithout intrusion
would have been approximately20 , mph for both
tests.With the stceringcolumn intrusiontaken into
consideration,the unrestrainedoccupantchestcontact
velocity (AVr) would have been 24 mph occurringat
70 msec for the Omni, and 30 mph occurring at 90
msecfor the Fuego.

Reduced compartment available internal distance
due to intrusion, compartmentgeometry,vehiclecrash
pulse, and steeringcolumn dynamic motion all itrterrelate to determinethe contact location and velocity
for both the restrainedand unrestrainedcrash occu'
pants. Estimatesof steeringcolumn contact velocities
due to intrusionare madein this section'
Unrestrained Occupant Effects-For the unrestrained occupant, the horizontal intrusion would
primarily affect the chest contact velocity, and the
vertical intrusion would influencethe vertical impact
location. Steering column velocities relative to the
compartment were obtained from the horizontal
historiesof Figure 4 for the Omni
displacement-time
(850524) and Fuego (850731) since they represent
extremecasesfor a given crashconfiguration,and are
shown in Figure 12. Using these velocities, and
neglectingoccupantimpact and compartmentgeometry effects, one-dimensionalvelocity-time diagrams
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Flgure 11d. Goll steering column deslgne
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SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Since the drivers from the tests of this analysis were
all restrained, the efl'ects of steering column motion
on restrainedoccupantscould be deterrnineddirectly.
As was indicated in Figure 4 and Table 2, both the
horizontal and vertical movement of the column was
dependent upon the vehicle and crash conliguration.
Film analysis was conducted to determine the time
and location of the restrairred driver contact with the
steering assembly, and the column velocity was calculated with results as summarized in Table 3. Several
points are apparent from l'able 3.
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Flgure14. Fuego (850731)veloclty-tlmediagram for
unrestralnedoccupant
These extremesin steeringcolumn motion would
indicate that greaterintrusion of the steeringcolumn
into the occupant compartment(13.4 inches for the
Omni versus 3.9 inches for the Fuego) does not
necessarilylead to higher unrestrainedoccupantcontact velocities.Figures 13 and 14 illustrate that the
lower contact velocity for the Omni $teeringcolumn
intrusion is a result of the intrusion occurring earlier
in the crash event than in the Fuego test. The Fuego
intrusion began at approximately80 msec, whereas
the Omni intrusionbeganat 50 msecleadingto the
reducedcontact velocity and greater structural ridedown for the unrestrainedoccupant. This onedimensionalvelocity-timeanalysiswould indicatethat
the time of occurrenceof steeringcolumn intrusion is
a greaterdeterminantof unrestrained
occupatrtchest
contact velocity than the amount of intrusion. It also
illustratesthe sensitivityof the intrusion timing. For
example,if the unrestrainedFuego and Omni occupants had beena few inchesout-of-position(closerto
the steeringcolumn) at the time of the crash, the
resultscould havebeenstronglyreversed.That is, the
occupantchestcontact velocitycould easilyhave been
30 mph (insteadof 24) in the Omni, and 15 mph
(insteadof 30) in the F'uego.
RestrainedOccupnntEffect-For the restrainedoccupant, the vertical intrusion would most likely affect
thc head contact location and velocity; tlte horizontal
intrusion would affect head contactlocation and, to a
lesserextent,contactvelocity. Quantitativedetermination of steering column intrusion effects on the
contact velocity of the restrainedoccupant is more
difficult than for the unrestrainedoccupantdue to the
greater complexity and interdependenceof the restraint system, crash pulse, compartment geometry,
occupant anthropometry, and consequentoccupant
kinematics,The steeringcolumn movementand time
of motion are equally, or perhapsmore critical to the
occurrenceof restrainedoccupantcontactthan for the
unrestrainedoccupant.

.

The steeringwheel rim was the predominate
steeringassembly
contactlocation.
The driver head and face always made contact with the steeringassembly.It should be
noted that in a few casesthe lower rim was
alsocsntactedby the chestor abdomenprior
to the head/facialimpact.
The column velocity at time of occupant
head,/facialcontact was substantiallylower
than the peak velocityfor eachcase.

As was the case for the unrestrainedoccupant,
these results indicate the higher contact velocities
could have resultedif there were slight variationsin
any of the conditions. They also indicate that time
occurrenceof the column motion is critical to the
restrainedoccupantcontact.
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Conclusions
The steering column performance from thirteen 30
mph AV crash tests of Celebrity, Omni, Accord, and
Fuego vehicles was analyzed using static measurements, photographic film analysis, a simple, onedimensionalmodel, and dumnry responses.It is noted
that these vehicle steering assemblies comply with
FMVSS 203 and 204. The procedures described in the
analysis provide a methodology for documenting intrusion and steering column dynamic performance in
crash testing. In addition, a limited post-test comparison of the Omni, Accord, and Fuego columns was
made with that of a VW Golf which had experienced
a 30 mph AV oblique barrier collision. The following
conclusions were made from the analysis:
.

The importance of dynamically measuring
steering column motion was clearly dernonstrated. Significant differences betweett dynamic motion$ and residual displaccments
rneasuredpost-testwere observed.

Although the magnitudeof steeringcolumn
intrusion into the occupantcompartmentdid
not correlatewith driver contactvelocity,the
steeringcolumn intrusiontiming was found
to be criticalto determiningoccupantcontact
velocity for both restrainedand unrestrained
occupants.
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Teble 3. SC velocity eflecte on restrelnedoccupents.
Contact
Ti m e

Test
Driver

-1.3

2.0

Celebrity

850814 oflrli/cetebrity 0F

Upper Rim, Hub

Forehead, Face

109

Omi

850814 ftmi/Celebrity oF

Upper Rim

flose, R. cheek

82

9.? -10-4

oflhi

850524 Omi/ftni

0F

UpFerRim

Bridge of [ose

78

10.0 -15.2

fimi

851031 omi/Pote oF

UFperRim

Bridge of Nose, Eyes

82

Ho'rd,E

850807

Horda/FuegoOF

NA

Honda

841114 Honda/Horrda
FF

Honda

5.8

6.3

15.2 -11.1
r3"6

-18.1

1r.7

6.9

2.7

0.6

IA

ltA

ltA

1{A

}tA

ltA

l{A

rtA

ilA

ilA

ilA

85072/* Horda/Honda0F

Upper Riil

Forehead

6. t

-2.4

9.8

-1?.1

Honda

850425 Honda/PoleCTR

ltA

NA

ilA

[A

}IA

NA

Honda

850912 Honda/Pole0F

upper Rim

R. cheek

87

-0.e

6.0

10.3

-15.6

Fuego

850918 Fuego/Barrier FF

Upper Rim, Hub

Iose, Forehe8d

87

-r.1

-1.?

-5.1

5.6

100

-0.9

-3.7

8.5

-6.7

irA

llA

}IA

HA

-2.4

-4.3

6.7

5.1

Left Rim

Nose, l.louth, Forehead

850621 Fuego/PotecTR

NA

NA

850910 Fuego/PoteOF

Left Rim, Htb

R, Cheek, Eye, Nose

Fuego

850751

Fuego
Fuego

Fueso/FuegoOF

Unrestrained driver contact velocities estimated both with and without steeringcolumn intrusion indicated that considerably
higher contact velocitiescan occur with intrusion.
Post-testexaminationof the steeringassemblies appearedto indicate that limitation of
column motion due to intrusion is feasiblein
productionsteeringcolumndesigns.
The column performance was dependent
upon not only the vehicle,but also the crash
configuration.
The residualrearward position of the steering column was 50-8090of the peak dynamic
displacement.There was no correlation for
the verticaldisplacement.
The maximum upward movement of the
columnwas lessthan six inches.
r

The horizontal movement of the steering
column was rearward in all cases except the
Fuego/FRB test. The forward movement in
the Fixed Rigid Barrier test was the result of
column rotation.

The dependence of the steering column dynamic
performance on the crash configuration, and the
importance the column intrusion time occurrence has
in determining the driver contact velocity may well be
significant factors in explaining the discrepancy between test results and accident data. Application of
the static measurement and photographic fihn analysis
methodologies utilized in this study to other produc596
mffitrr.

94

95

tion vehiclesand crash configurationsare neededto
better characterizesteeringcolumn intrusion and its
effect on occupant,contactvelocities.
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Abstract
An air bag may offer additional protection for
vehicle occupantswhen used as a supplementalrestraint systemin cornbinationwith a seatbelt system.
Despitethis important function, there is no way of
demonstratingair bag readinessshort of actually
deploying it becauseit can be actuated only once.
Theretbre the air bag shor.rldbe inherently highly
reliable.
To help obtain high systemreliability, an analysis
was performed to evaluate the risk of the failure
modesin eachcomponentand subsystem,and appropriate provir;ionswere made for those possibilities.
Then a set of high-reliability design concepts wa$
e$tablishedby looking at the common elementsof all
the improvements.
This paper describesthe high-reliabilitydesignconcept and somecolsiderationsin designingthe air bag
the featuresof an improved
system.Then it discusses
air bag basedon thesedesignefforts.

Introduction
An air bag system cannot provide satisfactory
occupant protection when used by itself in all crash
situations; however, if it is used as a supplemental
restraint systern,in combination with a seat belt, the
air bag may offer additional protection for vehicle
occupants in certain crash modes.
This restraint system potentially has two failure
modes. One would be inadvertent deployment of the
bag while in normal conditions. The secondwould be
the failure of the bag to deploy whetr it should in
crash.
Unlike other vehicle systems, we cannot verify the
serviceability of the system by checking it before
"one-shot
starting the vehicle because it is a so-called
device" which is actuated only once when necessary.
It is not designed for repeated use. This one time
operation makes it difficult to find system failures.
For this reason, the air bag system has bcen designed
to be inherently highly reliable.

High-Reliability Concept
To achievehigh reliability of the air bag system,we
first concentratedon developing several types of
systemand componentconstructions.Their reliability
was then analyzed by such methods as the FMEA
(failure mode and effectsanalysis)and the FTA (fault
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tree analysis). Furthermore based on these analyses,
and the reliability technologyused in the aerospace
field, suitableremedieswereprovidedfor the automobile air bag system.Thus, the systemand components
werecontinuouslyimproved by trial and error.
During this researchand developmentprocess,we
found somepoint$ obviouslycommon to all renedies
which logically led to the devclopment of three
high-reliabilityconcepts
;
Redundant Design
For relatively simple components,use of redundancy can be more effectivethan a complexdesignin
improving the reliability of the sy$temas a whole.

Simplified Construction
As the systemor occupantsbecomemore complex,
a combinationof more than one fault is more likely
to occur; thereforewe can achievehigherreliability by
making them as simpleas is technicallyfeasible.

Irnprovementof Major Components
The reliability of the air bag systemas a whole can
be efficiently increasedby developingmore reliable
componentsfor the main electriccircuit which plays
an important role in actuating the system when
necessarY.

SomeConsiderations
in Designingthe
High Reliability System
Diagnostic Circuitry and Redundancy
A redurrdant
dcsignis one of the basictechniques
to improve systernreliability. In applyingthe redundancy to the air bag system,howevcr,somecomflonents are physically difficult to duplicate such as
placingtwo inflators in a steeringwheel.
Instead of duplicating the same components,reliability can be achievedby a different setup. One way
is to add an electricaldiagnosticcircuit which diagnosesthe air bag $y$tem.This is an effectiveway to
achievea high reliability design.
However, since a diagnostic circuit is not foolproof, an evaluation was made for the following
CASCS:

|.

The air bag itself malfunctions because of
the additional diagnostic circuit.
A system malfunction occurs simultaneously
when a system failure is diagnosed.
A mechanical malfunction occurs which can*
not be diagnose delectrically.

Z.
3.

Construction of Crash Sensorsand Inflator
The Honda air bag system uses four crash sensors.
Its reliability depends mainly on how these sensorsare
connected to the inflator.
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For instance,the position of the inflator in the
circuit is closely related to the incidenceof the air
bag's inadvertentdeployment(SeeFig. 1). In circuit
(a), a grounding short circuit on the negativevoltage
side of the inflator resultsinadvertentdeploymentof
the air bag. While in circuit (b), a power short circuit
on the positive voltage side of the inflator leads to
such inadvertentactuation of the system. In circuit
(c), however, the air bag does not deploy inadvertently unlessthere are two simultaneousshort circuits:
one on the power side of the inflator, and the other
on the groundingsite. By usingthe third circuit, there
is a reducedlikelihood of inadvertentsystemactuation
in comparisonwith the other two circuits.
Now let us look at the relationship betweenthe
layout of the sensorsand the probability of a system
(SeeFig.
failure to deploy the air bag when ncces$ary
2). The front sensors,installed outside the vehicle
compartment, have long wire harnesseswhich may
make them more liable than cowl sensors to a
grounding short circuit. In circuit (d), a grounding
short circuit of the front sensorsresults in a system
failure to deploy the air bag; but, in circuit (e), it is
not prone to such a failure.
Thus, the circuit configurationrequiresa thoroughgoing study becausethe system'sreliability depends
largely on the electriccircuit design.Needlessto say,
we had to predict the incidenceof different failure
modes and then compare them quantitativelybeflore
making a final decisionon circuit configurations.
System Failure at Crash
The conclitionof the vehiclecan changecatastrophically during a crash possiblyresultingin an air bag
system failure in some instances. Table I shows
systemcomponentswhich may be affected by crash
dynamics.
To eliminate the probability of the power unit
becomingdisconnectedin a crash,we have installeda
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capacitorin the air bag systemas a back-up for the
power supply. Also to make the connectormore
reliablethan a slip ring type, we havedecidedto usea
direct connectedcablereel designinstead.

Construction nnd Operation of the
Honda Air Bag System
Fie. 3 shows the system componentsand their
layout. There are four crash sen$ors-oneon each
side of the foremostend of the front side frame and
in the main and diagnosticcircuitsin
two cowl sensors
the vehicle compartment on the front end of the
centertunnel.
As shown in Fig. 2(e), the four sensorsare connectedin parallel-series
so that when at least one of
the front and the cowl sensorsis actuatedsimultaneously,an electricsignal is sent to the inflator. Thi$
electricsignalis transnrittedthrough a separateindependentmain harnessusedonly for the air bag systerrr
and then through a directly-coupledcable rcel to the
inflator.
When actuatedthe inllator generatesnitrogen gases
which inllate the air bag. The inflator and the air bag
are attachedto th€ retainer.During inflation, the air
bag breaksthrough the thinner part of the module's
cover fastenedto the retainer, and further deploys
towardthe driver'sheadfrom the stecringwheel.
The actuationof the sensorstakessomel0-15 msec
in a head-on crash against a barricr at 30 mph.

Subsequentoperation of the system takes approximately 30 msec,after the sensoractuationand until
the air bag is fully inflated.

for
High-ReliahilitySpecifications
SystemComponents
Crash Sensor
Basicallythe sensorconsists
of a sensing
unit and a

'I'he
sensingunit (Fig. 4) usesthe rolamite
housing.
sensingtechniquc: its contacts are gold-platedto
provide more lasting electricalcontact with lessresistance over the life of the system. Joints of its
components,including those parts where electrical
continuity is required,are also spot-weldedto increase
their reliability.In addition, the band spring in the
crash sensor always has electrical current flowing
through it so that any problem may be detected
immediately. And

senslng unlt ls put ln a can

GOLO
PI.ATEO

Table L Posslble lallure at crash
Aftect€d ComDonent

MatorCaus

Lossol PowerSupply

Battery
Power Unit HErnes

DrsconnectedTerminal

Lms ol Sensor Signal

SensorHarnss

Les of Electricol Sigml
to the Inflator

Inflalor HErre

FEilur6 Mo?d\

Figure 3. Airbag $ystem construction

Broken Harfress

Brok6n HEffis
LoosenedConnector

(ATCRASH)
Slrp Rinq

LffiEned

Connoctor
Corrosron,Chanering

Figure 4. Cre$h sen$or (senslng unlt)
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filled with inert gas which is made airtight by a
hermeticseal.
The housing(Fig. 5) protect$the front crashsensor
from environmentaldamagesuch as water, dust, or
other foreign substances.To manufacturethis housing, siliconepotting is appliedto the conductorpin on
the outsideof the can while the can as a whole is
further protectedby epoxy potting.
For transmittingelectricsignalsfrom the sensor,the
system uses a cabtyre cable sheathedin corrugated
tubing which directly connectsthe sensorto thc main
and diagnosticcircuits without any intermediateconnectorsand which minimizesthe numberof ioints and
thus provideshigher reliability.
Component Transmitting the Electric Signal
The connector (Fie. 6) providing electrical links
betweendifferent systemcomponent$usesthe inertia
lock method, and the terminals(Fie. 7) are set in the
conrlectorby a double lock. To reducethe stresson
the leaf while the terminalsare in contact.two leaves
are provided for each female terminal, and their
contact surfacesare gold-platedto increasethe durability of electricalcontact.
To achicvchighcr rcliability,the connectoris given
a special feature to permit procluction linc quality
control checks.This feature is a seriesof ridges and
grooveslike a bar code on both the male and the
femaleconnector(Fie. 6). After joining the connector, the quality control inspectorexaminesthe ridge
and groove pattern to cn$urethe fit of the connector
(Fie. 8) and informs assignedworkers of the connector fit quality. This method ensuresthat only the
connectorswith perf'ectfit will be produced.
The cable reel (Fig. 9) transmits electric signals
from a stationary part to a rotary assembly.To
achieve higher reliability of circuit continuity, this
component uses a spiral of directly connectedflat
cablc housedin a specialcase.The two ends of the

OUTER
IASE

Figure 6. Bar-coded connector

cableare pulled out of the caseand directlyconnected
to the terminalsby spot welding.
All wire harnessesare yellow to easily distinguish
them on the assernblyline, and all harnessfixing clips
are blue for easy inspection becauseof the color
contrast.
Inflator
The inflator u$esa propellant as describedin Fig.
10. When ignited, it can inflate a 60-liter air bag in
approximately30 msec.
The systemperfonnanceis significantlyaffectedby
excessive
or insufficientpropellant,by a missingfilter,
or by any other irregularitiesin the systemfabrication. To precludethese problems, the weight of the
inflator assemblyis carefully checkedby a computer
sy$temwhich rejectsany assemblyif the grossweight
differs from the combinedtotal weight of its components.
If the pyrotechnicunit is not loaded properly, the
electricinitiator may fail lo work satisfactorilywhen
receiving an electric signal from the sensors.All
initiators are thereforeclosely examinedby a radioscopicsystemunder a strict quality control program.

Bag
The air bag (Fig. I l) itself is made of a nylon 66
fabric, the inside of which is coatedwith chloroprene

INERT
GAS

Figure 5. Front crash sensor (senslng unlt & houslng)
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BAR-CODE

Flgure 7. Gold plated connector terminal
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Figure10. Inflator

rubber. For higher reliability, the bag is double
stitched.
The module cover (Fig. 12) is a urethane foam with
an inserted polyester netting which prevents unnecessary tearing or bursting of the cover in any other part
than the top center through which thc bag deploys.
The netting is lastened to the retainer with steel
clamps.

,,,,ii:,'=.._. \

The main unit (Fig. 13) has built-in cowl sensorsto
ensure that the system reliability will not be affected
by an increase in the joints of cables and other
components. It also featurestwo other devices:one is
a booster circuit which keepsthe voltage stablc during
a fall in battery voltage; and the other is a backup
power unit that supplies electricity during a crash if
the battery becomes unserviceable because of the
impact of the accident.
The diagnostic unit (Fie. 13) is separated from the
main unit to avoid affecting it. This diagnosticcircuit,
consistingof widely-usedelementsnow on the market,
monitors the circuits of the air bag system and warns
of malfunctions, if any, by an indicator on the
instrument panel. The elements of the monitor unit
are designedin such a manner that they can be easily
attached to the printed circuit board by an automatic
soldering system.
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Main and DiagnosticCircuit
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Flgure11. Bag
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Figure L Cable reel

Figure 12. AlrbaE module cover
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Table2. High-reliabilityspeeiflcatlonsfor Eystemcomponents.
Component

MAII{ UITIIT

0lAGliosltc
ctBcutT

Figure 13. Maln and diagnostic clrcult block diagram
The foregoing specifications for system reliability
are summarized in Table 2.

Conclusion
This paper has discussed
the designand construction of the Honda high-reliabilityair bag system.In
the future it is expectedthat many air bag systemswill
be introducedto the market by automobilemanufacturers. Basedon experience,further rcscarchprojects
could be carried out to developfurther systemrefinements.
The Honda air bag is a supplementaryrestraint
system,which by itself cannot offer completeor total

HiOh+eliability
construction

Sensor

1. Dual cjrcujt redundancydesrqilwith two eachof troni and
cowl sensorsin parallel-series
connection.
2. Durablegold-platedcontacts
3. Anticorrosivehermeticsealwith inen gasin the sensorcase.
4. Ainight epoxypotting coveringthe lront sensorsentirely.
5. Continuouscheckupson the bandsprirtqto find any damage
by always flowiDg an electric currcDt through theh.

nArnegs

L Reliatlle (jduble cover

Connector

1. Durablegol{j-l)latedcorttacts.
?. Instdlldtidnof double klcks in some pbrts
3. Bar-code connector for automatrca,ly ftndtng any errors in

i:i1"t:Tti:Tl'j
Cablereel

1, Directly-connectedspiralcable,

Diagnostic
circuit

l. Back-up power ur'litto precludea power failure durirrg a
crash.
2. Vo tage step-up converter

occupantprotectionin all c-rashmodes.It is intended
to be usedin combinationwith a seatbelt.
Only limited irrformation is currently availableon
the cost-eff'ectiveness
and customeracceptanccof the
air bag as an SRSsy$tcmin the market. Somemodels
of vehiclesequippedwith an air bag systemcoulclbe
examinedto evaluatethesecommercialaspectsol such
an occupant restraint systernin the years to come.

Designinga PassiveRestraintSystem
N.D. Grew.
G. Beecroft.
Austin RoverGroup Ltd.,
United Kingdom

Abstract
The mandatory, phased introduction of passive
restraintsystemsfor the federalmarket has placedan
increasingemphasison the careful selectionof suitable designsusing a systematicapproach.
Austin Rover Group's experiencein the use of
computer aided design analysisfacilitatesthe use of
such an approach and the implementation of the
chosendesign.This paper I'ollowsthe progressof such
a designprocesson a specificvehicle.
At the outset of the project, only belt based
restraintswere considered,but there were three possible approaches.Each was modelledand comparedin
different crashenvironmentsusing computerizedcrash
victim simulation (CVS). Attenrion was given to
602

recognized injury criteria and the constraints imposed
by other I'eaturesof the vehicle concept.
From the model of the chosen system, worst-case
loadings and energy absorptions were used by design
area$ to verify and develop specific items. In particular the fascia integrated knee bolsters and seat structure. In both cases finite element analysis methods
were used,
For the bolsters the criteria involved maximum
force levels and absorption of energy and for these a
non-linear analysis with large displacements was applied. In the time available, an exhaustive study was
not possible, but the computer analysis was used to
highlight areas of strength and weakness by preclicting
the collapse mode. The bolsters were testcd both
individually and as part of the complete fascia to
confirm the design performance. They were also
tested as part of the full restraint system in a Hyge
Sled Test using two dummies and realistic decelerations.
A full crash test confirmed the effectivenessof the
system.

SECTION 4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Introduction
The wearing of a seat belt has become a lroven
meansof protectinga vehicleoccupaut from $erious
injury during a frontal impact. Much researchhas
beenput into the developmentand refinementof such
systemsto the extent that their performanceis well
understood.At the same time methods of analysis
have developedsuch as sled testing and computer
simulation,and theseenableparticularconfigurations
to be appraised.Austin Rover has establishedmethods based upon a mixture of testing and computer
modellingfor the designof restraintsystems(Ref l).
The US legislatorsproposed the phasedintroduction of passiverestraint systemsstarting in 1987.
There is a variety of typesof possiblepassiverestraint
systemsincludingthe use of airbagsand seat belts.
Each has its nreritsand problerns,but this paper will
illustrate how the design philosophyestablishcdat
Austin Rover has been appliedto a belt-basedpassive
restraint system.It will deal only with those aspects
directly related to the dynamic performance in a
vehicleimpact environment.There is no reasonwhy
such an approach cannot be applied with equal
system.
effectiveness
to an airbag-based

System Selection
The inclusion of a passive restraint system in an
existing vehicle requires carefiul consideration of current components so that a minimum of change is
introduced consistent with effective performance. At
the outset it was stated that there should be as little
change as possible to the basic interior package with
particular reference to the fascia, and that design
effort would be concentrated upon the options a
belt-based system offered. Three possible systemswere
proposed as illustrated in Figure I.
System I used a three-point belt with outer anchorages fixed on the door and an inboard retractor. To
aid ingress and egress a motorized arm pulled the
inboard webbing lorward.
System 2 differed from the first by having retractors on the outboard ends and no motorized ittboard
arm.
System 3 utilized a single diagonal belt with a knee
bolster and active lap belt. The outboard anchorage
was fixed to the B-C post and motorized forward
along the cant rail to aid ingress and egress.
lnitial studies of comparative performance used
computer simulations of each system in different
crash conditions. The test data and crash vict.im
simulation models (Calspan CVS Program) created
during the design of the active restraint system,
provided the basis for developing passive restraint
models.
lnitial preparations for these models used the
BELTFIT computer program (Ref 2) to optimize the

anchoragelocationsfor eachsystemfor comfort. This
program allows the user to define a set of anchorage
locationsand a seat outline and introduce a selected
occupantshapewithin them. By finding the shortest
possible belt path across the occupant's torso the
program predicts the lie of the belt and from this
makes some judgments about the comfort of the fit
and its legal acceptability.The configurationcan then
be altered or a different size of occupantintroduccd
at an appropriateseatlocation. Although this method
only considersthe coml'ort of the belt, it has also
been found to yield good anchoragelocationsfor
dynamicperformance.Typical examplesare given in
Figure2.
Combining this information with the previously
developedCVS models,three new modelswere set up
to representthe optional designs.AII modelsconcentrated upon the restraintof a 50th percentilemale
(Hybrid II dummy) on the passenger
sideand all three
models were set up with the same fascia/bolster
stiffnesstaken from sled test experiencewith a rigid
foam buffer. An exarnpleof the System3 model is
givenin Figure3.
Each model was subjectedto three test conditions
using data from crash test experience,
to allow for
intrusionand providedeceleration
signatures.
The test
conditionswere:
.
30 mph full frontal barrier impact.
.
35 mph full frontal barrierimpact.
.
30 mph frontal impact with a 30 degree
angledbarrier.
The main questionsto be answeredwere:
r
To what degree does the complexity of
including of a lap belt in the first two
systemsenhanceperformance?
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Can satisfactory performance be achieved if
the knee bolster surface on System 3 follows
the line of the current fascia?
Does lhe presence of a lap belt on the first
two systems control lateral pelvis movement
significantly better in an angled barrier impact?

The results are summarized in Table l. All three
systems performed in a manner which worrld ttave
satisfied the FMVSS 208 injury criteria. The significant features were that System 3 produced less forward movement of the torso and lower head and chest
accclerations but that the first two systems provided
better pelvic restraint as retlected in the lower femur
loads. The lap belts did not $eem to contribute
significantly to lateral pelvic control in the angled
barrier impact.
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Closer examination of the results showed that the
energy absorbed by the fascia was not greatly different for the three systems, especially at the higher
speed where there was more intrusion. This arises
from the location of the outer lap belt anchorage of
Systems I and 2 on the door. This being a four door
car, meant that the anchorage was well forward
relative to the occupant and the belt had a nearvertical initial lie. lt could provide little rearward
restraint until the torso had moved forward enough to
make the angle shallower. The presence of retractors
directly associated with each lap belt also served to
soften their effect through wcbbing being 'spooled'
off under load.
Conversely the better torso restraint provided by
System 3 resulted from a combination of better
anchorage location and no outboard retractor.
Il. was felt that the results indicated that the knee
bolster for System 3 could follow the surface of the

current fascia provided its stiffness was
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For the reasons given above and taking into account production and co$t factors, System 3 was
chosen for Iurther development for this particular
vehicle concept. As a final check the model was re-run
with the active lap belt included. The results are
included in Tablc I and show satisfactory performance with femur loads reduced but torso and head
results slightly worse.

Hardware Development
The design criteria for the restraint system components were established from the computer studies and
the sled tests. They were a maximum seat pan
deflection of 30 mm for a distributed load of l0 kN,
and an energy absorption for the bolster of 300 J/leg
within a maximum femur load of l0 kN.
A distributed load of l0kN was applicd over the
anti-submarining pan of a previously developed finite
element (f.e.) model of the seat. The magnitude of
this load was obtained from occupant modelling of
frontal barrier tests.
This exercise confirmed that the seat design was
acceptable, in that the deflection due to the load
applied by the occupant was within predefined limits
(30mm) and caused no structural failure (see Figure
4).
The knee bolsters and their support system were to
be constructed from spot welded sheet steel, and
designed so that they would fit into the standard
fascia moulding (seeFigure 5).
The design philosophy was that the bolsters would
deform on impact, but that the support system and
fascia would remain relatively intact.
Finite elernent rnodels of the knee bolsters were
analysedin isolation from the rest of the system using
the ABAQUS program. This allowed the effect of

Flgure4. Flnlteelementseat model

varing bolster dimensions, material gauges and types
to be assessed,prior to the manufacture of prototypes. The design criteria wafi to achieve a target
energy absorption within a predefined intrusion of the
occupant knee into the bolster (see Figure 6).
Prototype bolsters were then built and tested statically to compare thcir load/deflection characteristics
with those of the model. Subsequentlythe prototype
bolsters were modified using the data gathered lrom
the analyses, and re-tested until the design target had
been satisfied.
Attention was now turned to the bolster support
rail. This had to provide support for the bolsters and
fit to the standard fascia 'A' po$t mountings. A
prototype $ystem had already been manufactured, but
f.e. analysis showed that this was unlikely to support
the irnpact loads.
The f .e. model was then reinforced and local
stiffnesses(obtained from a NVH Department f.e.
facia modcl) were added. An analysis ol' thc rcinforced design gave favourable results, so a prototype
was modil'ied and assembledinto a l'asciaalong with
the knee bolsters for further testing.
These tests were conducted using the in-house sled
rig facility. Wooden knee forms mounted on a trolley
were fired into the trolsters with the velocity and
kinetic en€rgy determined fronr film and CVS analyses. Individual Ioad cells measured the loads which
would be transferred to the occupant's femurs, and
these were below the design criterion ol' l0kN (see
Figure 7).

Development SIed Tests

:

To check pcrformancc, practical tests were carried
out using dummies and a prototype system mounted
on a Hyge sled. The bolster system and fascia were
mounted to a stiff frarne via brackets t'abricated out
of sheet steel. This allowcd flcxibilitv of mountine of

Figure5. Flnlteelementfa$cia& bolstersystem model
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similar order to that expectedon a vehicle.However,
it was recognizedthat this could not representa full
crash test condition, as it omitted the components
contained in the fascia and the dynamic intrusion
which would be expectedto affect bolster performance. A steeringwheel and column were incorporated onto the frame at their working position. To
load the bolster sy$tcm correctly both driver and
passenger
were testedat the sametirne.
Two testswere carried out and Figure 8 showsthe
configuration of the first which simulateda 30 mph
impact. For the seconda 35 mph impact pulse was
used and the seats were moved forward to give a
rough representationof intrusion at the higher speed.
The resultsgiven in Table 2, are all within acceptfiguresare very clsseto the
able limits. The passenger
findingsof the initial computerstudies,althoughthe
bolstersystemis softer than the original foam buffer.
The driver resultsshow good restraint with the head
$triking the steeringwheel lightly only at the higher
speed.The performanceof tlre bolstcrsfollowcd that
of the componenttests. The overall conclusionwas
that the effectivenessof the systemwas confirmed.

Flgure8. Sled test contiguration

Final Verification
The final test of the restraintsystemwas carriedout
in a vehicle30 mph frontal barrier impact to FVMSS
208 conditions.The resultsare given in Table 3. Both
driver and passengerresultsall lie well within acceptable limits. The passengerhead and chest resultsare
very close to those from the sled test. The femur
resultsindicatethat the intrusion of the fasciaand the
hardwarewithin it havc made the bolster stiffer.
The driver dummy results show mild contact with
the steeringwheeland the higher femur loadsindicate
that the movementof the column and local hardware
has affectedthe bolsterstiffness.
Table 2.
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Figure 9 and Table 3 show that the predictionsof
the original computerCVS model give good correlation with the resultsof the crashtest.
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Discussion
This paper has illustrated how a combination of
computer analysis and practical testing has enabled an
effective passiverestraint system to be evolved within
a limited time frarne. This has been achieved by
making use of the attributes of computer modelling to
select a system, define its requirements and apply this
data in the development of components. Practical
testing was guided by the experiencegained from the
analyses and used to co-ordinate the parts into a
working system. The effectiveness of this system has
been confirmed in a tull vehicle crash test.
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Using ComputerAnalysisTechniquesin DesigningSaferSteeringWheels
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Austin Rover Group Ltd.,
United Kingdom

Victim Simulations can predict the nature of potential
head/wheel impacts and rely upon design data to
repre$entthe wheel correctly.
Headform pendulum impacts are used to determine the stiffness characteristics of existing steering
wheels.

Abstract

By using a non-linear, finite element model, of a
steering wheel, it is possible to predict its performance
under pendulum impact conditions. TIte operation of
crash victim simulation with this computerized finite
element analysis allows an acceptable design to be
developed prior to prototype construction. The technique allows material, construction atrd n'rassdetails
to be varied in this process and can also be used to
assessother properties such as strength and NVH.

There is a world-wide increasein the wearingof
seat belts, brought about by laws regulating their
designand use. With the improved safetythis brings,
thereis also a changein the patternol injurieswhich
arise,in particular, from the steeringsystem.
The wearingof a seatbelt changesthe most likely
injury site from chestto head and both researchand
proposedlegislationrecognizethis fact (Ref l).
designtechAustin Rover uses computer-aided
niquesextensivelyin the designof its vehicles.Crash

One proposed form of legislative test adopts a
pendulum impact but including a measure of impact
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pressure.Work on the finite element modelling of
pendulum impacts with steeringwheelsis continuing
so that this featurecan also be simulatcd.

Introduction
A world-wide increase in the wearing of seatbelts,
brought about by laws regulating their design and use,
has meant a change in injury patterns. This is
particularly so lbr the driver, whose interaction with
the steering systern is now rnore likely to cause injury
to the head than to the chest. Both research and
proposed legislation recognize this fact (ref l).
The flollowing factors influence the severity of
injury to thc driver:
.
,
r
r
r

Degree of intrusion of column and wheel
into the occupant compartment
Head trajectory dependant upon the restraint
system
The characteristics of local padding at wheel
rim and hub
The structural collapse of the steering wheel

This paper concentratesupon methods relating to
the last of theseancl how they can be combinedwith
the occupantstrajectory to predict likely injury patterns.
Austin Rover usesCAD techniquesextensivelyin
the design process.Figure lA illustrateshow Crash
Victim Simnlation (CVS) is usecJin appraisingthe
driver's restraint system and the effects of steering
wheel design. The tirst part, of this paper illustrates
the devclopment
of this process.
The CalspanCVS program (Ref 2) is used in a
modified form by Austin Rover for the analysisand
developmentof restraint systenls.Other analysis
methodsconcentrateupon the structureof the vehicle
and from theseand practicaltests,information on the
crashenvironmentis taken fbr the CVS models.
The steering system can be allowed to move
within the CVS modcl but is usuallyplacedin its final
position becauseit has largely come to rest before the
occupantintcractswith it. However, it is essentialto
have an adequaterepresentationof the steeringwheel
structure in order to predict the potential risk of
occupantinjrrry for eachdesign.
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Figure 1. Current (A) and modified (B) deslgn process
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ComponentImpact Tests
Initial steering wheel collapse data was obtained
from a series of pendulum impact tests. Three types
of wheel were used (seefigure l0):
r

I two spoke A-frarne wheel with semi-rigid,
skinned loam covering.
A three spoke wheel with semi-rigid, skinned
foam covering (style l).
A three spoke wheel with soft, skinned foam
covering (style 2).

.

Three important impact locations at which head and
chest impacts could occur were selected as follows
(See Fig 2):
l)
2)
3)

Centre of upper rim
Centre of lower rim
Hub impact at 60 degrees

The steering wheels were attached to a steering
column held rigidly by a rig with the column axis
horizontal. The pendulum consisted of a hard rigid
sphericalheadforur of equivalent mass 6.8Kg attached
to an arm of length 1.5M.
The pendulum impact speed, corresponding to the
highest hcad irnpact velocitiesseen in crash tests, was
9l/l/5. The hollow hcadlbrm contained an accelerometer mounted at the centre of mass.
Fig 3 shows the pendulum test rig setup for impact
on the upper rim (location l). Impacts on lower rim
(location 2) were similar except that the steeringwheel
was rotated 180 degreesaxially.
The headform trajectory was inverted when compared to that of an occupant's head in an accident.
This was becauseof the expected rim deflection at the
chosen impact speed. The morc correct trajectory
would have led to the pendulurn arm striking the hub.
However, initial tests on the upper rim were unsatisfactory with the sphericalheadform due to the large
deflectionsand consequentrideover (Fig 4a). To avoid
this, for the upper rim impacts only the hcadform was
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Figure 3
replaced by a semicylindrical impacror (fig 4b). However, at the extremes of travel thc rim was put into
tension causing unrepresentativehigh accelerations.
Further tests will include lower speed headfornr tests
with the correct trajectory (fie 4c).

CVS Steering Wheel Model
The resultsfrom the pendulumtestswere used to
develop simple CVS simulations to act as preprocessorsfor full CVS models. These simulations
treated upper and lower rims as separate tnasses
jointed at the outer spokelocationsabout which the
wheelrims were observedto bend (seeFigure 5). The
joint characteristicsused were a constant friction
torquc representative
of a plastic hingc togetherwith
someviscousclamping.
lnitial valuesfor joint torqueswereestimatedI'rom
the test results. By running this model severaltimes
and adjusting values it was possibleto evolve a
representation
of the wheel which gave comparable
resultsto the tests.The aim was to achievea closefit
peak and a good balanceof
to the initial acceleration
subsequentavcrageforce and total deflection.
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Figure 6 shows accelerationtraces from test and
simulation for an impact with the upper rim of the
A-frame wheel. The simulation results show a good
correlationof initial peak followed by an acceptably
closc pattern of acceleration.The high test accelerations later in the impact are a resultof the impactor
tensioningthe rim as describedearlier.
tracesfrom test
Figure 7 shows force-displacement
with
lower
rim of the
the
and simulationof an impact
good.
Thc
is
correlation
3 spokestyle2 wheel.
Full CVS Model
The 3 spoke style 2 steeringwheel representation
derived from the simple pendulum simulation model
was inserted into a full Crash Victim Simulation
model. Includedwithin this was the pendulumimpact
stiffness for possiblehub contacts. Local rim compressionstiffnesswas also includedby combiningdata
from a low speedpendulumimpact of the rim against
a rigid surface, and the stil'fnessof the material
coveringthe dummy head.
Allowance for pre-alignmentof the upper rim due
to chestcontact with the lower rim, was made using
pendulumtest data. ln the future it may be possible
to create a more complicated representationwhich

.A' FRAMEVHEEI
UPPERFiIN4
COLLAPSE

automatically takes this into account. Figure 8 shows
the full CVS model format.
This model was validated against crash tests and
correlation was good. Typical head acceleration results obtained from the model are shown in Figure 9.

Alternativesto Practical Testing
It was realizedthat the limiting factor in the above
processfor steeringwheel design appraisal was the
need for practicaltesting of an actual steeringwheel
(seefigure lA). Clearlythis limits the opportunitiesto
effect changesin the design as a result of the CVS
modelling becausethe creation of wheelsfor testing
takes a significant period of time. Replacing the
testing by an analytical techniquewould shorten the
main design loop considerably(see figure lB). This
would mean that the loop could be traversedseveral
times and allow alternativesto be consideredbefbre
the designwas committed to prototype manufacture.
For this reason the Finite Element method was
considered.
The benefits of applying the linear finite element
(FE) techniqueare well proven and expoundedeven
for very complexstructuresand loadings.However,a
pendulumimpact causeslarge displacements
and non-
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Figure 8. Full CVS model

Flgure 10. Steering wheel types tesred

linear material responses.Application of the nonlinear FE techniquehas to be done with care especially for complexshapes.Non-lineardynamicimpact
modellingin particularis not easybut it was fclt that
the steeringwheelwould easilylend itself to suchan
analysisas it is of a regularshapeand form.
Application of the techniqueat an early stagein the
designprocessnot only enablesdata suitablefor CVS
to be obtained,but also highlightsany poor aspectsof
the designin generala$ the model may also be used
for generaldesign analysissuch as NVH prediction
(wheel'shake').

To provide an initial check of the model, static
bending tests, on an A-frame wheel, were carried out
loading the structure well into the plastic region.
Although exact material data could not be obtained
the general form of the models behaviour was good
(see figure I l). The load discrepancy ar high del'lections of the upper rim arose because the model took
no account of any $tructural effect of the foam
covering presenton the test $ample.
The pendulum impact tests were modelled assuming
an impactor with a linear motion normal to the plane
of the rim. This was taken as acceptablefor the initial
period of the impact up to a detlection of l50mm. No
account was taken of the foarn other than its mass.
The graphs for the acceleration of the impactor
compare well with the experimental data for the
impact period of interest for both the A-frame and
the three-spoke,style I wheels (figs 12, 13 & l4).
It was observed during trial runs of these models
that the mass of the rim had a considerable effect on
the acceleration of the impactor. To investigate this
effect a model was colstructed using a tube of
equivalent stiffness to the standard rim bar, this
reduced the mass of the rim by 50 percent. The effect
of this on dynamic impact performance was to reduce

Finite Element Steering Wheel Model
All three types of steeringwheel shown in fig l0
were modelled. The main constructionof all the
wheels is similar and comprisesa solid bar rim
armature,with solid bar spokesweldedto it and a
centraldiecasthub. In eachcasethe wholeassembly
is
coveredwith a self skinningfoam.
The finite elementmodel that was usedcompriseda
seriesof beamelementsrepresenting
the armatureand
representing
spokes,and relativelystil'l'beamelements
thc hub.
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Flgure13
the initial peak accelcrationby 50 percent.Other runs
indicatedthat reduction of the rim mass is considerably more effectivethan altering its bendingstiffness.
The results for the impactor accelerationon the
three-spokewheelstyle 2 do not compareso well (fig
l5). The reasonfor this is the comparativelythick

layer of 'soft feel' foam on this wheel, whereas on the
other two wheels it was a comparatively thin layer of
hard foam. Thus for this wheel the foam provides a
significant amount of energy absorption and impact
cushioning. This was confirmed by testing an uncovered armature which gave closer results to the corresponding simulation (fig 15).
It would be possible to represent the foam as solid
elements but this would complicate the model. In
order to keep the model simple, it was attempted to
represent the foam as a spring-damper system. The
results obtained were disappointing, and so it would
seem necessaryto model the foam by a more complex
spring-damper system or by a finite element mesh.
The model will inevitably become morc complex, as it
is adapted to represent the 'soft face' impactor test$
envisagedto simulate potential lacial injury.

Summary
Austin Rover has used Crash Victim Simulation
methods to predict the likely nature of contact and
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Figure 15. Three spoke (style 2) results
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potential injury from the steering system of a vehicle.
To enable this, data has been obtained from pendulum impact tests on steering wheels and a satisfactory
representationcreated on a simple, pre-processorCVS
model. This then forms part of the lull CVS model
used to appraise the design in a vehicle impact.
However the time required for prototypes to be
created and tested limits the advantagesof using the
CVS technique.
With the application of the nonlinear FE technique
suitable data can be obtained at an early stage in the
dcsign process, before any wheels arc availablc. The
main design loop can then rely entirely upon analytical methods for the evolution of the design features.
As such, it can be invokecl repeatedlyover a relatively
short period of time. A further advantage to be

explored is that the same FE model can also be used
to investigateother design parameters such as static
strength and NVH performance.
Some types of foam covering have a significant
effect on impact performance, and it will be necessary
to model the foam completely in the FE model. This
is especially important for extending the rnodel to
predict performance in the 'soft face' impactor tesfs.
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Facial Injury Occurrencein Traffic Accidents and lts Detection by a Load Sensing
Face
Stefan Nilsson,
Ingrid Planath,
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Sweden

Abstract
Head and facial injuries are becoming less frequent
and less severe in modern clay cars. Volvo has
conducted accident researchwith respect to frequency,
location and severity. Comparisons between belted
drivers and front seat passengers are made. Only
about 6 percent of the passengersthat sustainedsome
kind of injury had a facial injury. The corresponding
figure for the driver was l0 percent. With respect to
fracture and contusion, the following facial areas
emerged as the most often injured: nasal region,
forehead and mandible.
The fracture ancl contusion type injuries can be
detected by using a new load sensing face with piezo
electric sensors.This face was subjectedto some P572
calibration tests with results similar to those obtained
with a standard Hybrid lI head. The face was
mounted on a Hybrid II dummy and subjectedto sled
testing. The kinematics were not affected by the
umbilical cables etc. Consequently, the face can be
used in norrnal testing without significantly affecting
other measured safety parameters such as the HIC.
Also, for future biomechanical research to establi$h
injury criteria, the load sensing face promises to be a
helpful tool.

severity of injuries in the face are increasing. In fact,
they are both decreasing as a consequence of improved restraint systerns,improved car interior design,
the increasing number of seat belt wearers, etc.
However, it has not been possibleto totally eliminate
lacial injuries. The proportion of the less severe
itrjuries in the facial area is therefore growing, which
must be accountedlor by new test methods in product
safety development.
Head injuries have traditionally been divided into
two different groups depending on the injury mechanism, i.e. accelerationand pressure induced trauma,
figure l.
Hitherto, most safety research has concentrated on
the severehead injuries. These could be detected by
means of acceleration Ievels measured at the center of
gravity of thc head. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
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Introduction
Facial injuries are becoming more important in car
safety design. This does not mean that the number or

Figure 1. Iniury mechanisms
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Standard FMVSS) 208 utilizes this method(1,2,3,4
and 5). Another method usedis the rotational acceleration measurement.
The lessseverehead injuries, for examplefractures
of tlifferent facial bones,have until recentlynot been
possible to measure. Here, the force or pressure
applied must be evaluated. Various attempts have
beenmade; deformablefoam systemsand strain gage
force transducer$are only two of severalmethods(6,7
and 8). However,thesemethodshave proved insufficient.
A toad sensingface that utilizes thin piezoelectric
pressuresensitivefilms was developedand presented
by Volvo in 1986(9),figure2. The dummy facial area
is coveredby 52 of thesesensors,eachmeasuringthe
force applied to the different facial segments.An
on-boarddata acquisitionsystemstoresthe data from
all sensors.Atter the test, a host computerretrieves
the data and presentsthe force-time historiesfrom
each individual sensor.The load sensingface can be
used to associatethe applied force with facial bone
fracturesand othcr connectedinjuries such as contusions.
This paper presentsthe load sensingface and two
studiesthat werecarried out in parallel.The l'irst part
of the paper deals with the Volvo accidentmaterial
and the information we have obtained from in-depth

accidentstudies.Laboratory use of the load sensing
face, including calibrationand some dynamictesting,
is discussed
in the secondpart.

AccidentKnowledge
An accidentstudy was made to try to answerthe
following questionsregardingfacial injuries:
.

what is the proportion of severeto moderate
inj urics?
which facial regionsare most often injured?
is there a difference between driver and
passenger?

r
r

The studiedsamplewas selectedfrom a databaseof
accidentmaterial, sampledaccordingto a cost repair
criterion(10),i.e. tow-awayaccidents.ln the material
both injured and uninjuredpersons,altogether15,000
occupants,are represented.The sample mainly contains belted occupantri.The unbeltedfrontseatdrivers
and passengers
only add up to 6-7 percent.A statistically significantconclusionis thus not possibleto
draw from this unbeltedgroup. The impact direction
chosento study is frontal to oblique/frontal (l I to I
o'clock). The structureof the material chosenfor the
accidentstudy is shown in Appendix l.
Driver Accident Analysis
Volvo's analysis showed that approximately l0
percent of the belted drivers that were injured in
frontal to obliquc,/frontalaccidentssustainedinjuries
in the facial area.
In order to obtain a proportional asses$ment
of
driver facial injurics, the sevcrityof the injurieswas
assignedto an appropriatelevel in the Abbreviated
lnjury Scale(AIS). The result is shown in table L
It can be noted that the majority of the facial
injuries was coded AIS I and to someextent by AIS
2.
The driver facial injuries were then studied to
establishwhich region had been injured. The injuries
were divided into groups; laceration,abrasion,contusion, fracture and others. Wc found that the less
severelacerationsdominatedthe number of injuries.
The most complicatedof theseinjuries, the fractures
and the contusions,are presentedfrom a severity,a
Tsble 1. FacialInlury proportlonof belted iniureddriv'
ers and passengers.
P r o p o r t i o n( g )

AIS

Driver
1
3
4
5
6
Totdl

Figure2. The load sensinglace
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locational,and a proportionalpoint of viewin figure
3.
PnssengerAccident Analysis
Investigation of passengerstatistics shows that less
than 6 percent of the belted passengers injured in
frontal to oblique/frontal accidentssustainedinjuries
in the facial arca.
Table I shows that the facial injuries of the
passengersdid not exceed the AIS level of 3 at all,
and only 4 percent of them exceededAIS 2.
An investigation to study facial regional differences,
corrcsponding to the driver study, was performed. lt
showed that also among the passengers,the less severe
lacerations were dominating. Fractures occurred in
even fewer cases than among the drivers. Figure 4
shows the distribution of the contusion$and fractures.

Comparison Driver flnd Pfls$enger
Compared with the drivers, the front seat passengers sustained less frequent and less severe injuries.
This can be explained by the absence of a steering
wheel, and thus a longer availatrle deceleration distance for the passengcr.
While the steeringwheel can be said to be the main
impact area for the driver, the instrument panel is the
region most frequently hit by the passenger. This
probably explains the reversed ranking between the
frontal and thc nasal area for driver and passenger
respectively.
Injuries lower down the face. such as the mandible
area, are as frequent among the passengersas among
the drivers regarding the percentage. Counted by
numbers, howevcr, these injuries occur as rather
unusual for the passengercategory. This is probably
due to a lesserlikelihood of any impact at all because
of the limited vertical extension of the instrument
panel compared with that of the steering wheel.

Injury Coding
The analysis reveatedthat the majority of facial
injuries is coded by the lowesr AIS levels. Some
exarnplesof injury coding for different AIS levelsare
as follows:AIS I is ascribedto a fracturedtooth, a
smaller hemathomain the forehead etc. The facial
injuries coded AIS 2 include a lracrure through the
nasal bone without displacement.Mandible fractures
are codedAIS l-2. Bilateral fracturesof the zygomatic bones or the maxillary bone in accordancewith
Lefort III are injuries which can havean AIS value of
3.
The AIS scale(ll) is mainly a meansof estimating
the threat to life risk. The AIS in its presenrform,
however, does not adequatelymeasurethe level of
disabilityor the actualharm sustainedby the individual. A disabilityscalethat would complement
the AIS
and provide the link betweeninjury assessment
and
societalcostsis bcingpursued.
Injury Detection
Two of the injury typesdescribedabove,laceration
and abrasion,can be detectedusing chamoisskin.
Lacerationsof the skin coveringthe dummy fhce are
judged with respectto the number of lacerations,
depth and length. The outcomeof this is a figure
which should correspond to an actual laceration
pattern in real life. The other two injury types,
contusionand fracture, can be measuredby the load
sensingface.

Injury Thresholds
The various areas of the face are significantly
different with respect to anatomical design, strength
of the facial bone and the overlying solt tissue.
Combined, this presents a complicated problem, i.e.
the injury thresholds differ substantially. The thresholds are also dependent upon how the force is
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applied. One should take into account both the
impacted surface characteristics, as well as the impact
direc{ion, the specific pressureand the duration of the
force subjected to the face.
The effect of the impact speed has not been fully
examined. most biomechanical researchershave used
impact speedstypically below l0 m,/s. The reported
research has also concentrated on impacts on various
facial bones, but the effects from an overall pressure
has seldom been studied. The impacted surfaces have
mostly been of a rigid, sharp design that is not
representativeof steering wheels, instrument panels or
other interior parts of today's cars.
Researchby Nahum (12), Schneider (13), Tarriere
(14) and others have provided us with injury thresholds for different facial segments. Howcver, these
values are not correlated to a pres$ure or force
registeredby some kind of recorder, such as a dummy
head, used for measuring car interior impacts during
crash testing. We believe that the load sensing face is
an excellent tool to evaluate injury thresholds and that
it can find extensive use in future biomechanical
research.This correlation between biomechanicaldata
and measured parameters such as force or pressure to
the facial segments,is necessaryto make it possible to
understand how to further improve the interior safety
desien.

LaboratoryExperienceWith the Load
SensingFace
The prototype load sensing face is derived from a
Hybrict II head(9). The attachments of the piezoelectric pre$sure sensitive sensors, thc r-rmbilicalcables
etc, were all chosen not to significantly changc the
characteristics of the head. In order to evaluate the
possible clifferencesbetween the load sensing face and
the standard Hybrid II head, it was subjected to
various tests.

Calibration flnd Validation
The FMVSS 208 P572.6 and P572.7procedures

Table2. Headdrop tests.
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upward. This can be considered an acceptable change
of the c.o.g.
The Polar Moment of Inertia. The polar moment of
inertia of the head with skin cover was also measured
to check the mass properties. For the lateral y-axis the
polar moment was measured to be Iy : 0.0243 kg
m2. Published values for an avcrage ly of 0.0233 kg
m2(15) for cadavers indicate that the load sensing face
has good inertial equivaleuce.
Head Drop Tests. Matched head drop tests were
perfbrmed with the load sensing face and a standard
Hybrid II head as a reference. Both heads used the
same PVC skin to be able to compare only the skulls
themselves. Three tests were made with each head.
The rcsults are summarizedin table 2.
As can be seen from table 2, the load sensing l-ace
meets the requirements except for the resultant acceleration in two tests, where the values are slightly over
the specified range. However, since the standard
Hybrid lI head we used exceededthe limit in all three
tests, the load sensing face can be regarded as fairly
close to the requirements.Also, with some allowable
modifications of the skin-skull friction coefficient,
this would probably move the measurementsinto the
desirablerange.
Neck Pendulum Test. Neck pendulum tests were
performed with the load sensing face and a standard
Hybrid II head. The neck and the PVC skin were the

were used as a basis for studying the suitability of the
load sensing face as a terit in$trument.
-fhe
mass of the prototype head including skin
Massand a 3 axis accelerometeris 4.93 kg. This can be
compared with the 4.54 + - 0.04 kg that a $tandard
Hybrid II head weighs. The excessof the load sensing
face, 0.39 kg, can be lowered in future head designs
by using other, lighter materials and thus bringing the
weight within acceptable levels.

F IE Z O ELECTRI(]
FILTI

Center of Gravity. The electrical cable from each
sen$oris lead to a junction box positioned in the skull
cavity shown in figure 5. This slightly alters the center
of gravity for the head. The c.o.g. in the horizontalvertical plane is moved 9 mm forward and l2 mm
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Figure 5. Schematic view; the load sensing face
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puted. The correctionsare due to zero offset, charge
Ieakageand scale factors. After calculationthey are
storedin a file of individualsetsof calibrationfactors
for each sen$orto be used later for evaluation of
impactdata(9).
DynamicTesting.The aim of the first test runs was to
providcanswersto the followingquestions:
r

Rtqu i rements
Nnr- 755

6l

12/.U-1!t.4

r
same for both heads, only the skulls were shifted.
Both neck and PVC skin were new and had not been
used in earlier tests. Three tests were performed with
each head. The results are surnnlarized in table 3.
Table 3 shows that the load sensingface meets the
requirelrrentsconcerning maximum rotation and maximum chordal displacement. The resultant acceleration
shows higher values than are required, but these
values are even higher for a Standard Hybrid II head.
The requirements will possibly be met for both
dummies if the neck is changed.
The higher values ol the chordat displacement for
the load sensing face will allow the straight line
motion of the head's center of gravity relative to its
initial point to be longer than for the Hybrid II head.
Thus, when interpreting the results ol'a test, it should
be born in mind that the degreeof severitywill appear
somewhat higher for the load sensing face in its
present form than for the Standard Hybrid II.
Temperature Sensitivitl, The load sensing face is
designed to provide accurate readings in the 22 + - I I
degrees Centigrade temperature interval. Since the
FMVSS 208 requires thc stabilizedtemperatureof the
test equipment to be between 18.9 and 25.6 degrees
Centigradefbr Hybrid II testing, the face should work
well in the laboratory. This is also the case in Hybrid
III tests, where the allowed temperature is between
20.6 and 22.2 degreesCentigrade.

,

what are the effectson the dummy kinematics due to the umbilical cables attachedto
the dummYhead?
how does the onhoard MDAS (Modular
Data AcquisitionSystcm),designedto withstand high g-levels,function during the crash
sirnulation?

A Volvo car body, from the 700 series, was
mounted onto the sled. A Hybrid II dummy,
equippedwith the load sensingface, was positionedin
position. It was restrainedby a three
the passenger
point belt. The sled was then subjectedto a simulated
30 mph barrier crash.High speedfilms were usedto
check the dummy trajcctory. The umbilical cables
were routed out of the back of the dumrny skull
(figure 7). The connectionsto the multipin jacks
inside the skull cavity were securedby means of a
steelplate that was l'astenedby two bolts. Enough
slackin the cableswas providedto ensurethat these
did not limit the movementof the dummy. An extra
amount of cableswas positionedbehind the back of
the dummy to allow for upper torso displacement
duringthe crashevent.
Pre-test preparation also included examination of
the MDAS box to establishwhat precautionswere
necessaryin order to prevent any damage resulting
from high g-levels.The power supply unit, which is

Testing
In future routinely performedcrashtestingone cen
distinguishat least three different ways of using the
load sensingfacer barrier crash testing, sled testing
and component testing. The outcome from two of
thesetest methods,the sled and the drop test, will be
discussed
below.
SensorCalibration. Before testing,the face has to be
calibrated.This is performed inside a hydro dynamic
chamber.The face is protectedby a rubber boot and
placedinsidethe chamber.All sensorsand a reference
strain gage are subjectedsimultaneouslyto a steep
pressurepulse, suppliedby inert gas. The data acquisition systemcompareseachindividual sensorwith the
referencepressureand correction factors are com-

Flgure 6. Prs test; sled teeting
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the heaviest part of the MDAS box. was secured
inside the MDAS shell by means of sheet metal
support and rubber padding. l'he MDAS unit was
dismounted after the two tests and checked for any
damage.
The MDAS box itself was positioned in the longitudinal direction of the car in order to have thc lowcst
possible strain to the MDAS internal electronics.The
box was attached to the f'loor by means of rubber
cylinders (figure 8). The whole unit was mounted in
an area behind the front $eat.
Sled Test Evaluation. Tests were made with a dummy
complete with the load sensing I'ace and its cables. A
series with a standard Hybrid II head was also
performed for comparative reasons.
Although few tests were made, it seems that no
major difference in dummy trajectory at the c.o.g. of
the head will appear. This will be further studied in
future sled testing.
For future applications the cables from the load
sensing face will be improvcd in the following ways:
'

r
r

the thickness and stiffness of the cables can
be reduced to some extent
the cables will be routed out of the base of
the skull to be parallel to thc vertical axis of
fhe neck

Both countcrmeasures will even further lessen the
resulting clfect from the cables. Then the acceleration
signal f'rom the center of gravity of the head will not

Flgure 7. Cable attachments; back plate removed

6r8

Figure 8. MDAS protection box
be affected, which means that the HIC calculation can
be compared with tests utilizing a standarcl Hybrid II
dummy head.
The MDAS box sustained sorne damage in the latter
part of the test series. To avoid this, and also to be
able to run tests at higher speeds, the g-force resistance preparation has to be improved.
Thc load scnsing face can also be used in component testing in a drop test device, figure 9.
This method is applicable when testing steering
wheels, instrument panels or other interior components. It enables the test enginccr to have a simple
and inexpensivemethod to makc a coarse evaluation
of the safety performance.

Figure L Component testing; impact against steering
wheel
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Hybrid III Prototype
In the first protorype of the load sensing face 52
sen$ors covered the facial region. Thcse sensors were
mounted rather uniformly over the dummy face.
From preliminary testing with the head form we
have found that the number of sensors,52, involves
unnece$sarylong computer time and that after testing,
the time for analysis by the test engineer has increased. To be able to use the load sensing face in
routine testing, the number of sensors should be
decreased. This, however, must be reached without
Iosing the detailed picture of the sustained facial
violence.
From our accident $urvey, we know that four facial
areas are of special interest: the nasal region, the
forehead, the maxilla and the mandible. A new sensor
configuration should at least cover these areas.
A Hybrid III prototype with only half of the
number of sensorsused in the previous prototype has
therefore been designed. The new $ensor location is
based on the principle that neighbouring areas with
equal resistanceto impact and with silnilar curvature
can be covered by the same sensor.
The conclusions above are derived from accident
statistics obtained mainly from frontal and oblique/
frontal impacts (l I to I o'clock). Consequently, if,
for example, side impacts were to be studied, the
sensor location would probably be somewhat different. If the face is to be used in side impact testing, the
temple region should be covered with sensors to a
greater cxtent.

Future Development
The load sensing face is currently undergoing further testing.
The hardware equipment, such as the MDAS unit
and the umbilical cables will be further improved. The
aim is to withstand higher g-forces and also to limit
the effect on dummy movement.
Computer software will be developed in order to
make the facial lorces easy to survey.
An attempt will be made to simulate the nose and
the structure underlying it. This could be obtained by
using a frangible insert for one-tirne use only which
can be changedwithout removing flesh and head from
the dummy.

some sort of body injury, only l0 percent of the
drivers and 6 percent of the passengerssustained a
facial injury. Of the facial injuries the majority was
coded AIS l-2. Some small differenc€s were seen
between the driver and the passenger, both with
respect to injury frequency as well as to facial
location.
The face can be used in both crash and sled testing
with complete dummies as well as in component
testing. Calibration tests of the head, including droptest, mass properties, etc., together with some limited
dynamic sled testing indicates that the load sensing
face does not particularly alter the Hybrid II head
characteristics. The extra equipment-umbilical canot significantly affect the dummy
bles, etc.-do
kinematics.
For futurcr biomcchanical research to establish injury criteria the load sensing face promises to be an
excellent tool. Correlation between injuries and forces
measuredby the face is necessary,so that knowledge
can be gained to further improve interior safety
design.
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Appendix I
ACCIDENT

Flow chart, accldentsample

The Child in the Yolvo Car
Gerd Carlsson.
Jan Holmgren,
Hans Norin,
Volvo Car Corporation,
Sweden

Ahstract
The objective of this report is to describe Volvo's
development work in the field of child safety. Experience from car accidents involving children is used to
describe different modes of travel for children of
different age groups, the effectiveness of different
child restraint sy$temsand problems of misuse.
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The problems of differencesin the requirements
of child safetylegislationare discussetl.
This experiencecombinedwith experiencegained
from laboratorytestsconstitutesthe basisfor development work on child safetysystemsin Volvo cars.
Volvo's new child safety program coversall age
groups of children and needs for different ways of
travel.

Volvo Safety Design Philosophy
To Volvo, safety has always meant safe transportation in a real traffic environment. Volvo Safety
Design Philosophy can be illustrated by a circle as in
Figure l.
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rf

in-depth studies are made of between 150 and 2fi)
seriousroad accidents,in which a Volvo car was
involvedas well as a numbel of specialstuclies.
The accidentstudy material for the years1976-1986
coversapprox. 1000seriousroad accidentsin which at
least one child was an occupant of the car. The
materialinvolvesVolvo carsof the 140/160,240/260,
340/3ffi and 740/760models.
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Figure 1. Volvo salety design phllosophy
For many year$ the Volvo Traffic Accideut Research Team has been extensively engaged in investigating accidents and increasing its know-how about
the crashworthinessproperties of complete vehicles
and their various design systems, and aboLtt the
various occupant injury mechanisms.This knowledge
is used both for short-term and long-term feedback in
the development of future vehicles.
This feedback is one important source of information for establishing the $afety property requirements
of a car. These requirelnents then provide the basis
for design and developmentwork.

Traffic Accident Experience
Experiencegainedfrorrt the Volvo accidentmaterial
describedbelow gives us knowledgeof the way
children travel in cars and injury risks for different
modesof travel.

BackgroundDatn
Each year, Volvo compilesinformation on about
2,000 of the most scriousroad accidentsin Sweden
involving Volvo cars. The accidentmaterialis based
on a repair cost criterionwhere all cars of a repair
In addition,
cost of 15,000SEK or more are selected.

MODEOF TRAVEL

0-11
months

1-3
years

RH front seat-belted
RH front seat-unbelted
Outboard rear seat"belted
Outboard rear seat-unbelted
Centre rear seat-beltsd
Centre rear seat-unbelted
Child seat/lnfantseat
Boostercushion
Carrycot
Luggage compartment-unrestrained
Other modes.)-unrestrained

28
2
7

7
41
4
24
82
22
6
4
64

TOTAL

47

256

Mode of Travel
Therewere a total of 160l childreninvolvedin the
accidentmaterial.In the caseof 1463children,it is
known whetheror not they were travellingrestrained.
Only these1463children are coveredin the following
analysis.
Figure 2 below shows how children split into
different age groups have been travelling during
t976-1986.
Comments.Of the childen in the age group 0-ll
months.6 travelledin an inf'antseatand 4 in a child
seat.All seatsfacing rearwards.
28 of the childrenbetween0-ll monthstravelledin
a carrycot.The reasonfor this is that up to 1984it
was recommendedin Sweden that infants should
travel in a carrycot.ln 1984,however,infant seats
wereirttroducedin Swcdenand today-1987-approx.
9090of the infants travel in infant seats.
Sinceonly rear facing childseatsare recommended
in Swedenall excepttwo seatsin the accidentmaterial
were facing rearwards.
In figure 3 the percentageof children in different
age groups using some type of safety equipment is
shown.In this report safetyequipnrentis recognized
as infatrt seats,child seats.boostercushionsand seat
As we can seefrom figure 3, restraintuse is highest
amongst children from 0-I years (53f/o) and for
childrenfrom l-3 years(46V0).
AGE
4.6
years

7-10
years
14

10

11-14
years

15

TOTAL

51

36

I
53

I
32

4
20

136
7
156
53?
30
159
97
109
34
27
176

316

375

469

1463

1
34
108
I
42

o

46
170
13
56

69
213
5
37

E

') Othet modBsol travel includelying or standingon the rear seat, sittingon th6 lap, sitting betwBBnoccupants

Figure 2. Mode of travel for dilferent age groups during 1976-86.(Volvo accident materlel)
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Children between 4-10 years have the lowest restraint use (31r/o)while restraint use for the older
childrenis 40Y0.
However, the restraint use for children in all age
groupshas increasedrapidly from l98l and onwards,
as shownin figure 4.
As we can see from figure 4, the percentageof
restrainedchildren increasedfrom 220/oin 1976 to
7290in 1986.
The group of childrenthat accountsfor the growing
restraintuse mainly consistsof children using booster
cushionsand $eatbelts.This primarilymeanschilclren
between4-10 years, but to some extent also includes
childrenbetweenl-3 years.
The increasedrestraint use amongst children from
early 1980can be explainedby many factors.During
the beginningof 1980smany campaignswere carried
out in order to provideknowledgeof the importance
of using child safety equipment when travelling in
cars. Some years later intensive campaignsdealing
with the useof seatbelt in the rear seatstarted.
In 1984 some county councils in Swedenstarted
loaner programs of infant seats directed towards
peoplewith newborn babies.Theseloaner program$,
which today cover all of Sweden,have meant that
approx. 9090 of all infants travel in an infant seat
today. The infant seatshaveto a greatextentreplaced
the carrycotsas a way of travel for infants. In 1986a
law making rear seat belt use also compulsorycame
into force in Sweden. Though the law excluded
children under the age of 15, it has probably had an
effect on increasingpublic awarenessof the need of
being restrainedwhen travellingin cars.
Injuries to Children
Injury frequency.In this sectionthe accidentmaterial
describedabove is usedto analysethe injury risk for
restrainedand unrestrainedchildren. The injury risks
for restrained and unrestrainedchildren are corn-

% child
fiStiaint use
tr
a0
70

I
El
E
il

pared.Furthermore,calculationsof restrainteffective*
nessare made.
As mentionedearlier, restrainedchildren are those
who use a two,/three-point
seatbelt,a boostercushion
or a rearwardfacing child seat.Unrestrainedchildren
are those who travel in another way, except lor
children travelling in a carrycot. Thesc children
(carrycot)are excludedfrom the comparisonsin this
section.
The restraint effectiveness(e) is defined as the
injury rate reduction attributable to restraint use,
given as a percentageof the injury rate without
restraint:
injury rate, unrestrained
- injury rate restrained
e =
injury rate, unrestrained

x 100

We will first compare the injury rate for all
restrainedand all unrestrainedchildren. The injury
rates are given for three levelsof AIS. Totally there
are 528 restrained and 901 unrestrained children
between0 and 14 yearsof age.
We can see from figure 5 that there is a restraint
effectivenessat all Als-levels. A restraint effectiveness
of 5090 can be calculatedfor injuries of a severity
levelAIS 2-6.
We then divide the restraint group into three
subgroups.These subgroups are seat belt, boo$ter
cushionand childseataccordingto the previousdefinition.
From figure 6 we can see that the injury rate for
childrenusing rearward f'acingchild seatsis extremely
low comparedto other modesof travel. For children
using child seats and for children using booster
cushionsthere are no injuries more severethan AIS 3.
lnjuries more severethan AIS I for children using
child seat and booster cushiorrsare describedin the
appendix.

boostercuahion
child seEt
Eest belt
eary-cot

60

40
30
20
t0
7- 10
years

1 1. 1 4

.76

Figure3. Percentageol children in different age
groups using some type of safetyequipment
1976-1986
(Volvoaccidentmaterlal)
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Figure4. Percenlages ot children uslng restraints
from 1976to 1986(Volvoaccidentmaterial)
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Figure5. Inlury rate and restraint effectlveness at
three AIS-levels. Restrainedand unrestrained children in the age group 0-14
year$
When estimatingthe effectivenessof the different
typesof restraints,it is importantthat eachrcstrained
population(e.g. child seat user) does not dil'l'crtoo
much frorn the unrestrainedpopulationin variables
than can influencethe injury rates.
Thereis a differcncein age distributionbetweenthe
groupsof childrenpresented.
To reducethe risk of drawingfaulty conclusions
we
comparethe effectiveness
for seatbeltand for booster
cushiononly for childrenin the agesbetween3 and l0
ycars and the effectiveness
of rearward-facing
childseatin the agegroup I to 4 years.
The injury rates for all children(0-14years)(figure
5) and childrenin the agegroup 3 to l0 years(figure
7) do not differ much:
From the figures in table 7 we can calculatethe
effectiveness
in reducingAIS 2-6 injuries for seatbelts
to 58Voand for boostercushionto 63u70.
lf we comparechildren in the age group I to 4
yearsdependingon whetherthey have travelledin a
child seator travelledunrestrainedwe can calculatea
very high effectivenessfor the child seat in reducing
in
minor as well as $evereinjuries. The effectiveness
reducingAIS 2-6 injuries is about 900/0.
Among the children who used a child seat there
only one injury more severe than tninor (see case I
appendix).

Typesof injury. In figure 9 the numbersof maximum
AIS 2-6 injuries for each body region are presented
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Figure7. Injury rates lor unrestralnedchildren and
children using seat belts or boo$ter cushions in the age group 3 to 10 years.Three
AIS-levels.
for different types of restrained children and for
unrestrainecl
children.
The rnost cornmontype of injury of this severity
(AIS 2-6) for eachgroup is the headinjury.
Of the 97 children travelling in a rearward facing
child seat,therewas only one injury more severethan
minor, an AIS 2 injury to the headwhich is describcd
in the appendix(casel).
The AIS 2-6 injuries sustainedby children using a
booster cushion are describedin the appendix(cases
2-5).
For children in child seats and children using
boostercushionsnone sustainedneck or abdominal
injuriesof levelAIS 2-6. For beltedchildrenone neck
injury case was reported. This case was a severe
sideswipeaccidcnt with a heavy truck. The belted
drivcr was killed. The l2-year old beltedgirl in the
right rear seat sustaineda compressionfracturc on
one of the cervicalvertebraes(AIS 2) and a minor
bruiseon the abdomen.
From theseinjury figureswe can seethat the risk of
$evereneck and abdominalinjuries causedby belt use
is very low.

Misuse
Misuse can be defined as partial misuse or gross
misuse. Partial misuse means, for exarnple,child not
properly restrained, wrong size or age of child,
restraint too old. Cross misuse mean$ for example
incorrect mounting or no mounting ol' child restraint.
Some surveys(l)(2)have shown that a great percentage of child safety equipment is being misused.
However, the consequencesof misuse lrom the injury
point of view are relatively unknown and depend on
the type of system being used.

l,::.,
109

1.tl

3.5

A r 54 _ 6
|

90r

Figure6. lniury rate for three types ot restraints lor
children age group 0 to 14 years. Three
AIS-levels
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Child seats. According to accident data from the
USA, a correctlyused safety seat reducesthe fatality
risk by TlVo while a partially misusedseat reduces
fatality risk by aaVo[).
To obtain information on misuse in the Volvo
accidentmaterial some questionsare put concerning
mounting of the seatand restraintof the child.
In short this material showsthat most of the child
seatswere mounted correctly. In none of thesecases
was it indicated that the seat came loose from its
attachments.Only in 2 cases was the child not
properly restrainedin the seat.
This indicatesthat the misuse frequency of rearward facing child seatsis low. This is also confirmed
by the high injury-reducing effectiveness(9090 for
AIS 2-6 injuries).
Booster cushions. In the 109 cases with booster
cushions, 105 children used the booster cushion together with a lap-shoulderbelt, 4 children together
with a lap belt. In somecaseschildren useda booster
cushionwithout being restrainedin a seatbelt. These
children are consideredas unrestrainedin this report.
From the accidentmaterialit has not beenpossible
to draw any reliable conclusionsabout the mounting
of the boostercushions.
The best method of measuring the misuse of
booster cushions is probably to make on-the-road
inspectionsof the mounting of the boosters. Such
inspectionshave been made in Sweden and these
indicate that approximately4090 of all booster cushions are misusedin someway. This type of misuseis
mainly partial misuse, where the safety belt is not
properly attachedto the seatbelt guide on the cushion
(2).
Although the partial misuseof booster'cushionsis
relativelyhigh, there is a clear effectiveness
(6890)in
reducingmore severeinjuries (AIS 2-6).
However, rnore information is neededabout the
extent to which the misuse influences the injury
outcome.
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Figure 9. Inlury rate (AlS ?-6) body region vs type of
restralnt and unrestrained chlldren 0-14
years of age

Test Experience
Each year, Volvo performs about 10fi) testsin the
Crash Safety Centre. Out of thesetestsabout 80 are
fullscale tests, 400 are crash simulationson a Hyge
sled and 500 are componenttests. Both frontal, rear
end, oblique, offset and laterial collisionsare tested
and simulated.When the developmentof a new part
or an accessoryis discussed,relevant crash tests in
different cars are planned. It is mostly a questionof
crash simulations but as far as possible tests in
ordinary fullscale collisions are made. For instance,
when the new child safety programme was under
developmentalmost 300 tests were carried out in the
different Volvo cars to make sure that the child seats
would behavein a proper way accordingto our own
requirements.

Test Methods
Almost every country in the world has its own
national requirementsconcerningchild safety. This
createsproblems tbr car manufacturersand others
when developingand/or manufacturing child safety
equipmentintended for different countries.One example of this is that somecountriesdo not permit the
transport of children under a certain age in the front
seat,evenif they are properly securedin a child seat.
This means that it is difficult to manufacture a
rearwardfacing child seatas thoseseatsare normally
installedin the front seat, leaning againstthe dashboard.
In North America another problem ariseswith the
rearward facing seat. When certifying a child seat
accordingto the federalregulations,it is only permit_
ted to use a standardbench and a safety belt. It is
currently not permitted to use somethingto lean a
child seatagainst,for instancea dashboardor a front
passengerseat. Therefbre it is not possible to get
approvalfor a rearwardfacing toddler seat.
The Swedishauthorities,however, encourageboth
producers and u$ers of child safety equipment to
transport children up to approximately4 years in
rearwardfacing devices.
A European regulation, ECE 44(4\ has been
adoptedby almost all the countriesin Europe. Manufacturersof child restraintsmay choosewhetherthey
want to apply for the ECE 44 approval or the
national approvalin the relevantcountrie$.
What ECE 44 is to Europe, FMVSS 213(5)is to rhe
USA. An overall comparisonbetweenthe two requirements is made in figure 10. Some expressions
have
beenusedin that comparisonwhich may be described
as follows;
Classes
I
the integratedclass, in which the belts and
the seat are completelyintegratedwith the
child restraint
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r

the non-integratedclass, in which the adult
belt is usedto restrainthe child

Categories
I
r
r

the universalcategory,in which the deviceis
connectedto the Iower seat belt anchorages
the semi-universalcategory, in which an
extra anchor-pointis used
the specific vehicle category, in which any
type of attachmentto the car can be used.

It shouldbe noted that FMVSS 213 requiresa set
of American p572c dummies, 6 months and 3 years
old. The 6 month old dummy is uninstrumented
while
the 3 year old dummy has accelerometers
in the head
and in the chest.
ECE 44 requiresanother set of dummiescalled the
TNO-dummies,9 months,3, 6 and l0 yearsold. They
are all instrumented with an accelerometerin the
chest.
Our experienceis that there is a big difference
betweenthe two sets of dummies.The 3 year old
TNO dummy is, for instance, more sensitiveto
submariningthan is the 3 yearold p572cdummy,The
l0 yearold TNO dummy rnovesin an unrealisticway.
The chestseemsto be very stilf which togetherwith a
weak 'lumbar spine' means that the dummy has a
tendencyto slip out of the shoulderbelt very easily,
i.e. jackknifing. This problem has also been mentionedin other reports,for instancein (3).
Even though we are convinced that a rearward
facing child seatoffers a betteroverall protectionthan
does a forward facing one, we have designedthe
combinedchild seat to be used in both ways. The
reasonsfor this are:
r

.

Forward facing child seatsare generallyused
in countriesoutsideScandinavia.With this
seat, we want to give peoplean opportunity
to try the rearward facing seat as it is
"includedin the price" when they purchase
it as a forward facing seat.
To raisethe usagerate of child restraintsfor
this age-groupas the child seatis usefulfrom
infancy up to approximately4 yearsof age.

We made some sled tests in completecar bodies
with existing forward facing child seatsbefore we
work on our ncw child safety
startedthe development
prograrnrne.
The seatswereall approvedaccordingto
different regulations,for instanceECE 44, FMVSS
2 1 3a n d F .
No child seat fulfilled our own requirementsas
regardseffect in the car. For instance,submarining
occurredwith someEuropeanchild seats.With some
was so
Amcricanchild seatsthe dummy displacement
big that the head of the dummy hit the back of the

front seats. The reason why these things happened
will be discussedbelow.
One of the most important parameter$in the rnatter
of forward facing child seatsis the way the seat is
securedto the car. FMVSS/CMVSS213 requiresthat
the seat is securedto the car with the ordinary seat
belts while ECE 44 givesthe designersfree hands to
choose whether they want to use the ordinary seat
beltsor extra fittings.
It is easierto obtain good crash performancewith
two extra strapsthat are bolted at the ordinary lower
belt fixation points. This is also the most common
solution in Europe. There are two reasonsfor this:
r

r

The designerscan choosethe location of the
strapson the child seat.This is very important as the angle of the straps decideshow
swiftly the child seat is restrainedduring a
frontal impact. The more upright the angle,
the greater is the rotation of the straps
before they start to refrain the child seat.
This resultsin a longer displacement
of the
child, which means an increasingrisk of
head contactwith the interior, especiallyin
smallercars.
All cars are not equippedwith safetybeltsin
the rear seat.

ECE 44
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Use of the ordinary seat belts, as in all American
child seats, creates thc problem of the dil'ficulry in
tensioning the belt across the child and the child seat
itself. This means that it is much harder to devise a
good "force taking" angle of the lap belt. As many
child seats today are designed in accordance with the
l'ederal regulations, another problem arises, i.e. that
neither ECE 44 nor FMVSS/CMVSS 213 requires a
complete safety belt when the crash test is carried out.
These regulations do not require the use of a safety
belt with a lock and locking tongue which in turn
influence thc fitnes$ and the behaviour of the child
seat in a proper car. As not all cars arc the same, one
can flnd cars with very high locks (1.5-2 dm) as well
as cars with very low ones. The high locks may mean
that it is very difficult to install the child sear as the
lock often is very stiff. During a crash, this may result
in bending of the lock which may destroy it. Furthermore, the efficiency of the restraint may be lower
since the belt tension is reduced. This may also mean
that l.he child seat hecomes unstable during normal
driving conditions. The big advantageof sccuring the
child seat with the seat belt is of course that it is
easierto use.
As mentioned before, tests of certain European
approved tbrward facing child seats resulted in submarining problems in frontal impacts. This is a
problem that does not exist in either rearward facing
child seats or in North American forward facing seats.
The rcason why it does not occur in rearward facing
devicesis obvious. ln North American child seatsthe
reason is to be found in the design of the harnes$.
The ECE 44 regulation requires that if the child is
secured by a 5-point harness, then the crotch strap or
any other strap passing between the child's thighs
must break or disconnect from its litting at a static
load of not more than 50 N. On the other hand,
FMVSS/CMVSS 213 requires that the crotch srrap
shall be fixed and not give way under any circumstance$.The reason why ECE 44 requires a releasable
crotch strap is the beliet that the crotch strap may
result in crotch injuries. Our opinion however is that
the I'ixed crotch strap is much better as it keeps the
lap belts low down on the pelvis which mean$that the
hips will not move forward and cause injury in the
genital area.
We have mounted a high-speed camera during a
couple of tests to see what really happens in that
region. No problems occurred as the fixed crotch
strap held down the lap belts over the hips. What may
happen with the releasable crotch strap is that the
shoulder belts will pull the lap belts upwards towards
the stornach as the shoulder belts are connected with
the lap belts. This means that the risk for abdominal
injuries increases as submarining may occur. lt is,
however, possible to design a forward facing seat the
626

"Europeah way" without
the submariningproblems,
which is what we have done. We believe,however,
that the Europeansystemis ralher sensitiveto changes
in crash-pulses,
stif{'nessof the seatcushionetc. This
meansthat a "European" forward facing child seat
ought to be car-specificor semi-universalrather than
for universaluse.
This judgementis made with the North American
and the Ilritish marketsin mind as no information on
crotch injuries is availablefrom the accidentstatistics.
The British regulation permits the use of the fixed
crotchstrap.
Conventional Infant Seats
It seemsthat almost all countriesbelievein rearward facing systernsfor inl'ants. The conventional
pattern for this systemrequircs only the safety belt,
lap belt or lap/shoulderbelt to be securedin the car;
seeFigure.l l.
This is of coursevery convenientwhen installingthe
child seat in the car, br.rt the simple installation
sometimescreatessome disadvantageswhich cannot
be neglected.
r
The child seat becomesunstable,which can
causeproblems.
If an accident should occur the safety belt
will only absorb forces in one direction. This
mean$ that the infant seat will be well
rcf;trained during the beginning of a frontal
impac:I. However, the safey belt cannot prevent the infant $cat liom rotating towards
the seat back of the front/rear seat during
the rebound of a frontal impact or during a
rear end collision. This means that the infant's head will contact some part of the seat
back. Even if the seat back is mostly made
of soft material there is a chance that the

Flgure 11. A conventlonal infant seat
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child will hit some structural component$ in
the seat back, the head restraints, or, if it is
an angled collisiorr, the B-pillar. Furthermore, in a multiple collision the infant seat
can move around in the compartment iu an
uncontrolled way.
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Figure12. Sled ecceleratlonpulse. Frontalcrash simulation.
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Figure 13. The staple dlagrams show the dlfference in
iniury criterla between the lorwsrd and
rearward tacing position. A 3 year old
American p572c dummy and a 9 month old
Europeen dummy were u$ed. The 3 year
i
old dummy shows a 57o/olower H|C-value
and a 20% lower chest acceleration when
sitting faclng the rear. The 9 month old
dummy showg a 36Vo lower chest accelefa'
tion when sitting facing the rear-
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Test Results
A cornparisonof the injury criteria has beencarried
out betweenthe rearwardand forward facing installation of the combinedchild seat.Thc testswerecarried
out in a Volvo 480 car body ort a Hyge sled, with a
frontal impactat 30 mph. The crashpulseis shownin
Figure12.

Cn {sl

Htc

These disadvantageswere taken into account in the
design of the new combined infant and child seat.

DesignConcept

Volvo's Combined Infant and Child Seat
The child scat is intended i'or children weighing up
to l8 kg, i.e. in the age-group from newborns to
approx. 4 years old. lt is designedto give the child a
high crash protection in all kinds of accidents.
The seat is approved according to ECE 44, FMVSS
213 and CMVSS 213. lt is possibleto place the child
$eat in the rear seat or in the front seat, facing
rearwards and forwards. We believe. however. that all
children in this age group, as far as possible, should
be transported in rearward facing child seats.

:l

i:..

Figureta. Rearward facing front seat. tnfant and toddler po$ition. fhe child seat is placed on the passenger front

seat with it$ back leaning against the dashboard, lt can be adlueted to the desired angle by sliding the
front seat forwarde or backwards. The child seat is secured by an extra strap together wlth the
pas$enger safety belt
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Figure 15. Rearwardfacing, rear seat

i

.

The child seat is placed on the reer seat
with its back leaning against the back of
one of the front s6ats. lt can be adlusted to
the desired angle by sliding the front seat
forward$ or backwards. The chlld seat Is
eecured by an extre strap around the head
restralnt of the front seat together with the
passenger satety belt

The installation of the child seat is very easy in
both the rearward and forward facing positions.

A Half-integrated Child Seat
A new type of child seatwhich is the first step
towardsintegrated
child sal'etyhasbeendeveloped
I'or

Flgure16. Forwardfacing
The child seat is securedwlth the ordinary
seat belts ol the car, i.e, the lap/shoulder
belt or the lap belt
childrenwith a weightbetween9 and lB kg, i.e. in the
agegroup of about 9 monthsto 4 yearsof age.
The child seat is installedon the reflr of the front
passengerseat and is intended for use in the Volvo
740/760from moclelyear 1985.This meansthat it is a
car-specificchild seat which can only be approved
accordingto ECE 44.
The big advantageof the seat is that it can simply
be folded out of the way when it is not in use. This

arul,

MM

17. The half-integratedchild seat. The child is secured by the front passenger safety belt
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The most common tlpe of injury for both
restrainedand unrcstrainedchildren is the
head injury.
Severeneck and abdominal injuries caused
by booster cushion use or seat belt use are
altnost non-existentamong childrenin Volvo's accidentmaterial.
Misuse I'requencyof rearward f'acingchild
seatsis low.
Although misuseof boostercushionsis relatively high (approx. 400/o),there is a clear
effectivenessin reducing more severeinjuries.

i

I

r

Figure18. The boostercushioncan be supportedwith
a backrest.The backrestworke as a head
restraint when the child's head reaches
above the edge ot the seat back
meansthat it is possibleto transpofl 5 adults without
havingthe problcmof rernovingthe child seat.

BoosterCushian

We find from accident studies that frontal
collisions are the more frequent type$ of
collisions and are usually more severe than
rear end impacts.
This means that a rearward facing child seat offers
better protection to the child, since the crash lorces
are spread over the back, neck and head of thc child.
A further advantage with the rearward facing seat is
that the risk of submarining is almost negligible.
Volvo's accident research shows that the rearward
facing child seat has a very high injury-reducing
effectiveness-90v/ofor AIS 2-6 injuries.
Volvo's laboratory crash tests also show that although results and behaviour are good with the new
forward facing seat, they are even further improved
with the rearward facing one.
It exists many different regulations on child
safety. A harmonisation of the requirements
is necessaryto encourage car manufacturers
and others to increase the development of
"international" child
safety.
If a crotch strap is used it shall be fixed (the
North American way) and not released at a
certain force (the European way). No crotch
injuries has been lbund either in North
America or in England.

When the child has grown out of the child seat, a
boostercushiontogetherwith a lap/shoulderbelt can
be used.The boostercushionaffords greatercomfort
for youngerchildren when the seatbelt is usedand it
eliminatesthe risk of submarining.

Conclusions
r

r

r

Restraint use amongst chitdren travelling in
Volvo cars in Sweden has increased from
22Vo in 1976 to 72o/o in 1986. This is
probably a result of intensive campaigns, the
infant seat loan programme for newborn
babies, the seat belt law for adults, increased
public safety awareness.
The eft'ectivenessof all kinds of restraints
for children (child seat, booster cushion, seat
belt) is 169o for AIS l injuries, 47rlo for AIS
2-3 injuries and 6090 for AIS 4-6 injuries.
The effectivenessin reducing AIS 2-6 injurics
to children in the age group 3-10 years is
5890 for seat belts and 6390 for booster
cushions.
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Appendix
Case t (child seat)

The car was hit obliquely from behind by a truck. There was extensive
deformationof the right rear end of the car. The belted female driver (injured
AJp t) a1d two occupantswere travellingin the car. One of them was aT yeat
old boy (injuredAls 2) who travelledunbeltedin the left rear seat and the other
was a 2 year old girl who travelledin a rearwardfacingchild seat locatedin the
right front seat. The girl in the child seat was unproperlyrestrainedand was
thrown backwardsin the car. $he sustaineda facial laceration(Als 1) and
concussion(AlS 2).

Case 2 (cushion)

The car was hit in the right side by another car. The deformatlon was 2
accordingto the vDl-scale.A beltedfemaledriver was travellingin the old car
(not injured)togetherwith a 31 year old male (injuredAls p) in the left rear seat
with a ? year old girl on his lap (injuredAls 1) and a 5 year old girl in the rear
right seat using a booster cushion. she sustainedan abrasion on the left
eyebrowand on the chin (AlS 1) and concussion(AlS p), probablycaused by
interactionwith the adult rear occupant.

Case 3 (cushion)

The car skidded on a snowy road with the left side first into a big tree. The
deformationwas concenrratedto the left side behind the B-pillar(vDl 3). A
belted male driverwas travellingin the car (uninjured),togetherwith'a 3s year
old beltedfemale right front seat passenger(uninjured),a g year old girl in the
right rear seat using a booster cushion (injuredAls 1) and a E year old girl in
the left rear seat also using a booster cushion. This girl sustained minor
lacerationson the upper and lower extremitiesano a more severeconcussion
(AlS 3), probablycaused by direct head impact to the tree.

Case 4 (cushion)

Another car was overtakinga lorry and caused a severe front end offset impact
to the case vehicle. The deformationto the Volvo car was extensiveand
concentratedto the left side of the front (vDl 6). The occupantsof the car were
a befted27 yeat old female who was killed,a belted 38 year old male in the
right fronl seat (injuredAls 3), an unbelted32 year old female in the right rear
seat (injuredAls 4) and a 6 year old boy using a boostercushionin the ieft rear
seat. The boy sustaineda fracturedright forearm(Als 2) and a fracturedright
lower leg (AlS 2).

Case 5 (cushion)

The car skidded sidewaysand was hit in the right side by anothercar. The
deformationwas concentratedto the area of the right rear seat passenger(VDl
2). The occupantsof the car were a belted S0 year old female driver (injured
AIS 1), a belted 17 year otd mate front seat passenger(injuredAtS Z) dnd a 6
year old girl using a boostercushion in the right rear seat. The girl's injuries
were facial lacerations(Als 1), a severeconcussion(Als 4) and right side rib
fracturesincludinglung contusion(Als 3). The injurieswere probablydue to
head impact with the right rear window frame and chest impact witfr the car
side interior.

Modern TestingTechniquesin Motor VehicleSafetyResearchWith Regardto
Rear End Crash Properties
L.R. Van de Werve and
J.H.J. Mengelers
Volvo Car 8.V., Helmond,
The Netherlands.

Summary
Modern, Iightweight three-door vehicle concept$,
like the new Volvo 480, demand a special approach in
the development of their rear end crash properties.
With this type of car designers encounter special
issues,mainly causedby the limited permissibledeformation area in respect of the interior compartmcnt,
630

the fuel tank
the spare wheel and other
components.
In order to develop the Volvo 480 efficiently from
the viewpoint of its rcar end crash behaviour, different techniques were used. Some of these techniques
are common practice in the automotive industry,
others are less usual. The latter technique.s are the
subject of this paper.

Introduction
When addressingissuesof designin the development phase of a new car, the dcsign engineerwill

SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS
make full use of his or her automotive experience;
data from computer simulation techniques will also be
used, like the well-known finite element method, or
modern test methods as describedin this paper.
The various computer simulation techniques(linearelastic or non-linear) have been extensivelydescribed
in severaloutstanding papers and will therclore not be
discussedfurther within the scope of this paper. An
additional reason for limiting this paper to a description of test methods is that the F.E.M. calcularions
were restricted to the linear-elasticpart of the deformation (see Fig. l). Because of the large plastic
deformations in crash tests, these calculations only
cover the initial part of the crash.
At the start of our development testing phase,
efforts concentrated lnainly on optirnizing the structural performance. lt was decidedthat the best way of
achieving this goal wa$ to set up a sequential test
programme based on the following principles:
r
r
r

Perform full-scale crash testing to obtain
referencedata.
Detail studies by component testing, both
static arrd dynamic.
Verify the results by full-scale crash testing.

Test Methods: The Approach Used by
Volvo
The complete test programme
Very carly in thc dcvelopment
of the Volvo 480 an
extensiveprogrammeof body te$tslvasscheduledwith
the objectiveof gainingmore information in lesstime
and at lower cost by usingcornponentand semi-fullscaletestsand a limitednumberof full-scalereference
tests,The completetest programrnecomprised:

The first step consisted in obtaining reference data
by a full-scale dynamic test. AII other test methods
were refercnced to this full-scale test, in particular in
order to establisha good simulation.
Fig. 2 shows the difference between straightforward
development testing and the multipath approach
adopted by Volvo in the developmentof the 480.
The main difference betwecn the two methods lies
in the amount of usable information collecteclcompared with the number of tesrfi. With the multipath
approach, using a rcduced number of full-scale crash
tests, the sarne amount of information can be collected compared with the customary system; then
again, on a detail level even more data can be
collectedfrom this reduced t$$ting using the multipath
approach.

Examples of Multipath Testing
Standard reference: full-scale crash test
The full-scaletests were conductedin accordance
with the test methoddescribed
in TP 219-02,although
different test speedswere used. The information
derived from thesetestsconcerned:

t

r
r
r
.
.
r
r

generalbody defbrmation
fuel systenlintegrity
interiorcompartmentperformance
interiortrim performance
seatbelt performance
fixation of accessories
such as audio equipment and child safetyseats
injury criteria for all occupants

The advantages
of thc mobilebarriertestaccording
to TP 219.02are:
r

Dynamic tests
(crssft tests)

Full-scale.
Semi-full-scale.
Component,
Semi-full-scale.
Quasi-static tests
(slow crrrsft tests)
Component,
Other tests not mentioned in this paper.

The high level of reprodueibilitydue to the
very simple geometricshapeof the mobile
barrier front. This tneansthat improvements
made in the design of the vehiclecan be
confirmed conclusively,whereastests with

I
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Figure 2.
Figure 1. An example of a finite element model of the

Volvo 480 body.
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ull scqle

t e st

ETC

lllustration ol conventlonal rear end crash
development testing (1.h.side) and the multipath approach adopted by Volvo (r.h.
side)
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deformable barriers. or even car-to-car fests.
may show some spread of results, especially
whcn relatively small detail solutions are
being investigated.
The severity of the impacts is quite realistic
for crash safety testing.
The simple overall crash kinematics of both
the car and the mobile barrier make highspeed filming llossible in most area$.

The disadvantagesof the mobile barrier test according to TP 2l9.OZ are also obvious:
r
r

High cost per test, since every test requires a
complete prototype.
These tests are not very realistic compared
with the actual shape of normal passetrger
cars or trucks.

The first full-scale crash test was carried out with a
complete prototype in order to establish the basic
behaviour of the chosen principles. This test was used
as reference for the subsequent tests; all other test
methods used later were checked against this full-scale
test in order to establish their validity.

Component testing
The componenttesting embracedcrash tests both
on simple components,like individual side members,
which togethermake up a
and complexassemblies
tests
completebody. Sincebendingand compression
practice
members
common
in
of simple side
are
tests
will
not
be
today's automotive industry, these
discussedhere. Of more interestare the tests perof the body.
formed on complexparts and assemblies

The rear floor
Since the rear floor of the car is one of the most
important structural parts for ellergy absorption in a
rear end crash situation, many tests were performed
on this section. The object of these tests was to
determine the possibilities of influencing the energy
absorption and deformation kinematics of this assembly. Accordingly, it was decided to isolate the rear
floor section from its structural environment in order
to establish its principal deformation mode. Both
static and dynamic crash tests were then carried out
on several rear floor sections.
The tests were carried out on a component mounted
against a fixed barrier and then either crushed (quasistatic) or crashed (dynamic). The method used to
mount the component against the fixed barrier was
found to be very important since the mountings
should not introduce any unrealistic stress concentrations in the floor section and consequently provoke
failure at unintended points.
Even if the mountings are chosen with care, one
should still be aware of their influence. The compo-
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nent part$ of the rear floor sections used in the tests
can be regarded as two box-sections (the side members) interconnected by a transverse diaphragm (the
floor). Theory(l) shows that the influence of the
mountings is of no specific importance at a distance
of approximately I to 2 timcs the height (h) ol' the
side members.
This means that, providing the mounting are chosen
with care, any deformation occurring from h to 2h
away from the mountings will not be due to the
mountings but to the actual test.
The most important requirement to be met by the
mountings is that they only restrict the movement of
the component comparable to the degree of freedom
of the component in the full-scale test situation. The
easiest way to comply with this is to select the floor
sections for the test so that the mountings coincide
with the places where no relative movemerts occur in
the plane of the cross-sectionduring the fuil-scale test.
By carclully selectingthe mounting points in this
way, it becomespossibleto weld the component to a
5 mm thick plate that can then be fastened to the
fixed barrier. The mounting orientation of the component should be in accordance with the orientation of
the component on the car during the full-scale test. If
the orientation of the cross-section plane changes
during impact, it should also be made to change
during the component test. Fortunately this can be
avoided in most cases by careful choice of the
cross-section plane. Many te$ts have shown that this
way of mounting the component is suitable for this
type of testing.
Quasi-static testing
Quasi-static testing (crush testing) is done by crushing a test sample at a very low deformation speed
(approximately l0 mm,/s overall deformation) with
prescribed displacement approach.
In crush tests the dynamic properties of the test
materials are left out of the test measurements. In
most of our te$ts the material was sheet steel, a
material that has the property of developing higher
tensile strength and yield strength at higher strain
rates.
In the actual crush process this means that, because
of the strain rate effect, the forces imposed on the
complete structure will be lower in the crush test than
in the actual crash test. Other dynamic effects-like
stress waves and inertia effects-are also left out of
the crush test protocol. However, when evaluating the
test results these phenomena should always be borne
in mind.
If the test component shows a wanted and expected
behaviour in the crush test (i.e. quasi-static), it cannot
simply be assumed that it will perform similarly in the
crash test (i.e. dynamic). Nevertheless, after many

tests

was establishedthat the actual differencem
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deformationmode betweencrashtestsand crush tests
is very small. Crush testingwas found to be a very
useful ancl relatively econornicaltool in the development of the Volvo 480.
The greatestadvantageof componentcrush testing,
however,is the ability to isolatethe componentfrom
its structural environment.This offers the tester
diverseopportuniticsof obtainiugmore inlormation
out of the component test than the information
resulting from a full-scaletest. The advantagesmay
be summarizedas follows:
r

r

.
t

.

r
'
r

.
,
r

Isolating the component from its structural
environmentshowsthe component'snatural
behaviour, and this is essentialfor its crash
performance.
lsolation of the component and the low
deformation speedmake numerousmeasurement techniquespossible,such as stitl pho(e.g.
tography,accuratestressmeasuremeut
using strain gauges),inside filming, crush
force measurements,
etc,
The low deformationspeedallows closeand
protracted observationby engineersand designers.In dynaurictestingthis is not possible: visual examinationin such testsis limited to image recording by high-speed
cameras.
As the deformationspeedis almostzero, the
te$t can be interrupted at any time without
influencing the test result. This offers the
possibility,for example,of repairingor reinforcing the componentduring the test. The
need for this may arise if parts of the
structurestart to fail prematurely.
Thesetests are relatively inexpensiveon account ol' the simple test set-up and the fact
that there is no need for high-speedmeasuring techniques.
Flexibility of executionis a favourablecharacteristicsof crush testing.It is possibleto
test four to five test samples each day,
whereas a single dynamic test may take
severaldaysto prepareand complete.
Less prototype building capacityis used for
componentscomparedwith cotnpleteprototypes. The tests are therefore less timeconsuming,both before and during the test.
The measuringtechniquesare less troublesomeand more accuratethan thosecu$tomarily usedin high-speeddynamictesting.

Dpemic componenttesting
Dynamic compclncnttesting, or component crash
testing, is a method that is used in an attempt to
investigatethe influencesof the strain rate-dependent
mechanical properties of steel. With this type of

dynamic testing the advantagesof componentcrush
testing,as describeditr the previousparagraph,are
retainedand the dynamic tests are done in a similar
way to the crushtests.
However. some differencesshould be noted. The
greatestdifferenceis found in the input used in the
test protocol. In the crush tests the input is the
prescribed
deformation.Forcesand tensionsas well as
detail deformationsare also measured.
In the caseof dynamictests,however,the input is
energy.Unlike the crush te$ts,which can be interrupted at will, the overall deformationin dynamic
testingcannot be influencedonce the test has started.
Forces,tensionsand detail deformationscan, however, still be measuredduring the crash, but the
accuracyis much lower.
The great difficulty with component crash testing
lies in the modelling of the boundary conditions.
Although energyis the main input, the objectiveis to
makedeformationspeedsas realisticas possible.This
can causeproblems,as indicatedbelow. tf the test
componentbelongsentirelyto the deformingpart of
the car, this means that this component may never
experiencea strain rate equallinEzero.
ln the componentcrash test, however,the impacting barrier must at some time have a zero relative
velocity, thus making the strain rate equal zero as
well. As a consequence,
it is not possibleto tcst the
componentover its full length sincespaceis neededin
which to arrest the mobile barrier and space to
accommodatethe compressedmaterial. Accordingly,
only a limited period of initial deformationcan be
investigatedand comparedwith the crush test.
In order to make deformationspeedsas realisticas
possibleduring the componentcrash test, a set of
boundary conditions has to be created for the test.
Beforestartingthe test, a careful estimateshould be
made of the crash pulse of the component and its
environment(now missing)and with these two estimatesa correct barrier weight must be chosen.An
estimateof the barrier velocity upon impact with the
componentduring a full-scalecrash test should likewisebe made.
If, for example,the test componentconsistsof the
rearward section of the rear floor complete with
bumper, this will be relatively simple becausethe
barrier velocitywill then be the actualimpact velocity.
With this information in respectto barrier velocity,
barrierweightand both crashpulses,a proper set of
boundary conditionscan be createdfor the te$t. This
is done by addingextra brakingdevicesalongsidethe
test component.Thesebrakingdevices,suchas crumpling tubesor honeycombblocks, adjust the deformation speedsto thc correctvaluesduring the test period
of the crash, simulating the parts of the car (the
structuralenvironment)that have beenlcft off,
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A secondbraking devicecomesinto action during
the braking period of the test. As mentionedearlier,
the componentin test will be too short to stop the
mobile barrier completelyduring the test period. This
second braking devices(a second set of crumpling
tubes or honeycombblocks) is therefore needcd to
dissipatethe residualenergy.
Although some disadvantagesare inherent to this
type of test-we have already mentionedthe limited
crush area of the component,the problemsof highspeedtestingin generaland the difficult modellingof
the boundary conditions-these tests also offer considerableadvantages:
.

r

.

The cost of these tests is still much lower
than the cost of a full-scale test (although
higher than crush tests).This makesit possible to test more detail solutions(likc trigger
shapes,influcncesof the spare wheel and
brackets)to a relativelyhigh degreeof accuracy.
The previously mentioned advantage, i.e.
that of knowingand understanding
the component'snaturalbehaviour,still applies.
Prototype building and test executiontake
lesstime than full-scaletesting"

Semi-full-scale testing
After determiningthe behaviourof the components,
the next step is to study their interaction with their
testing,
environment.This was done by semi-full-scale
also known as half-bodytesting.As the nameof this
method suggcst$,
thesetestsinvolve the crushingor
crashingof half-bodiesof cars, in this casethe rear
ends of bodies cut just in front of the B-pillar.
Half-body testingis in fact a high level of component
testingwith sometypical featuresof full-scaletesting,
as will be shownlater.
Half-body crush testing (qussi-staticsemi-full-scale
testing)
For the half-body crushteststhe rear end of a body
was mountedagainsta fixed load cell barrier and the
loads weremeasuredat the points wherethe body was
supported;thc sills, roof cant rails and at waist-line
level. This made it possibleto determinethe load
pathsinsidethe body duringthe crushingprocess.The
body supportswere made in such a way that they did
not introduceundesiredloads in thc car.
The first half-hody to be tested was a reference
body. This body, which had the samestructureas the
body used in the initial full-scale crash test (the
referencetest ex paragraph2), was crushedto determine the validityof the testmethod.
In these tests it was found that pin-jointing the
half'-body to the fixed-barrier was an acceptable
alternative.
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The results of the half-body referencetest proved to
be quite comparableto the full-scalereferencetest.
While this appliesespeciallyto the failure mode of the
body, it is also true of the force deflectioncharacteristics, as will be shownlater.
All the advantages
mentionedfor
and disadvantages
the componentcrush te$tswere found to be valid for
the half-body crush test.
Ha|f.bodycrrshtesting(semi.fu||.sca|edynamic
testing)
The final stagebefore full-scaledynamic testing is
semi-full-scaletesting,also known as half-body crash
testing.This type of testingcould be regardedas the
most completecomponenttestingpossible.
As in the half-body crush tests,this type of testing
usesa rear end of ttre car which is mountedasainsta
fixed load cell barrier.
Having alreadycompletedthe half-body crush testing, it was now known that the body could be
clamped against the load cells so long as the body
sectionwas cut in front of the B-pillar. Pin-jointing
the body to the load cell harrier was not tried sinceit
was not certain whether the pin joints would be
capableof resistingthe dynamic effects of the tests.
Also, sincethe bodiesclampedto the load cell barrier
gave valid results,it was decidedto stay with this
practice.
The purpose of half-body crash testing is to obtain-at relativelylow cost-a good impressionof the
car's rear end crash performancetogetherwith additional information on load paths.
By choosingthe weight of the mobile barrier in the
half-bodycrashtest so that(l)
Mo* =

Mb

M.

M b + M "

, in which

Mo* = mobile barrier mass in half-body test; Mb :
mobile barrier mass in full-scale test; M. : mari$ of
the car in full-scale test, it can be proven that the
half-body test will be equivalent to the full-scale test
within an accuracy of 9590 for all test parameters.
The initial test speed of the mobile barrier in the
half-body test must be the same a$ in the full-scale
test.

Comparisonof Test Results
When comparing the half-body test results with
those of the full-scale crash tests, the following trends
are found.

Half-body crush test vs. half-hody crflsh test
Fie. 3 shows the force deflectioncurvesof a
half-body crush test and an identicalhalf-body crash
test to be comparable.It can further be seen that
upon initial impact the strain rate is high in the
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Flgure3. Comparisonof test results of a half-body
crush test and a half-body crash test show'
Ing the correlatlon betweon the two tests
dynamic test, thus generatinghigher forces compared
with the quasi-statictests.As the deformationspeed
reducesafter initial impact, the differencesbetween
crashand crushtest diminish.This, of course,wasto
be expected.
An interesting result of these tests are the load
distributionthrough the body. The loadsare plotted
as a percentageof the total load againstdeformation
of the rear panel. This is shown in Fie. 4, where it
can bc seenthat the half-body crush test gives the
same information as the half-body crash test. That
seem$to indicatethat the crush test is a good enough
simulationof the crashtest for determiningload paths
insidethe body.

Half.hody crflsh test vs. full-scalecrash test
Fig. 5 strowsatypical curvesfor a half-body crash
test and a full-scalecrash test. As can be seen.the
graphs show a good correlation. The results of the
half-body crash testswere found to be very useful in
phaseof the Volvo 480,because
they
the development
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Flgure4. Comparisonof test results of a half-body
crush ts$t(l) and a half-body crash test(Z)
et roof, waist
showingthe load dastribution$
and floor levele

Figure5. Comparisonof test results of a half-body
crashtest and a tull-scalecrashtest,
gave a useful indication of the car's crash behaviour
and energyabsorptionproperties.

Future Developments
As the costs involved in a half-body crash test are
much lower than those of a full-scale rear irnpact test,
and since the results obtained with the former method
are shown to be valid, it has become possible to carry
out other component test$ on half-bodics. This means
ihat items like the influence of the type of mobile
barrier used can easily be checked in half-body tests.
This is done by replacing the flat rigid barrier
surface by a deformable barrier. For this purpose a
CCMC side impact barrier front is used(5). This
barrier front is chosen as being more reproducible
than frontal sections of rear cars since the latter may
vary in frontal crash stiffness.
The test set-up is identical to the set-up for halfbody crash tests and the choice of boundary conditions is also the same. The only change made is to
raise the test speed. This is done in view of the
energy-absorbing property of the deformable barrier.
It i$ not possible to determine the exact distribution
of the energy dissipation between the target and the
impactor, but a good estimate can be made by
evaluating the static deformation of the car atler the
test. However, this is only possible when there is
sufficient data available in respect of dynamic body
deformation, as is the casewith the Volvo 480.
As this test method is still in a development phase,
this subject will not be addressed in detail in this
paper. We do however intend to pursue this line of
investigation because we believe that it can be developed into a useful method for determining dynamic
crash performance.

Conclusions
While therc are certain difficulties in making detailed comparisonsbetween crash results and crush
results, even so the following conclusionscan be
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drawn from the experiencegainedin the development
of the Volvo 480:
The deformation modes of componentsand
complex structures(half-bodics),both in a
crashtest and a crushtest, are very cotnparable. Crush testing theref-oreprovidesa good
prediction of the failure mode when special
attention is given to modellingthe boundary
conditions.
2. The overall force distribution in the body
during the total defortnationdistanceis independentof crash,/crush
speed.
the
in component
component
Isolation
3.
of
tests and low-speeddeformation offcr the
possibilityof making detailed studiesand
using numerou$ measuring techniques,including-inter alia-strain gauges, force
and still photography.
measurement
4. Thc cost of thcse tests is relativelylow in
comparisonwith extensivefull-scaletesting,
and comparableresultsare generated.
5. When crushtestingis considercdas a means
of obtaining a major indication of failure
modes in the structure,then it is a very
useful tool in the developmentof rear end
crashproperties.
6. The multipatfr method offers far greater
flexibility for comparing dif'f'erentalternatives.

2 . Energy absorptionby the plastic deformation of
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